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OUR INTEGRATED REPORT

The purpose of this report
is to communicate with our
stakeholders in a concise and
transparent manner, on how
the Fund creates sustainable
value through the use of vital
resources known as ‘capitals’.

Assurance of information
In preparation of our integrated report, we have ensured that
content is aligned with legislative requirements governing the Fund.
Furthermore, we employ a combined assurance approach to
co-ordinate internal and external assurance efforts. This includes
assurance provided by our board of directors (page 15) as well as
limited assurance provided by our independent external auditor,
Ernst & Young Inc. (page 92).

Forward-looking statements

Scope and boundary
This report represents Investec Property Fund Limited (the Fund), a
South African Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) listed on the JSE.
Our annual integrated report illustrates the core activities of our
business through our business model and the alignment thereof to
our four strategic pillars. Emphasis is placed on our South African
portfolio, constituting 84.8% of our investment base, which aligns
with our mission of being recognised as South Africa’s leading
REIT. Given the economic environment in which we operate, a
diverse portfolio is essential. As such, there is an ongoing effort
to recycle capital into better performing assets, both locally and
offshore. Furthermore, we examine inherent risks and explore
opportunities which have a significant influence on our ability to
create value.

This report contains forward-looking statements in respect of the
Fund’s future performance outcomes. While these statements
represent our judgements and future expectations, various future
uncertainties could cause actual results to differ materially from our
expectations. Therefore, all forward-looking statements have not
been reported on by our auditor.

The boards’ statement of responsibility
The board recognises their responsibility to ensure the integrity of
the integrated report and has accordingly addressed all material
matters that impact our ability to create value for all stakeholders.
This report was approved by the board on 24 June 2019.

Cross reference tools

Retail
properties

Office
properties

AUDITED INFORMATION
Denotes information in the risk and remuneration reports that
forms part of the group’s audited annual financial statements

PAGE REFERENCES
Refers readers to information elsewhere in this report

Industrial
properties

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
Refers readers to further information in our corporate
responsibility report available on our website:
www.investecproperty.com

REPORTING STANDARD
Denotes our consideration of a reporting standard

WEBSITE
Indicates that additional information is available
on our website: www.investecproperty.com
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ABOUT US

Investec Property Fund Limited (the Fund) is a South African Real
Estate Investment Trust (REIT) that listed on the JSE in the Real
Estate Holdings and Development Sector on 14 April 2011.
At 31 March 2019 the Fund comprises a portfolio of 102 properties in South Africa, which have a total gross lettable area of 1 197 921m²
and are valued at R17.3 billion. Other investments in South Africa have a value of R0.4 billion, while offshore investments in Europe, U.K. and
Australia have a value of R3.2 billion.

Investec Group
26.6%

Our organisational structure
The Fund’s property portfolio is managed and operated by
Investec Property (Pty) Ltd (the Manager) under the terms of an
asset management and property management agreement. The
Investec Group (Investec) holds 26.6% in the Fund and 100% in
the Manager.

100%

Investec Property Fund Limited
THE FUND

South African
property
portfolio

Investec Property (Pty) Ltd
THE MANAGER

Offshore
property
portfolio

Pan-European
Logistics

Retail

What makes us different?
The Fund is a strong brand with an excellent reputation, a legacy
to preserve and an exciting future to craft. It is our mission to be
recognised as South Africa’s leading REIT.

Office

IAPF

Industrial

U.K. Fund

Investment
Portfolio

The driving force behind the Fund is a combination of the handson property skills and financial expertise within the team. The
team comprises both experienced and young professionals and
operates in a highly collaborative and entrepreneurial environment.

We are property purists and aim to deliver sustainable long-term
returns for investors by:

The business is deeply committed to delivering on its strategy,
while always striving to adhere to the principles of good corporate
governance and the goal of long-term sustainability.

• Investing in best of breed assets;

What makes us a good investment?

• Delivering the best long-term returns in the sector;

At the Fund, we believe that good investments
are measured by:

• Focusing on client experience as a key differentiator;
• Unlocking the potential of space; and
• Consistently demonstrating a distinctive approach to doing
business.
Our business is therefore based on four strategic pillars:

Client service excellence
Value-add asset management and
capital allocation
Revenue security and growth
Cost-efficiency and system optimisation

Long-term
sustainable
income
growth

Consistent
increase in
asset value

Total
return to
shareholders

Dividend
growth

While the Fund is an independently listed company, it shares a
common ethos, brand, culture and approach to governance with
Investec, and benefits substantially from this association. Investec
has an impeccable track record, it is an established brand and is
trusted by investors, shareholders and other stakeholders.
Our senior management team and Board of directors has a long
history of success in the property sector, dating back to the mid1990s. The team is highly experienced, in both direct real estate
and in the listed property sector.
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS

First international
acquisition in
Australian Fund
IAPF
(October 2013)

R8.7bn
IAPF
R502m
80 properties

R6.1bn

REIT status
(1 April 2013)

IAPF
R288m
69 properties

SA

94.2%

R4.2bn
R1.7bn
29 properties

Listing price
R9.50

5.8%

R2.1bn

95.3%

32 properties

Offshore

4.7%

DPU
93.02c

NAV
R10.81

Gearing
6.3%

Year ended March

14 April 2011

Offshore

SA

50 properties

2012

DPU
99.99c

NAV
R12.43

Gearing
10.7%

Year ended March

DPS
NAV
108.20c R13.98

Gearing
16.8%

Year ended March

2013

DPS
119.15c

NAV
R15.15

Year ended March

2014

2015

B-BBEE
• Corporate rating A• Secured rating AA-
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS
(continued)

R20.9bn
Doubled the
size of the Fund
through Zenprop
and Griffin
transaction
(R7.9bn)

R17.0bn
IAPF
R532m
122 properties

R18.8bn
IAPF
R1.3bn
119 properties

Committed
to €150m
investment into
Pan-European
logistics
portfolio

R19.2bn
IAPF: R1.0bn
U.K. Fund: R0.2bn
105 properties

IAPF: R1.3bn
PEL: R1.7bn
U.K. Fund: R0.2bn
102 properties

SA
SA

SA

15.2%

Offshore

Offshore

96.9%

Offshore

93.7%

93.1%
SA

84.8%

6.3%

6.9%

Offshore

3.1%

New CEO Nick Riley
effective 1 April 2015

DPS
124.6c

NAV
R15.85

Gearing
34.1%

Year ended March

2016

DPS
127.65c

NAV
R16.94

Year ended March

2017

Gearing
33.2%

DPS
138.53c

NAV
R17.29

Gearing
32.6%

Year ended March

New joint-CEOs Andrew Wooler
and Darryl Mayers
effective 1 December 2018

DPS
142.3c

NAV
R17.83

Gearing
35.9%

Year ended March

2018

2019

International exposure

International exposure

•£
 10m investment into the U.K. Fund
underpinned by high quality real estate
assets.

•C
 ommitted a further
€64.5 million* into PanEuropean Light Industrial
portfolio.

B-BBEE
• Level 4 contributor.

Launched Izandla empowerment
vehicle

•S
 ell down of 45 million units
in IAPF – post year end.
• Corporate rating A+.

• Corporate rating A.
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REFLECTING ON 2019 WITH OUR CHAIRMAN

In FY2019, the Fund demonstrated its ability to deliver on its four strategic
objectives, with solid operational and financial performance underpinned by
quality assets. The Fund’s performance is encouraging against a challenging
operating environment, including ongoing global market volatility. The Board
remains optimistic about the long-term growth prospects in the South African
market and holds the majority of its balance sheet on local soil. In the short to
medium term, growth is likely to be underpinned by the offshore investments,
giving credence to its diversified balance sheet.
It is with great pleasure that I introduce the Fund’s 2019 integrated
annual report. The report presents the Fund’s strategic framework
for long-term value creation and provides a concise review of how
the Fund’s performance and governance continues to deliver on its
four strategic pillars:

Client service excellence
Value-add asset management and capital
allocation
Revenue security and growth
Cost-efficiency and system optimisation

A good performance in a challenging
environment
The South African operating environment has been challenging,
with consumers under pressure, limited new clients, lack of
demand for office space and manufacturing being depressed.
The Fund’s robust business model, which centers around property
fundamentals (both locally and offshore) and impeccable client
service delivered pleasing results, despite the difficult macroeconomic conditions. The overall like-for-like growth of the South
African net property income (NPI) was 0.8% and the Fund delivered
full-year normalised distribution growth of 5.1%.
Strongly supported by added-value asset management and
stringent cost efficiency measures, the Fund’s capital allocation
strategy continues to secure positive returns for shareholders
despite constraints in the local market.

The macro-economic environment
Low growth, subdued business confidence, muted investor
confidence and socio-economic uncertainty, all impacted on
the Fund’s business in FY2019. This was offset by the positive
contribution of the off-shore portfolio, particularly the Fund’s
investment in a Pan-European Logistics (PEL) platform, which
was made in the first quarter of the financial year. Together with a
post-year-end investment in a Pan-European Light Industrial (PELI)
platform and the balance of the committed €150m commitment,
this is expected to deliver good results in the short, medium and

6

long term. With this in mind, capital will be re-allocated from both
the South African and Australian portfolios into the European
portfolios, which will deliver higher risk-adjusted returns.
In the local South African market, the high quality of the Fund’s
assets coupled with the agility and skills of the Fund’s asset
management team have shielded it from the headwinds in the local
market. And despite the difficult trading conditions the team has
succeeded in reducing the vacancy rates in FY2019. A significant
amount of quality retail, commercial and industrial space was let
or renewed during the period against a backdrop of constrained
consumer spending, business consolidations, liquidations and
greater competition for tenants.
The Fund’s portfolio of quality property, a diversified investment
base and robust balance sheet ensures the ability of the business
to weather the current environment.

The high quality of assets in the Fund’s
local portfolio will, to some extent, shield
it from these external trends, as will the
exceptional asset management which,
despite these difficult trading conditions,
succeeded in bringing down vacancy
Investment strategy
The South African direct property portfolio and investments
accounts for 85% of the Fund’s balance sheet investments and
this remains the core focus of the dedicated South African based
team who have the local knowledge and expertise to unlock value
for shareholders. However in the previous financial year, the Fund
committed to increasing its offshore exposure. This strategy was
premised on geographical diversification and to be built first and
foremost on property fundamentals.
Following the acquisition of a 42.9% share in a PEL platform,
the balance sheet is now 15% exposed to developed offshore
markets. The new investments into attractive markets and
portfolios underpinned by quality property and run by experienced
management teams present an exciting opportunity for the Fund
over the next few years. The initial investment has performed very
well, with better letting and lower incentives being achieved. The
balance sheet is now well diversified across quality assets and
developed markets.
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REFLECTING ON 2019 WITH OUR CHAIRMAN
(continued)

Governance

Outlook

The Fund diligently maintains a solid corporate governance framework
that complies with all relevant legislation, the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange (JSE) Listings Requirements and the codes of good
governance set out in the King Report on Corporate Governance for
South Africa (2016) (King IV). An ethical and values-based approach
to business is embedded in both the Fund’s structure and operating
processes, and its performance against best-practice governance
criteria is rigorously monitored by the Board.

Notwithstanding current conditions in South Africa, the
Fund remains optimistic about the long-term outlook for the
country and, as a result, the majority of the portfolio is still held
locally. The Fund’s geographically diversified and defensive
portfolio is well placed to deliver optimised and sustainable
shareholder returns over time.

The Board itself is duly comprised of well-qualified and experienced
directors representing a diverse set of skills. The composition of the
Board and the profiles of the directors are presented in detail in the
body of this report. Nicholas Riley stepped down as CEO of the
Fund on 1 December 2018 to take up a new position within the
Investec Group. Darryl Mayers and Andrew Wooler were appointed
as joint-CEO on the same date. Jenna Sprenger assumed the role
of Chief Financial Officer on 1 December 2018. Nicholas Riley
remains on the board in a non-executive capacity.

The combined skills and blend of experience
of the new joint-CEOs make for a stronger
management team, particularly in a tough
operating environment
The changes to the executive management team provide a
solid platform for the business. Darryl Mayers is a property
fundamentalist, who will focus on the South African portfolio
and development projects while Andrew Wooler, well known
to the institutional market, brings with him a depth of specialist
finance skills. Andrew will deliver the international investments,
capital allocation, balance sheet management and M&A activity.
Supported by an experienced board of directors, the Fund is well
placed to grow and deliver returns in a complex and challenging
environment.

Transformation and CSI
Meaningful socio-economic transformation, both within
the business and in the broader environment is naturally a
key focus for the Fund. It actively supports transformation
through such initiatives as supplier development programmes,
preferential procurement and a focused corporate social
investment programme.
The Fund recognises that inclusive economic growth and social
transformation is vital to creating a sustainable future for all South
Africans. It is therefore aligned to the Property Sector Code, in
which all sector stakeholders have committed to transforming
property relations and contributing towards the development of an
equitable society in South Africa.

The challenges faced by the local market are likely to result in
low single digit growth from the South African portfolio however
this will be enhanced by returns earned from offshore investments,
particularly in Europe. The PEL transaction is accretive to the
Fund’s earnings and has the potential to deliver income and capital
growth as further capital is deployed, the letting and asset
management strategy is executed and the attractive secular
dynamics increasingly support the European logistics sector.

One of the most significant events during
the reporting period was the acquisition of
a 42.9% interest in the PEL platform
The Fund’s balance sheet is well placed as a result of both
conservative and opportunistic balance sheet management.
The Fund has produced consistent income and capital growth
since its listing and looks forward to continuing this growth pattern
into the future.

Appreciation
In concluding, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Board for steering the Fund through the current operating
conditions in the past year and for the consistent application of its
wide range of skills and experience, which has made it possible to
deliver positive results for FY2019.
Special thanks are also due to the diligent and professional teams
on the ground. Their hard work and dedication is commendable
and I look forward to working with them to deliver firm results in
the future.

Sam Hackner
Non-executive Chairman

The Fund received a Level 4 B-BBEE rating during the last review
and continuously implements initiatives to achieve the objectives
of the revised B-BBEE Codes, gazetted in October 2013. Its
approach to transformation is to focus on supplier development,
enterprise development, procurement processes, economic
development and socio-economic development.
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OUR INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE

Direct
properties

82.7%

South Africa

1.5%

Number of properties, asset value and base growth
Number

R’billion

120
17.3

100

102

20

17.6
105

84.8%

Izandla

35%

Total

R740.1 m

share

property value

R0.3 bn

INVESTMENT

15 properties

15
80

60

31 6.5

40

7.3

40

6.3
31

10

34
7.0

0.6%

Ingenuity*

4.1

38

33

3.7

5

9.2%

20

share
0

R1.45

Last reported NAV per share

0
FY19

FY18

Total

FY19

FY18

Office

Number of properties (LHS)

FY19

FY18

Industrial

Asset value (RHS)

FY19

FY18

Retail

R0.1 bn

INVESTMENT

*	On 17 April 2019 the Fund announced that Ingenuity would repurchase all Ingenuity shares held by IPF subject to its shareholders’ approval.
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OUR INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE
(continued)

The Fund is a South African REIT and comprises an investment portfolio of direct
and indirect real estate investments in South Africa, Europe, Australia and the
U.K. The portfolio of assets is high quality, geographically diverse and valued
at R20.9 billion. Here’s how each regional segment contributes to the Fund’s
portfolio:
Regional segment contribution to Fund portfolio

FY2018

United Kingdom

1.1%

FY2019

FY2018

FY2019

91.8%
0.6%
1.1%
5.5%

82.7%
0.6%
1.5%
6.1%

1.0%
0.0%

1.1%
8.0%

SA Investment property
Ingenuity
Izandla
Investec Australia Property
Fund
Investec Argo UK
Pan-European Logistics (PEL)
portfolio

Europe

Australia

8.0%

6.1%

10%

share

42.9%

share

20.9%*

£233.8 m

property value

€515.8 m

property value

AUD1 062.8 m

share

property value

R0.2 bn

R1.7 bn

R1.3 bn

INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

11 properties

25 properties

28 properties
* post year-end 45 million units sold
to support IAPF listing on the ASX.
The Fund retains a 9.9% stake in IAPF.
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OUR INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE
(continued)

1 Protea Place,
Sandton

The South African property portfolio remains
the core focus of the Fund.

Carrying value
R755.0 million

GLA:
20 066 m2

10
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OUR INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE
(continued)

Riverhorse −
RTT

Carrying value
R238.1 million

GLA:
18 474 m2

Dihlabeng Mall,
Bethlehem

Carrying value
R630.0 million

GLA:
31 032 m2
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OUR BUSINESS MODEL

Financial
capital

Capital inputs
• R7.9 billion debt
• R13.1 billion equity

Human
capital

–– asset management
–– finance, treasury and balance
sheet management
–– deal making
• Strong leadership team
• Experienced board of directors
• Support services:

Social and
Relationship capital

Intellectual
capital

–– legal
–– marketing
–– tax

Manufactured
capital

The Fund is an independently listed entity on the JSE
that aims to be recognised as South Africa’s leading
REIT with:

• R1.4 billion undrawn facilities, of
which R1.1 billion is committed
• Enthusiastic and dedicated team
of professionals across:

Natural
capital

THE FUND

• Strong brand and reputation
• Operating systems and processes

1

2

3

THE BEST OF
BREED
ASSETS

THE BEST
CLIENT
EXPERIENCE

THE BEST
SHAREHOLDER
RETURNS

The Fund is focused on ensuring it continues to
optimise long-term stakeholder value by strategically
allocating and investing financial capital into longterm value-enhancing property assets which provide
risk‑adjusted returns.

• Culture of entrepreneurship and
agility
• Access to capital and deal flow

• Engaged stakeholder relationships
• Investor roadshows
• Tenant touchpoint programme
• B-BBEE compliance strategy
• Active monitoring of legislative and
regulatory changes
• Community upliftment projects

THE MANAGER
The Fund is managed and operated by
Investec Property under the terms of an asset
management and property management
agreement.

• Local property portfolio
• Local investments

OPERATIONAL
STRATEGY

01

02

03

• Offshore investments

• Energy
• Water
• Land

Focus on long-term value
creation

12
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OUR BUSINESS MODEL
(continued)

STRATEGIC PILLARS

Summary of capital outcomes

The operations and activities of the Fund are
based on four strategic pillars:

Client service excellence
Delivery of an out‑of‑the ordinary client experience
through interactive tenant engagement and an
out‑of‑the ordinary service offering

Distributed R1.0 billion in dividends
Loan-to-value ratio (LTV) of 35.9%
Reduced average cost of funding by 0.7% (to 7.9%)
R3.7 billion debt refinanced, extending the expiry
profile
• Raised equity of R81.1 million
• Recycled R0.5 billion in assets
• Achieved a GCR rating upgrade to A+
•
•
•
•

	Pages 42 – 50

Value-add asset management and
capital allocation
Strategic investment of capital to optimise asset
returns on a long-term risk-adjusted basis

Revenue security and growth
Proactive minimisation of risks associated with future
contractual revenue through the development of
innovative solutions tailored to meet client needs

Cost-efficiency and
system optimisation
Speed, agility and focused cost-cutting measures that
do not compromise the quality of service delivery

OUTPUT: A PORTFOLIO OF DIVERSE
QUALITY PROPERTY INVESTMENTS

Provide space for its clients to successfully
conduct their commercial activities

Dedicated resources to stakeholder relations
Measured client service excellence
49.8% of FY2020 expiries have already been let
Developed SMMEs through Project AMP
Corporate social investment spend of R6.4 million

	Pages 51 – 74

Create an environment for communities and
businesses to thrive

04

05

Remain opportunistic

Strategic offshore platforms

M&A and balance sheet
management

•
•
•
•
•

Recorded NPI growth of 0.8%
Escalated rentals by 7.6%
3.9% increase in net asset value
Increased offshore investments to R3.2 billion
Recorded a return on the PEL offshore investments
of 26.0%
• Reduced vacancies from 4.0% in the prior year
to 2.4% in the current year
• Ensured that 94.2% of expired space was let or
renewed in the current year

 enerate rental income and capital growth
G
over the long-term

06

Secured access to:
• Deal flow
• European pipeline
• Investec Property development pipeline
• High-value global investments
• Financial support
• Off market opportunities through Investec Banking
network

•
•
•
•
•

The Fund manages a diversified portfolio of quality
properties and international property investments,
which serve the needs of a broad base of clients in
various sectors. The Fund’s portfolio works to:

1
2
3

• S
 ector specific specialists across asset
management, finance and deal making

07

• A
 llocated a R90.8 million budget for disbursement
for FY2020 to sustainability, majority Solar PV
• Spent R46.1 million in FY2019, 94% of which was
spent on Solar PV
• Identified 10 additional buildings for Solar PV
• Developed a benchmarking tool to manage utility
consumption
• Achieved a Green Star rating on 2 buildings, with
another 9 applications in progress
	Pages 75 – 78

Disciplined approach to
capital allocation and asset
recycling
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OUR LEADERSHIP

The Fund operates
within the context of
a strong governance
framework that
is informed by
the Companies Act,
Act 71 of 2008,
as amended, the JSE
Listings Requirements
and the King IV.

Our ethics and values are
embedded in everything we do
and the Fund complies with all
appropriate legislative, regulatory
and best-practice requirements.
The Board is the Fund’s governing body and is ultimately
accountable for corporate governance and performance.
Key governance and operational functions are, however, delegated
to the Committees of the Board within well-defined frames of
reference. The Committees of the Board include the Audit and
Risk Committee, the Investment Committee, the Nominations
Committee and the Social and Ethics Committee. The Fund
does not have any employees, and therefore has no need for
a Remuneration Committee, as its operations are attended to by
the Manager. The Nominations Committee review the performance
of the Board of Directors and determine the fees payable to the
non-executive directors.
Together, the Board and its committees are responsible for
assessing and managing risk, ensuring that appropriate riskmanagement policies and procedures are in place, overseeing
major capital expenditure, approving acquisitions and disposals,
approving the establishment of new businesses, and authorising
the introduction of new products and services. The Board is also
responsible for the business strategy and plans and monitoring
implementation, as well as ensuring legislative and regulatory
compliance. Operating in terms of a formal Board Charter, its
primary objective is to secure the Fund’s long-term sustainability,
growth and profitability.
In compliance with international standards of best practice, the
roles of the Chairman and the joint-CEOs are separate and distinct.
The role of the Company Secretary, who maintains an arms-length
relationship with the directors, is fulfilled by Investec. Through
either the Board or the Company Secretary, directors are entitled
to seek independent professional advice on matters relating to the
fulfilment of their duties and responsibilities. In compliance with
the Fund’s Memorandum of Incorporation, at least one-third of
non-executive directors offer themselves for re-election at each
Annual General Meeting.
The skills and experience of the members of the Board, who are
subject to annual evaluation, are sufficient and appropriate for
them to be able to fulfil their duties and responsibilities.
Directors of the Fund and companies or individuals providing
services to the Fund are required to act with integrity,
accountability, fairness and transparency, and are expected to
demonstrate these attributes in all their dealings.

14
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OUR LEADERSHIP
(continued)

Governance structure

The Board
Chairman (Board)
Sam Hackner

Non-executive directors
Non-independent#
Sam Hackner
Samuel R Leon
Luigi LM Giuricich
Nicholas P Riley

Executive directors

Independent#
6/7
7/7
7/7
7/7

#

Philip A Hourquebie
Constance M Mashaba
Moses M Ngoasheng
Suliman Mahomed
Khumo L Shuenyane

Darryl J Mayers**
Andrew R Wooler
Jenna C Sprenger**

7/7
5/7
6/7

2/2
7/7
2/2

4/7
7/7

Committees
Investment Committee*

Nominations Committee#

Sam Hackner

Sam Hackner

3/3

Social and Ethics Committee#
Moses M Ngoasheng

2/2

Audit and Risk Committee#
Philip A Hourquebie

4/4

Samuel R Leon

Moses M Ngoasheng

3/3

Constance M Mashaba

1/2

Constance M Mashaba

3/4

Luigi LM Giuricich

Khumo L Shuenyane

3/3

Darryl J Mayers**

2/2

Moses M Ngoasheng

3/4
3/4

Nicholas P Riley

INVITEE:

Khumo L Shuenyane

Moses M Ngoasheng

Andrew R Wooler

INVITEES:

Suliman Mahomed

Jenna C Sprenger

Darryl J Mayers

Khumo L Shuenyane

Andrew R Wooler

INVITEES:

Jenna C Sprenger

Darryl J Mayers
Andrew R Wooler

Jenna C Sprenger
IC

*
**
#

NC

S&E

A&R

The Investment Committee held no meetings during the 2019 financial year. All but one decision was brought to the Board meetings. The exception was
dealt with in a round robin resolution by the committee.
Appointed on 01/12/2018
Attendance of meetings

	Detailed information about the role and responsibilities of the committees is given on page 84 to 85.

Board composition
Independence

41.7%
58.3%

Independent
Non-independent

Tenure

25%
25%
50%

Directors

0 – 3 years on board
4 – 6 years on board
7 – 9 years on board

25%
75%

Executive
Non-executive

Average
age

55 years

Oldest
member

70 years

Youngest
member

33 years
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OUR LEADERSHIP
(continued)

IC

Investment Committee

NC

Nominations Committee

S&E

Social and Ethics Committee

A&R

Audit and Risk Committee

Chairman

Non-executive directors

BCom (Hons), Dip Acc, CA(SA)
NC

Samuel R Leon (69)
Non-executive deputy
chairman
LLB (UK)
IC

Sam retired as Chairman of the Investec Group’s global property activities and as a member of the Investec Global
Property Investment Committee and the Investec Global Property Credit Committee on 28 February 2018
after 38 years of service. He also served as the Chairman of Growthpoint, the largest South African
REIT listed on the JSE, from 2003 to 2008.

SAM
HACKNER

Sam Leon has over 40 years of experience in all sectors of the property industry
and has served the past 26 years at Investec Property. He first joined Investec
Property as a director, later became Managing Director, and is currently Deputy
Chairman. He was also instrumental in transforming Growthpoint into South
Africa’s largest listed property REIT and was a director until Investec sold its
interests in the company in October 2007.

SAMUEL
LEON

Luigi LM Giuricich (58)
Non-executive director
BCompt (Hons), CA(SA)
IC

Nicholas P Riley (40)
Non-executive director
BCom (Cum Laude), BCom Hons,
CA(SA), CFA, PLD (Harvard)

Luigi Giuricich completed his articles at Peat Marwick
Mitchell and Co. (now KPMG) and has over 30 years of
experience across all sectors of the construction and
property industries. Starting out as the Financial Director of
the S. Giuricich Group in 1990, he is currently a director of
Giuricich Group and associate companies.

Nick Riley joined the Investec Property Fund on 1 April
2014 as a member of the Fund’s executive management
team. He became CEO in 2015 and held the position until
1 December 2018 when he took up a new position within the
Investec Group, heading up the combined Investment Banking
and Principal Investment businesses of Investec Specialist Bank.

no
nex
ec

Sam retired as CEO of the Fund on 31 March 2015, having held this
position since the company was listed on the JSE in April 2011. He
was a key driver in the formation of the Investec Australia Property
Fund, which listed on the JSE in October 2013, and where he
holds the position of Non-executive Director. Sam has also
served on the Board of the South African Property Owners’
Association (SAPOA).

LUIGI
GIURICICH

NICHOLAS
RILEY

IC

Prior to joining the Fund, Nick spent nine years at Investec
Corporate Finance, where he was a senior investment banker
responsible for a number of Investec’s key client relationships.

Philip A Hourquebie (66)
Independent non-executive
director
BAcc, BCom(Hons), CA(SA)
A&R

s
ive
ut

es
tiv
u
ec
ex

IC

Sam Hackner, who has nearly 40 years of experience in the property industry, is the Chairman of the Fund, a position
he has held since the Fund listed on the JSE in April 2011.

Non-indep
end
ent

Non-executive chairman

In
d
e
pen
de
n
t
no
n-

Sam Hackner (63)

PHILIP
HOURQUEBIE

Philip Hourquebie is a member of the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA) and a past chairman of that board. He gained over 38
years of experience at the global professional services firm, EY (Ernst & Young
Inc.). Between 2010 and 2014 he served as EY’s Regional Managing Partner for
Central and South-Eastern Europe, prior to which he was the Regional Managing
Partner for Sub-Saharan Africa and the CEO of EY South Africa. He currently serves
as an Independent Non-executive Director on the boards of Aveng Ltd, Investec Limited,
Investment Bank Limited and Investec plc.

CONSTANCE
MASHABA

Constance (Connie) M
Mashaba (57)

Connie Mashaba has been with Black Like Me Products since it was founded in 1985, first in the position of
Financial Manager and later in the position of Managing Director, which she has held since 2005.

Independent non-executive
director

Connie served as a trustee of Deutsche Bank Africa Foundation from 2009 to 2014 and also serves as Non-executive
Chairman of The Energy Company (Pty) Ltd, Non-executive Chairman of GIB Insurance Brokers and Chairman of
African Equity Corporation (Pty) Ltd. She has a BCom (Hons) in Business Management and a Diploma in Marketing and
Communication from the AAA School of Advertising. She has attended executive leadership programmes at Harvard
Business School and is a Fellow of the Institute of Directors of South Africa.

BCom (Hons) (Business
Management)
S&E
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OUR LEADERSHIP
(continued)

Prior to 1994, Moss Ngoasheng was involved in economic policy formulation as part of the ANC’s economic policy
division and joined the Presidency as Economic Advisor to Deputy and later President Mbeki from 1995 to 2000.
He is currently the Deputy Chairman and CEO of Safika Holdings (Pty) Ltd, a substantial investment holding company
which he formed in 1994. Moss serves on the boards of SABSA, the South African holding company of the AB InBev,
Dimension Data, Torre Ltd, Business Leadership South Africa, The Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital and other unlisted
subsidiaries and associates of Safika Holdings. He is the Lead Independent Director for the Fund.

Moses (Moss) M
Ngoasheng (62)
Independent non-executive
director
BA (Economics and Politics), B Soc.
Sci. (Hons), MPhil (Development
Studies)
IC

Suliman Mahomed has over 47 years of experience in the commercial property sector. He is
presently Chairman and CEO of the Solly’s Group of companies, including Solly’s Discount World,
Solly Noor Properties and Computron.

MOSES
NGOASHENG

NC

S&E

A&R

Suliman Mahomed (70)
Independent non-executive
director
IC

SULIMAN
MOHOMED

Ind
ep
en
d

Khumo Shuenyane is a partner at Delta Partners, a global firm
headquartered in Dubai, which provides advisory services in the telecoms,
technology and digital sector. He also serves on the Boards of Investec
Limited, Investec plc and Investec Bank Limited.

tives
ecu
-ex
on
tn
en

Between 2007 and 2013 Khumo served as Group Chief Mergers and
Acquisitions Officer for MTN Group Limited. He was previously head
of Principal Investments at Investec Bank Limited. Before taking up
that position in 2005, he served in the Investec Corporate Finance
Division for seven years. From 1992 to 1998, when he joined
Investec, Khumo worked for Arthur Andersen. He completed
his articles with the firm in Birmingham (U.K.), qualifying as a
KHUMO
member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
SHUENYANE
and Wales in 1995.

Khumo L Shuenyane (48)
Independent non-executive
director
ACA (Institute of Chartered
Accountants)
IC

NC

A&R

Executive directors

DARRYL
MAYERS

Ex
e
c
ut
ive

s

ANDREW
WOOLER

JENNA
SPRENGER

Darryl Mayers has held various positions in the property
industry since the late 1980s. Having spent eight years at
Investec, four years of which were with Investec Property,
Darryl acquired Vered Estates (Pty) Ltd in 2002. He was the
Managing Director of Vered until 2008, when he re-joined
Investec Property. He has since held various leadership roles
at Investec Property, including Head of Retail Developments
and the Head of the South African Trading and Development
business. He was appointed joint-chief executive officer of the
Fund on 1 December 2018.

Andrew Wooler has been part of the Fund’s executive management
team since joining Investec in August 2012, when the Fund held
R2 billion in assets locally. Since then he has played an integral role in
the growth of the Fund’s South African portfolio and the creation of and
investment into the Fund’s offshore platforms, including Investec Australia
Property Fund and Investec Argo UK Property Fund.

Andrew fulfilled the role of Chief Financial Officer from August 2015 until
1 December 2018 when he became joint-chief executive officer of the Fund. During
the course of 2017 Andrew was also involved in the setup of Izandla Property Fund (Pty)
Ltd, an empowered property fund in which the Fund has a 35% equity stake. Prior to joining
Investec, Andrew spent eight years in London, where he qualified as a Chartered Accountant,
worked in corporate finance and later headed up the team at Caesars Entertainment UK that was
responsible for driving profitability and rolling out new business opportunities across the EMEA region.

Jenna Sprenger joined the Fund in August 2014 and subsequently became a member of the Fund’s executive
management team. She was closely involved in the growth of the business’s asset value to R20.9 billion.
Jenna has been responsible for multiple aspects of the business, including balance sheet management, treasury and all
aspects of finance, and assumed the role of Chief Financial Officer on 1 December 2018. Prior to joining the Fund, she
was the Financial Manager at Annuity Properties Limited, which she joined shortly after it listed. She held her position
there until the company’s sale to Redefine Properties. After graduating, Jenna completed her accounting articles and
gained invaluable experience at KPMG Johannesburg and KPMG New York.

Darryl J Mayers (54)
Joint-chief executive officer
BSc (Hons) (Building), MBA, PLD
(Harvard)
S&E

INVITATIONS TO:
IC

A&R

Andrew R Wooler (37)
Joint-chief executive officer
B Bus Sci. (Finance Hons), FCA
INVITATIONS TO:
IC

S&E

A&R

Jenna C Sprenger (33)
Chief financial officer
BAcc (Rhodes), Post-Graduate
Diploma in Accounting, CA(SA)
INVITATIONS TO:
IC

S&E

A&R
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Communication, public disclosure obligations and stakeholder relations, as well as identifying, engaging and building relationships with our
stakeholders, are all important strategic objectives for the Fund. The Board recognises that effective communication is integral to building
stakeholder value and is committed to providing meaningful, transparent, timely and accurate financial and non-financial information
to primary stakeholders. It does this to enable them to make meaningful assessments and informed decisions, particularly investment
decisions, about the Fund.

Identifying our key stakeholders

High

The Fund identifies key stakeholders based on their influence and interest in the Fund. The stakeholder relationship is categorised as either
“Keep satisfied”, “Manage closely”, “Monitor” or “Keep informed” based on the assessments. The key stakeholders are those that the Fund
need to “Manage Closely”, even though the Fund deems all the stakeholders as important:

Keep satisfied

Manage closely

STAKEHOLDER INFLUENCE

Government
and
Regulators

Suppliers and
Brokers
Investors and
Funders

Communities

Property
Managers

Low

Industry and
Business
Associations

Monitor

Keep informed

Low

High
STAKEHOLDER INTEREST

18

Clients/
Tenants
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
(continued)

Clients/Tenants
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

In line with the Fund’s client-centric
approach, the Fund believes in building
and maintaining strong mutually beneficial
relationships with its clients.

• Proactively understanding the client’s
business and identifying value-adding
propositions
• Innovative solutions tailored to meet client
needs

The ability to retain and attract clients
impacts on the Fund’s sustainability and is
therefore a key focus.

Status

Impact on capitals

• Interactive engagement at both personal
and professional level
• Tenant touchpoint programme
• Client events
• Site visits

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
A provider of great space and service excellence
RESPONSE

94.2%

of space expired in the period
reviewed or relet at an average
reversion of negative 6.9%

2.4%

91.3%

retention in retail sector

vacancy reduced in a challenging
environment
(Mar 18: 4.0%)

Investors and Funders
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

It is essential to keep investors and funders
informed of developments in the business,
as they enable the Fund to raise capital.
The Fund manages the relationship with
banks and other debt providers closely to
ensure that it can enjoy continued financial
backing and to mitigate refinance risk.

Status

• Meetings, including the Annual General
Meeting
• Announcements, circulars and annual
reports

Impact on capitals

• Press releases
• Presentations and roadshows
• The Fund’s website
• Reporting on covenants

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
A strong balance sheet position and the ability to grow the investment base
RESPONSE

16.4%

5.1%

total return to shareholders
per annum since listing

FY2019 normalised distribution
growth (142.3cps)

35.9%
loan to value

The Fund monitors the relationship and the status thereof is as follows:
No relationship
FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Established relationship
HUMAN CAPITAL

Strong mutual relationship

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
(continued)

Suppliers and Brokers
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

The Fund has established strong working
relationships with a wide range of suppliers
and brokers to enhance the operating
efficiency of the portfolio.

• Ongoing interactive engagement with
suppliers and brokers
• Effective management of supplier
payments, ensuring alignment with
agreed-upon payment terms

Status

Impact on capitals

• Broker functions

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
An agile response and speed of doing business
RESPONSE

Procurement opportunities

Letting opportunities

Property Managers
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

The Fund’s property managers provide
hands-on management services for its
property portfolio.

Status

• Regular meetings with asset managers
• Proactive performance management
• Ongoing assessment of alignment with
the Fund’s strategy

Impact on capitals

• Service level agreement (SLA)
management

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
Positive collaboration to improve the quality of business
RESPONSE

Cultural alignment

Client centric focus

Cost saving
and efficiency

The Fund monitors the relationship and the status thereof is as follows:
No relationship
FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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Established relationship
HUMAN CAPITAL

Strong mutual relationship

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
(continued)

Government and Regulators
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

National, provincial and local government
all have an impact on the business
environment in which the Fund operates.
The cost of utilities and rates are a key cost
for the Fund and managing relationships
with municipalities is therefore particularly
important.
As a listed company, the Fund must comply
with the JSE Listings Requirements. As a
REIT operating in South Africa, the Fund is
subject to various regulations including REIT
legislation. Compliance with legislation and
regulators is an important function of the
Fund.

Status

• Monitoring and responding to local,
provincial and national issues
• Engaging municipalities through the
property managers and consultants

Impact on capitals

• Meeting public disclosure obligations
through the Company Secretary and the
sponsor, namely the Corporate Finance
division of Investec Bank Limited.
• Monitoring and responding to
developments in JSE Listings
Requirements
• Meetings with the JSE
• Regular reporting to the JSE

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
A responsible, ethical and transparent corporate citizen
RESPONSE

Legal and tax compliance

REIT compliance

Industry and Business Associations
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

Debt-rating agencies provide independent
insight into the ratings of the Fund’s debt,
which enable the Fund to effectively manage
liquidity.

• Annual reports

Analysts provide the market with information
about the company, which influences current
and potential investor confidence.

• Press releases

• Q&A sessions with key management
• Announcements, circulars and annual
reports

Status

Impact on capitals

• The Fund’s website
• Membership of the SA REIT Association
• Representation on SA REIT Association
sub-committees

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
Mutually beneficial experience and expertise to improve the quality of business in the property industry
and associated businesses
RESPONSE

FY2019

Corporate rating upgraded to A+(ZA)

The Fund monitors the relationship and the status thereof is as follows:
No relationship
FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Established relationship
HUMAN CAPITAL

Strong mutual relationship

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
(continued)

Communities
Relationship

Methods of Engagement

Developing relationships within communities
in which the Fund owns assets facilitates
upliftment in those communities and
improves the profitability of the assets.

Status

• Corporate Social Investment
• Hosting of events at the Funds’ premises
• Ongoing sustainability projects

Impact on capitals

• Investment in solar PV

Our properties are embedded in the
environment, therefore environmental
sustainability is important to the Fund in
order to enhance assets and decrease
vacancies.

EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
A responsible corporate citizen
RESPONSE

AMP*

R46.1m

Phase 2 launched in FY2019

spent on sustainability projects

R6.4m

corporate social investment spend

* The AMP project provides premises to black-owned SMMEs in the property industry.

The Fund monitors the relationship and the status thereof is as follows:
No relationship
FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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Established relationship
HUMAN CAPITAL

Strong mutual relationship

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
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Joint-CEOs’ REPORT

The year in review

 ull year normalised distribution growth of 5.1% –
F
in line with guidance; majority of distribution growth
driven by Pan-European Logistics investment.

South Africa

•	
Macro-economic environment remains challenging expectation of further deterioration into FY2020
•	Like-for-like net property income growth of 0.8% reflective of local market conditions
•	
Edcon rental concession agreed – no impact on
FY2019 but will impact FY2020 dividend growth by
1%
•	Agreed share repurchase by Ingenuity – will deliver
a 29% profit on cost and provides clarity to
shareholders

Offshore

•	
Offshore exposure increased to 15.2% –
€88.4 million deployed into the Pan-European
Logistics platform during the year
•	
Pan-European Logistics platform performance
ahead of deal plan with 26% total return (in Euro) –
driven by strong leasing activity, quality on-the-ground
team and well-positioned asset base
•	Additional €64.5 million committed to new
Pan-European Light Industrial platform post yearend – will complement the existing logistics strategy,
provide further offshore exposure and deliver earnings
accretion for shareholders
•	Post year-end sell down of 11% of Investec Australia
Property Fund – proceeds will be recycled on an
earnings and net asset value (NAV) enhancing basis

Balance sheet
•	
LTV of 35.9% and R3.7 billion refinancing completed in H2
•	Continual assessment of capital allocation to manage
gearing and ensure capital deployment into assets that
generate the most attractive risk adjusted return
•

R0.5 billion of South African property sold during the
year and R0.6 billion earmarked to be recycled to reduce
leverage or support European expansion activity

The Fund is well positioned
to take advantage of market
dynamics
24
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Guidance
for the next 12
months of 3-5% dps
growth, despite the
impact of the Edcon
restructure
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Joint-CEOs’ REPORT
(continued)

The Fund listed as a REIT on the
JSE on 14 April 2011. At this time,
the portfolio consisted of 29 South
African properties with a total GLA
(gross lettable area) of 369 189m²
and a value of R1.7 billion.
Since then, the Fund has progressively expanded its asset base to
R20.9 billion and its portfolio now includes both direct and indirect
real estate investments in South Africa, Australia, the U.K. and
Europe.
The offshore investments provide geographic diversification and
exposure to quality real estate in developed markets. They also
offer attractive returns notwithstanding muted economic conditions
in any one geography. All the Fund’s offshore investment platforms
are well established and are managed by teams on the ground
who have expert local knowledge.
The Fund has a strong brand, an excellent reputation and a legacy
which it aims to preserve. Its primary focus is to ensure optimal and

...ensuring best
of breed assets

sustainable shareholder returns by allocating and investing capital
into long-term, value-enhancing assets that are of high quality and
are geographically diverse. As a property purist, all investment
decisions are premised on underlying property fundamentals.
The Fund is committed to making progress on its four strategic
pillars which will ultimately translate into increased value for all
stakeholders
• Revenue security and growth;
• Client service excellence;
• Value-add asset management and capital allocation; and
• Cost efficiency and system optimisation.
Detailed information about the four pillars is given in the section
dealing with our Strategic Roadmap on pages 37 – 40.
Client experience is the backbone of the Fund’s local strategy and
management focus is on delivering an out of the ordinary tenant
experience. The team is highly skilled in property and have a deep
rooted understanding of how to unlock the potential of space. This
is a key differentiator for the Fund and how it operates cannot be
easily replicated.

...focusing
on client
experience as a
key differentiator

...unlocking the
potential of space

Reinforcing IPF’s strategy

1

Property
purists

• Focus on the basics
• Team with extensive
property skills and
experience

5

Strategic offshore
platforms

2

Focus on long-term
value creation

• Always underpinned by
property fundamentals
• Focus on quality

6

M&A and balance
sheet management

• Build platforms where we
have access

• Conservative approach
in volatile economic
environment

• Look to exert control
over time

• Adds value to property
operations

• Provide optionality

3

People on the
ground

4

• Invest where we have local
expertise, whether locally
or offshore

7

Remain
opportunistic

• Culture of
entrepreneurship

Disciplined approach
to capital allocation and asset recycling

• Across platforms and individual assets
• Property fundamentals vs. growth matrix

OUR BUSINESS IN CONTEXT
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Joint-CEOs’ REPORT
(continued)

Macro-economic and Regulatory
Environment
The South African market presents many challenges. Consumers
are under pressure, there is a limited number of new clients,
there is a lack of demand for office space and manufacturing
is depressed. The strong performance of the Fund’s team,
underpinned by quality assets, means that there was nevertheless
a 0.8% growth in base net property income in FY2019. The Fund
remains optimistic about long-term growth prospects in the South
African market, therefore the majority of the balance sheet remains
on local soil. In the short term, however, growth is likely to be
driven by offshore investments.

Financial Results
The Fund continued to operate in a challenging and weak economic
environment in South Africa. Letting rates remained positive with
a net decrease in vacancy to 2.4% (March 2018: 4.0%). The Fund
re-let or renewed leases for 88.0% (252 716m2) of the total space
available to let for the year, including 64.2% (38 440m2) of opening
vacancy and 94.2% of space expired during the year. The weighted
average lease expiry (WALE) on space let during the period was 3.3
years and the average contractual escalation was 7.6%.
The total portfolio cost-to-income ratio increased to 18.8% (March
2018: 16.8%). This ratio is expected to remain at similar levels
in the short to medium term until such time as revenue growth
increases closer to escalation rates. In the current market the
revenue growth was suppressed by void periods and negative
reversions in the office and industrial portfolios.
The key drivers of the lower base net property income and the
increased cost-to-income ratio in the South African market are
explained on page 51.
Locally, there was limited acquisition activity during the year,
with the Fund focusing on extracting value from the existing
South African portfolio and deploying capital into the PEL
platform. The Fund made a total commitment of EUR150 million
into the platform and in the current year made an initial
investment of EUR65.8 million (excluding costs) in May 2018
with further investments during the year of EUR10.1 million and
EUR7.8 million invested subsequent to year end. This brings the
total investment to date to EUR83.7 million, and the Fund has
committed to a further equity investment of EUR18.9 million to
fund additional acquisitions. This will leave an equity commitment
of EUR47.4 million post completion of these transactions. The
investment was partly funded with R0.5 billion derived from the
disposal of four South African properties at a selling yield of 7.1%.
Further properties have been earmarked for disposal to recycle into
the PEL and PELI platforms.
On 3 May 2019, the Fund further announced that it had concluded
agreements to invest up to EUR64.5 million into the PELI platform,
an investment which is expected to be deployed over the next two
years. The initial investment of EUR10.2 million will result in the
Fund holding a 25% share in the platform. At full deployment,
the Fund will hold a 42.9% share.
The Fund’s investment in Investec Australia Property Fund (IAPF)
increased by R220.3 million as a result of a 21% increase in
the IAPF unit price. As announced in May 2019, IAPF listed on
ASX and the Fund sold 45 million IAPF units in the institutional
bookbuild. IAPF remains a key investment and, despite the sale,
the Fund retains a 9.9% investment in IAPF.
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The U.K. Fund also delivered positive results, with NAV growth
of 10.4% for the reporting period as a result of proactive asset
management. The portfolio is well positioned for the future and
provides a solid base platform from which to grow a strong U.K.focused property platform. The portfolio is currently valued at
GBP233.8 million and has a weighted average unexpired lease term
(WAULT) of 11.7 years, a vacancy ratio of 2.2%, and a weighted
average debt and swap expiry of 3.7 and 7.7 years respectively.
As a whole the Fund’s NAV increased by 3.9% for the year, driven
primarily by the upward revaluation of the IAPF investment and
the Fund’s share of the revaluation of the underlying properties
in the PEL portfolio (R203.2 million). This was offset by a R15.5
million (0.1%) downward revaluation of the South African property
portfolio, reflecting the challenging local market.
Balance sheet and treasury management remains a fundamental
focus area and the Fund continues to adopt a conservative
approach to its balance sheet position. During the year R3.7 billion
of bank refinancing was completed, which significantly reduced
refinance risk for the next two years and extended the debt expiry
profile from 2.7 years to 3.5 years. The average cost of funding
also decreased from 8.6% in the previous period to 7.9% due to
an increase in the percentage of foreign debt used to fund the
European investments.
The Fund has a legacy of hands-on property skills and will be
actively deploying resources to ensure that the portfolio remains
distinctive and relevant in the markets in which it operates. Outlook
for the current period is therefore cautiously optimistic.

Capital allocation
Capital allocation is a fundamental focus of the business and
capital is allocated for the best return to shareholders. The Fund’s
portfolio is reviewed continually to ensure that investment either
meets the Fund’s key criteria or provides optionality. Some of the
key considerations in an investment assessment include, but are
not limited to:
• medium to long term return profiles on a risk adjusted basis;
• the Fund’s ability to either exert influence or control over time;
• assets underpinned by quality property fundamentals; and
• people on the ground with a track record and expertise and
exposure to assets that cannot be achieved other than through
IPF.
Capital recycling forms part of this focused strategy and will
be employed where the net proceeds can be used to generate
superior returns. Assets are assessed on an ongoing basis and
interrogated making use of the matrix included on page 73.
Ultimately, the aim is to move all properties into the ideal state.
In the current year, proceeds from disposals arose from the sale of
four buildings in the South African portfolio at a blended yield of 7.1%
and were re-deployed into the PEL platform generating an income
return of 11.9%. A further 12 properties have been earmarked for
sale with expected proceeds of approximately R0.6 billion and
proceeds from the partial sale of the investment in IAPF will generate
a further R0.6 billion. The Fund also announced that Ingenuity
would repurchase all its shares held by IPF at R1.08 per share, a
29% premium to the purchase price, subject to their shareholders’
approval. This will be efficiently recycled on an earnings-enhancing
basis and/or used to reduce gearing.
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Joint-CEOs’ REPORT
(continued)

Balance sheet construct
Balance sheet remains diversified across SA and developed markets (85% SA focused)

SA investment property

31 March
2019
Rm

% of total

Pro forma
for full
Pro forma
for Q1FY20 deployment into
Pan-European
acquisitions
strategy2
and disposals1
(% of total)
(% of total)

17 284

82.7

83.2

Ingenuity

133

0.6

-

-

Izandla

306

1.5

1.5

1.4

17 723

84.8

84.7

78.5

1272

6.1

3.3

3.1

223

1.1

1.0

1.0

1686

8.0

10.2

12.8

South African assets
Investec Australia Property Fund
Investec Argo UK
PEL portfolio
Pan-European Light Industrial portfolio
Offshore assets
Total investments
1.
2.

77.1

-

-

0.8

4.6

3 181

15.2

15.3

21.5

20 904

100

100

100

Includes pro forma adjustments for (a) disposal of Ingenuity (b) sell down of c.45m shares in IAPF at low end offer range at offer price of A$1.30 (c)
assumed further €26.7m investment into Pan-European Logistics platform to fund identified pipeline and (d) €10.2m investment in Pan-European Light
Industrial platform as announced on SENS on 3 May 2019
Includes full deployement of a further (a) €47.4m into Logistics platform and (b) €54.3m into Light Industrial platform to satisfy full commitments of €150m
and €64.5m respectively

Outlook
The immediate outlook in South Africa remains challenging
and weak economic conditions are expected to impact on the
performance of the Fund’s South African portfolio in the shortterm. The impact of the Edcon restructuring will further adversely
affect the earnings base over the next 24 months, with the Fund
anticipating a 1% impact on distribution as a result. Taking all of
this into account, the Fund expects the South African portfolio to
deliver NPI growth similar to FY2019 in FY2020.

The PEL platform is expected to continue to provide earnings
accretion to the Fund during FY2020, further supported by the
accretive nature of the recently announced PELI investment.
Additional capital deployment into both platforms and the
continued successful execution of the underlying strategy in terms
of leasing and asset management provides further opportunity for
earnings growth.
The partial sale of the Fund’s investment in IAPF and subsequent
redeployment into the Fund’s two European platforms are evidence
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Joint-CEOs’ REPORT
(continued)

of efficient capital recycling. If successful, earnings should be
further enhanced, although this may be offset by the reduction in
the Fund’s earnings from its remaining stake in IAPF resulting from
its change in distribution policy as a result of the listing on the ASX
(page 70).

Conclusion

Taking the above into account, the Fund expects to deliver
dividend growth per share for the financial year ending 31 March
2020 of between 3% and 5%, with the upper end of the range
dependent on the level of capital deployed into European pipeline
opportunities during the year.

• Trading conditions in South Africa are expected to be
particularly challenging in FY2020;

In conclusion:
• The Fund reported good results for FY2019, despite operating
in a challenging environment;

• The Fund will continue to invest offshore, which will be a key
contributor to growth in FY2020;
• The Fund will continue to maintain a conservative balance
sheet;

FY2020 priorities

• Treasury management will also remain a key focus area;

• Remains invested in South Africa

• The Fund is well positioned to withstand the difficult trading
environment and to deliver long-term growth; and

• There is a rigid focus on client experience
• Strategic emphasis will be placed on filling voids through
out of the box thinking.
• It will remain opportunistic within the SA market, still
looking to invest in best of breed assets, provided
property fundamentals come first.
• Continue to deploy into the European platforms which
provide higher risk adjusted returns through active asset
management

• It is well positioned to take advantage of market dynamics.
In closing, we would like to extend our sincere thanks to our fellow
directors on the Board for their expertise and constant guidance,
as well to the Fund’s entire team for delivering such good results
under difficult circumstances. We are excited about recent
developments and the Fund’s prospects for the current period and
look forward to unlocking opportunities with the new executive
management team.

• Continue to focus on capital recycling

Andrew Wooler and Darryl Mayers
Joint-CEOs
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THE WORLD AROUND US

The macro-economic environment in South Africa remained challenging throughout the reporting period and is likely to remain this way –
or deteriorate – in the foreseeable future, which will inevitably impact growth in FY2020.
The South African property portfolio accounts for 84.8% of the Fund’s balance sheet and remains the core focus of the Fund which
has local knowledge and expertise to maximise value for shareholders despite current economic conditions. The Fund has a diversified
portfolio across geographies which mitigates the risk operating in the local environment. As at 31 March 2019, 15.2% of the portfolio was
held offshore.
A detailed report on the performance of the portfolio is given on pages 51 to 74.

South African Operating Context
What this looks like
A weak economic and operating environment:
• A backdrop of business consolidations and liquidations;
• Constrained consumer spending; and
• Increased competition for tenants/clients, leading to higher incentives and lower rentals.

How this impacts the Fund

Impact on risk profile

Through diligent management of its property portfolio, the Fund re-let and renewed
88.0% of the total space available to let for the year (252 716m2). This includes the
letting of 64.2% (38 440m2) of opening vacancies.

• Lease expiry and vacancies;

Of the leases that expired during the period 94.2% (214 276m2) was let at an average
negative reversion of 6.9%, reflecting current constraints in the letting environment.
The high percentage of letting in the South African property portfolio is, however,
testament to the quality of assets and proactive asset management that resulted in a
decrease of 2.4% in vacancies compared to the previous period (2018: 4.0%).

• Increasing electricity and utility
costs;

• Sluggish or negative economic
growth;

• Capital allocation;
• Liquidity; and
• Service levels of property
managers.

WALE decreased to 2.8 years (March 2018: 3.3 years) due to an increase in flexible short-term deals (with cancellation flexibility in favour of
the Fund), particularly in the industrial sector.
The South African portfolio only delivered a 0.8% growth in NPI in FY2019 for the following reasons:
• Core rental growth increased by only 2.6%, which was lower than contractual escalations due to void periods and lower rental
reversions;
• Variable costs increased by 33.5%, driven by letting commissions and tenant installation incentives (this was, however, offset by a
below-inflation increase of 3.4% in fixed costs);
• Gross utility costs (water and electricity) increased by 4.9% which was partially offset by an 8.3% in gross recoveries); and
• Gross expenditure on rates increased by 25.8% as a result of significant municipal revaluations in the office portfolio, while rate
recoveries only increased by 16.2% due to leakage from void periods.

Our response

Strategic pillars impacted

• Continued focus on client service excellence;
• Maintaining a robust portfolio in terms of key operating metrics;
• Limited local acquisition activity, focusing rather on extracting better value from
the existing South African portfolio; and
• Recycling non-core assets into assets with better prospects for sustainable
growth and higher returns.
• Management of administrative costs

CLIENT SERVICE EXCELLENCE

VALUE-ADD ASSET MANAGEMENT
AND CAPITAL ALLOCATION

REVENUE SECURITY AND GROWTH

COST-EFFICIENCY AND SYSTEM OPTIMISATION
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THE WORLD AROUND US
(continued)

International Operating Context
What this looks like
• Higher-yield, low-interest environment with stable growth prospects;
• Growing e-commerce markets;
• Access to experienced offshore management teams through the Investec network;
• Increasing tax reform and compliance; and
• Uncertainty over the outcomes of Brexit.

How this impacts the Fund

Impact on risk profile

The major contributor to DPS growth was income from the offshore investment,
specifically the gross income of R124.7 million from the PEL platform. This delivered
a total return of 26.0% for the reporting period, with 11.6% due to income yield and
14.4% due to capital uplift.

• Capital allocation
• Offshore tax compliance

The percentage of the portfolio accounted for by offshore investments increased to
15.2% (2018: 6.3%).
The all-in cost of funding decreased to 7.9% (2018: 8.6%) due to an increase in
foreign-denominated funding.
The Fund’s NAV increased by 3.9%, driven by the positive performance of offshore
investments.

Our response

Strategic pillars impacted

• Our strategy focuses on property fundamentals and geographic diversification,
specifically in Europe, Australia and the U.K.;
• Local knowledge and expertise in the geographies;
• It also focuses on recycling capital into higher-yielding international platforms with
good sustainable growth prospects;
• International investments are partially naturally hedged with foreign-denominated
loans; and
• Income is hedged to minimise the risk of foreign exchange fluctuations.

CLIENT SERVICE EXCELLENCE
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VALUE-ADD ASSET MANAGEMENT
AND CAPITAL ALLOCATION

REVENUE SECURITY AND GROWTH
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OUR TOP RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

In the ordinary course of business, the Fund faces a number of risks that could affect operations. Our comprehensive risk
management process therefore involves identifying, quantifying, managing and mitigating these risks and balancing the
impact of risks by realising opportunities.

The Board
The Fund’s Board both assesses and provides
oversight over the management of risk, while fostering
a culture of risk awareness.

Internal audit

Compliance
The compliance
function collaborates
to develop, monitor
and report on
risk management
frameworks and
processes.

TOP DOWN

The internal audit
function creates
value-add in the form
of identifying areas
for improving the
effectiveness of risk
management, control
and governance
processes.

MEASURE

IDENTIFY

Risk
management
framework

MONITOR

BOTTOM UP

REPORT

MANAGE

External audit
The external
auditor provides an
opinion on the fair
representation of the
financial statements
and acts as a line of
defense with regards
to effective risk
management.

Management
All levels of management actively manage risks
through processes and systems to support decision
making that aids performance.
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OUR TOP RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
(continued)

Risks faced by the business include strategic risk, operational risk, liquidity risk, foreign exchange risk, insurance risk, business continuity
risk, internal financial control risk and compliance risk. Some of the more specific risks faced by the business, the mitigating actions taken to
manage them and the impact they have on capital outcomes are outlined below:

Lease expiries and vacancies
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Erosion of rental income and
increases in property holding
costs;
• Increases in tenant installation
incentives and letting
commissions; and
• Potential discounting of rental
rates to below market rates.

• Monitoring of lease expiry profiles to ensure vacancies are known
in advance and planned for;
• Focusing on asset management, especially on client retention,
renewals and new lets – solutions based approach;
• Engaging with external brokers;
• Actively interacting with clients to effect early renewals;
• Investment in client relationships;
• Growing the the Fund’s brand, which sets the Fund apart in an
increasingly competitive marketplace;
• Improving properties where necessary to compete and
outperform; and
• Managing the exposure to individual tenants, in order to reduce
concentration risk.

OPPORTUNITIES
Revenue security and growth. Higher retention levels, quality tenants and improved valuations.

Sluggish or negative economic growth
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• A greater number of vacancies;

• Local expertise to navigate current environment;

• Higher arrears;

• Investing in quality properties in order to secure a high demand for
space, even during downward cycles;

• Lower escalations and
reversions; and
• Reduced distributable earnings.

• Ensuring that the majority of clients are credit worthy, with proven
track records;
• Proactively monitoring the performance of clients and engaging
with them to gain a better understanding of their businesses; and
• Improving properties where necessary. Balancing capital
expenditure and timing thereof to attract clients.

OPPORTUNITIES
Appropriate diversification of foreign and local assets across global markets.

FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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OUR TOP RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
(continued)

Utilities supply failure
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Disruption of business
operations, especially in the
industrial sector; and

• Identifying additional buildings where solar PV capabilities can be
implemented;

• Clients who want to move to
properties that offer backup power, leading to higher
vacancies, lower retention rates
and lower income earned.

• Locating properties in well-serviced areas.

• Installing back-up generators at buildings; and

OPPORTUNITIES
To focus on a solar PV roll-out across all buildings, reducing dependence on government services, increasing
efficiencies and creating more sustainable buildings.

Service levels of property managers
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Client dissatisfaction and nonrenewal of leases; and
• Not providing the out of the
ordinary client experience we are
proud of.

• Clearly outlining deliverables in SLAs with property managers;
• Carefully monitoring and managing SLAs with property managers
in order to identify issues early and act swiftly to rectify them;
• Ensuring alignment of interests between property managers and
the Fund;
• Providing user-friendly feedback mechanisms for clients; and
• Conducting ongoing performance evaluations.

OPPORTUNITIES
Cultural alignment and investing in the same strategic focus for clients, resulting in ‘out of the ordinary’ client
experience.

Counterparty credit
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• An increase in bad debts
resulting in lower distributable
earnings; and

• Performing thorough background checks on new clients;

• Liquidation and business rescue
of clients.

• Maintaining formal processes to manage debtors.

• Quality, reliable clients such as large corporates, listed entities,
professional firms and national retailers; and

OPPORTUNITIES
Early identification and working with clients to support them in the good times as well as the challenging times.
FINANCIAL CAPITAL

HUMAN CAPITAL

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL
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OUR TOP RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
(continued)

Capital allocation
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Above-market prices for
property acquisitions;

• Assessing every property to ensure it remains relevant and
competitive;

• Holding investments where the
yield is less than the cost of
funding;

• Ensuring that a solid due diligence process is in place and is
adhered to;

• Capital erosion; and
• A reduction in distributable
earnings.

• Adopting a relatively conservative approach to acquiring
properties;
• Focusing on acquiring properties that offer good value and will
provide consistent and reliable income streams that provide
returns on a risk adjusted basis;
• Disposing of investments that are not expected to deliver addedvalue returns and are not core to the portfolio;
• Following Investment Committee process; and
• Improving properties where necessary.

OPPORTUNITIES
Diversified investment base across different geographies and asset classes.

Liquidity
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• An inability to secure funding
from financial institutions; and

• Carefully managing cash flows and monitoring liquidity needs using
accurate forecasts of cash requirements;

• Inability to raise equity.

• Managing the maturity of debt to ensure it is evenly spread;
• Re-financing debt as early as possible;
• Ensuring that there is a contingency funding plan in place
(the Fund has a R300 million General Banking Facility (GBF)
with Investec as well as a R300 million headroom facility with
Standard Bank); and
• R1.1 billion committed, undrawn revolving credit facilities.

OPPORTUNITIES
Diversity of funding sources and creating the ability to take advantage of opportunities as they arise.

FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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OUR TOP RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
(continued)

Offshore tax compliance
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Tax liabilities arising along with
penalties and interest.

• Using external advisors with specialist knowledge in this field;
• Tapping into the Investec Group tax team;
• Considering the tax implications of all transactions prior to entering
into a transaction; and
• Dedicated tax resource.

OPPORTUNITIES
Proactive engagement with tax experts to ensure the appropriate taxes are paid at the appropriate time, avoiding
penalties and interest.

Increasing electricity and utility costs
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Lower gross rental rates
negotiated, leading to an erosion
of rental income; and
• Higher levels of arrears.

• The Fund has a dedicated team to focus on utilities management
and sustainability;
• A benchmarking tool is used to manage utilities and improve
consumption rates; and
• Electricity and water bulk-check meters have been installed in
buildings throughout the property portfolio to monitor consumption
closely and ensure that these resources are used efficiently, and
clients are billed accurately.

OPPORTUNITIES
Focused roll-out of solar PV to reduce dependence on government services, increase efficiencies and create more
sustainable resources. Early identification and risk management reduces unnecessary cost.

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

HUMAN CAPITAL
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OUR TOP RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
(continued)

Information and technology
Impact

Capitals
impacted

Mitigating actions

• Information leaks would pose
reputational risk and possibly
lead to a loss of clients;
• The Fund is a JSE-listed
company and leaked information
could be considered to
constitute insider trading;
• The loss of management
information could result in delays
in billing and revenue collection;
• Hackers could access and
distribute the Fund’s information;
• Decisions could be made based
on inaccurate information; and
• There could be an inefficient
application of human capital.

• Ensuring strong information and data management controls are in
place;
• Ensuring that the Manager protects information and confidentiality;
• Ensuring that the Fund adheres to strict closed period rules in
respect of share trading prior to the release of financial information;
• Ensuring that the Manager, Investec and property managers
adopt risk mitigation processes to guard against the risk of severe
operational disruptions;
• Allocating dedicated resources to secure best-practice IT
governance;
• Applying the governance framework to ensure data integrity and to
identify and solve operational inefficiencies;
• Ensuring that maintenance of the IT infrastructure and
programmes is undertaken regularly; and
• Dedicated IT function.

OPPORTUNITIES
Speed, agility and accuracy through the use of technology.

Probable

The diagram below illustrates the potential impact and likelihood of the Fund’s top risks materialising:

9. Increasing
electricity and
utility costs

LIKELIHOOD

3. Utilities
supply failure2

2. Sluggish
or negative
economic
growth

1. Lease
expires and
vacancies

4. Service
levels of
property
managers

5. Counterparty
credit
10. Information
and technology1

Unlikely

7. Liquidity
risk3

6. Capital
allocation

8. Offshore tax
compliance

Low

High
IMPACT

1
2
3
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OUR STRATEGIC ROADMAP AND PROGRESS TO DATE

The Fund’s business is underpinned by a core philosophy based on our four strategic pillars. We monitor our performance against these to
ensure we remain true to our philosophy. Our current year performance and progress have been measured and outlined below:

Client service excellence
Service excellence through interactive tenant engagement and out-of-the-ordinary service offering
Strategic
objectives

Performance

The impact on capitals

The entire client base has a baseline score and there is a focus on ensuring
continuous improvement. Radar is on a scale of 1 to 10, where 0 is the
least likelihood to renew or recommend and 10 the best likelihood.

Financial capital

Five different surveys were undertaken to monitor the progress made:

By providing out-of-theordinary service offerings to
tenants, the retention ratio
will improve.

Progress for the period
Percentage

Tenant feedback

7.8



7.4

Social and
relationship capital

7.0
6.6
6.2
Survey 1

Likelihood to renew

Survey 5

Likelihood to recommend

Retention ratio

A retention ratio of 62.9%, up from 47.6% is representative of the impact
of our client relationships.

Renewals and new
lets

94.2% of space expiring in the full financial year was renewed or re-let
at an average negative reversion of 6.9%. Furthermore, 49.8% of space
expiring in FY2020 has already been let.

The Fund’s client-centric
approach creates and
maintains strong, mutually
beneficial relationships with
tenants.


Intellectual capital
Better client service will
improve the Investec brand
value and reputation.

Progress:
The likelihood of tenants to renew leases and to recommend the Fund increased by 15.2% and 16.7% respectively. The
retention ratio also increased from 47.6% to 62.9%. Although this shows good progress made in the current year, the Fund
strives to improve its understanding of client needs in order to deliver an out of the ordinary experience.

Key:
Incomplete
FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Progress to be made
HUMAN CAPITAL

Achieved

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL
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OUR STRATEGIC ROADMAP AND PROGRESS TO DATE
(continued)

Value-add asset management and capital allocation
Strategic investment of capital to optimise asset returns on a long-term risk-adjusted basis
Strategic
objectives
Performance
The impact on capitals
84.8% invested in South Africa and remains the Fund’s core focus.

Diversified
investment base

15.2% of the Fund’s portfolio is invested in offshore assets.
The Fund’s portfolio is reviewed continuously to ensure all assets meet
investment criteria or provide optionality.
Diversified across sectors and geographies.

Active capital
recycling

Four properties were disposed of for total proceeds of R500.5 million,
which was recycled into the PEL investment as this provides higher yields
and better growth prospects. In addition, 12 properties with a book value
of R0.6 billion have been earmarked for sale. Proceeds of R0.5bn received
from the post year end sale of IAPF units and R125m from the expected
sale of Ingenuity units.

People on the
ground

Offshore investments are managed by hands on partners in Australia, U.K.
and Europe.

NAV growth

A 3.9% increase in NAV driven by the performance of the Fund’s offshore
investments.

Manufactured capital
The recycling of non-core
and under-performing
assets provides the Fund
with the financial capital to
invest in better- performing
core assets as well as
offshore assets.

Financial capital
The capital returns from
both local and offshore
investments diversifies the
balance sheet.

Human capital
People on the ground in all
jurisdictions provide local
expertise.

Progress:
The Fund has successfully recycled capital during the period by disposing of South African property and investments and
investing in offshore properties with a higher risk adjusted return. This also provides clarity to the Fund’s strategy and
ensures investments where the Fund can build platforms and look to exert control over time.

Key:
Incomplete
FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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OUR STRATEGIC ROADMAP AND PROGRESS TO DATE
(continued)

Revenue security and growth
Proactive reduction of risk relating to future contractual revenue through the development of innovative solutions
tailored to client needs
Strategic
objectives
Performance
The impact on capitals

Like-for-like NPI
growth

In-force
escalations
WALE

Despite an extremely challenging and weak local economic and operating
environment, the base property portfolio delivered like-for-like growth of
0.8%. While the Fund is satisfied with its performance, we strive to improve
growth by leveraging off a highly skilled on-the-ground property team and
high quality asset base.
In-force escalations of 7.6%, which is consistent with the previous period.

WALE of 2.8 years, down from 3.3 years in the previous period.

Letting activity

A total of 94.2% of the space that expired in FY2019 has been renewed
or re-let for the current year. In addition, 49.8% of the space that becomes
available in FY2020 had already been let to date. Vacancies have
decreased to 2.4% (FY2018: 4.0%)

Sustainable
growth in DPS

A 5.1% increase in normalised DPS year-on-year equating to 142.3 cents
per share (2018: 135.4 cents per share, excluding the 3.1 cents per share
dividend from the IAPF once-off rights offer).
A 16.4% per annum total return to shareholders since listing, well ahead of
the Fund’s peers.
IPF share price performance vs. peers since listing:
Percentage

Optimal total
return to
shareholders

Apr 2011

Investec (92%)

Human capital
Dedicated human capital
is required for strategic
asset management and
leasing activities in order to
enhance revenue security
and growth.

Social and relationship
capital
The strength of our client
relationships means lower
vacancy and improved
revenue security.

Financial capital
Debt and equity financers
rely on the Fund’s results,
which are impacted by all
of the objectives relating to
this strategic pillar.

Apr 2019

Vukile (46%)

Emira (5%)

Growthpoint (42%)

Redefine (40%)

SA Corporate (5%)

Progress:
The Fund is proactive in securing revenue base by continuously engaging with clients. This is evidenced by the 50% of
space expiring in FY2020 which has already been let.

Key:
Incomplete
FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Progress to be made
HUMAN CAPITAL

Achieved

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL
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OUR STRATEGIC ROADMAP AND PROGRESS TO DATE
(continued)

Cost efficiency and system optimisation
Speed and agility above all else. Focused cost-cutting measures without compromising the quality of service delivery
Strategic
objectives
Performance
The impact on capitals

Cost-to-income
ratio

A net cost-to-income ratio of 18.8%, up from 16.8% in the previous
period, driven largely by an increase in rates attributable to increased
municipal valuations and costs relating to letting activity, including letting
commissions and incentives. For further information, refer to the ‘South
African property’ section on page 51.

Other operating
expenses

Other operating expenses increased from R72.6 million to R95.6 million
due to the increase in asset management fees arising from the Zenprop
ratchet.

Property and
Finance IT
systems

IT projects have been prioritised in order to deliver improved business
analytics and management information. This will ultimately promote
enhanced decision-making and efficiencies. The Manager will continue to
invest significant resources into the operating infrastructure of the Fund.

Sustainability

The Fund has undertaken various projects in the three focus areas of
energy, land and water, including in solar PV capability, energy-efficient
LED lighting, water leak management and waste management. For further
information, refer to the ‘Sustainability and CSI’ section on page 75 – 78.

Financial capital
By optimising cost
efficiencies and systems, the
Fund will create sustainable
value for stakeholders.


Social and
relationship capital
Preservation of
environmental resources
supports the current and
future prosperity of the
Fund’s business and all our
stakeholders.

Progress:
Both the cost-to-income ratio and the other operating expenses increased during the year. There has been progress on
innovative property and finance IT systems during the period, the Fund continues to invest in this infrastructure and roll it out.

Key:
Incomplete
FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2019

5.1%
Normalised full year
distribution growth

142.3 cps
(March 2018: 135.4 cps)

Corporate rating upgraded to

A+ (ZA)
from A (ZA)

3.9%

increase in net asset value driven
by the performance of offshore
investments

3.5 years
weighted average debt
expiry increased
(March 2018: 2.7 years)

42

7.9%

all-in cost of funding decreased
(March 2018: 8.6%)

35.9%

Loan to value ratio
(March 2018: 32.6%)
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CFO’S REPORT

Distribution statement
5.1% normalised full year DPS growth (2.7% total DPS growth)
March 2018
Rm

±
%
(2.3)

Net property income (excl. straight line adjustments)

1 471.9

1 507.2

Base net property income1

1 352.1

1 341.2

0.8

Acquisitions and disposals

119.8

166.0

(27.8)

Income from investments2

278.7

137.7

102.4

8.8

7.6

(15.7)

(95.6)

(72.6)

(31.7)

(600.1)

(570.6)

(5.2)

(10.6)

(0.8)

(1 208.1)
(46.4)

Notional cost of Ingenuity funding3
Other operating expenses4
Net finance costs5
Izandla mezzanine interest not received6
Antecedent dividend

1.6

2.9

Taxation (net of deferred tax)7

(6.8)

(7.0)

2.9

1 047.9

1 004.4

4.3

Net distribution income
Number of shares

736.3

731.4

0.7

Final dividend per share (cents)

73.5

70.2

4.7

Interim dividend per share (cents)

68.8

68.4

0.6

142.3

138.5

2.7

–

(3.1)

(100.0)

142.3

135.4

5.1

Total dividend per share (cents)
IAPF once-off rights offer dividend (cents)
Core dividend per share (cents)
1.

March 2019
Rm

Net property income
The South African portfolio delivered base NPI growth of 0.8% (March 2018: 5.7%) in an extremely challenging and weak local economic
and operating environment. Against a backdrop of business consolidations, liquidations, and constrained consumer spending, the portfolio
nevertheless remained robust in terms of its key operating metrics. The Fund defines its base portfolio as properties it has held for 12 months in
comparative periods.
Total net property income reduced due to the sale of 13 buildings to Izandla at the end of the prior year and the sale of 4 buildings during the
current year.

2.

Income from investments

3.

Notional cost of Ingenuity funding

The increase in income from investments was driven by the investment into the PEL portfolio (R124.7 million) and Izandla (R34.7 million).
The notional cost of funding for the Ingenuity investment has been added back to the distribution. The investment was made on a total return basis
and, to date, the Fund has not received dividends from this investment. Subsequent to year-end, the Fund has announced the sale of its stake back
to Ingenuity for R1.08 per share, which is a 29% increase on the purchase price.
4.

Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses comprise Fund expenses and the management fee. The increase was due to the management fee as enterprise value
increased and the Zenprop discount reduced.

5.

Net funding costs

6.

Izandla mezzanine interest not received

7.

Taxation (net of deferred tax)

Net finance costs increased year-on-year due to the increase in investments and were largely raised to fund the PEL platform.
The Fund earns interest on loans advanced to Izandla, but will deduct non-serviced junior mezzanine interest from its distribution.
Taxation consists of withholding tax on distributions received from IAPF.

IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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CFO’S REPORT
(continued)

Dividend bridge
PEL platform - key contributor to growth
R’million
1 200
11

125

1 100

3
(46)

1 000

(30)

982

26

1048

Other1

FY19
distribution

(23)

900
800
700
600
FY18
normalised
distribution
1

PEL platform
revenue

Base NPI
growth

Aquisitions and
disposals NPI

IAPF

Net finance
costs

Operating costs

Includes Izanda revenue, UK fund, antecedent dividend, Ingenuity and taxation

Summarised income statement
Significant fair value gains achieved on investments

Net property income (including straight line adjustment)
Other operating expenses1
Fair value adjustments
Mark-to-market – derivatives2

March 2018
Rm

1 503.9

1 559.9

(3.6)

(95.6)

(72.6)

(31.7)

386.8

233.4

65.7

(53.7)

(12.6)

(326.1)

±
%

Foreign exchange translation

(39.5)

7.1

(654.3)

Mark-to-market – investment property3

(15.5)

475.9

(103.3)

256.2

(239.7)

193.6

Mark-to-market – investments4
Mark-to-market – PEL portfolio

5

(Loss)/profit on sale of investment property
Net finance costs
Expected credit losses (ECLs)
Income from investments (including finance income from associates)
Taxation6
Accounting profit after tax
1.

March 2019
Rm

259.2

–

100.0

(19.9)

2.7

(836.9)

(600.1)

(570.6)

(5.2)

30.0

–

100.0

276.2

107.5

157.0

(15.2)

(9.9)

(53.8)

1 426.0

1 247.7

14.3

Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses comprise Fund expenses and the management fee. The increase was due to the management fee as enterprise value
increased and the Zenprop discount reduced.

2.

Mark-to-market (derivatives)
The negative mark-to-market on derivatives was mainly driven by ZAR weakness on AUD cross-currency swaps.

3.

Mark-to-market (investment property)
There was a R15.5 million (0.1%) downward revaluation of the South African property portfolio, reflecting the challenging local market.

4.

Mark-to-market (investments)
The Fund’s investment into IAPF has generated a significant contribution to NAV growth in the current year as a result of a 21% increase in the IAPF
unit price. IAPF is now trading around NAV, which has resulted in an uplift of R220.3 million on the Fund’s investment.

5.

Mark-to-market (PEL portfolio)
This was raised as a result of the Fund’s share of the revaluation of the underlying properties in the PEL portfolio of 12.5%.

	Taxation is made up of IAPF withholding tax of R6.8 million and deferred tax raised on the fair value gain through profit or loss on Ingenuity and the
U.K. investment.

6.

IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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CFO’S REPORT
(continued)

Summarised balance sheet
Growth in asset value driven by offshore investments

Property related investments
South Africa1
IAPF2
U.K.3
Europe4
Ingenuity5
Izandla6
Other assets
Cash
Total assets
Shareholders interest
Long-term borrowings7
Total funding
Other liabilities
Total equity and liabilities
Net asset value per share (cents)
1.

March 2019
Rm

March 2018
Rm

±
%

20 903.4
17 284.2
1 271.9
222.5
1 685.8
133.0
306.0
383.7
382.9
21 670.0
13 131.1
945.2
21 076.3
593.7
21 670.0
1 783.4

19 164.1
17 598.9
1 051.5
191.8
–
114.6
207.2
281.5
507.3
19 952.9
12 643.8
6 756.7
19 400.5
552.0
19 952.5
1 728.7

9.1
(1.8)
21.0
16.0
100.0
16.1
47.6
36.3
(24.5)
8.6
3.9
(17.6)
(8.6)
7.6
(8.6)
3.2

Property-related investments (South Africa)
There was a decrease in the South African property portfolio was due to the sale of four buildings, which were sold at a blended yield of 7.1% and redeployed into the PEL platform, generating an income return of 11.9%. A net downward revaluation of R15.5 million was offset by capital expenditure.

2.

Property-related investments (IAPF)
The valuation for the current year reflects a 21% increase in the IAPF unit price. IAPF is now trading around NAV, which has resulted in an uplift of
R220.3 million on the Fund’s investment. The Fund has subsequently sold 45 million units in IAPF, which was done in order to support the IAPF listing
announced on 3 May 2019.

3.

Property-related investments (U.K.)
The U.K. delivered NAV growth of 10.4% (16% when taking into account forex movements), resulting from several asset management initiatives in the
underlying portfolio.

4.

Property-related investments (Europe)
During the year, the Fund acquired a 42.9% interest in a Pan-European Logistics platform with an initial investment of EUR65.8 million (excluding
costs) in May 2018 and a further investment during the year of EUR10.1 million. An amount of EUR7.8 million was invested subsequent to year-end.
The total investment to date is EUR83.7 million. The Fund has committed to investing up to EUR150 million into the platform over the next four years.

5.

Property-related investments (Ingenuity)
This represents a 9.2% share in Ingenuity, which is valued at R133 million. The Fund has agreed to sell back to Ingenuity for 29% above the original
purchase price. The sale is conditional upon Ingenuity shareholder approvals.

6.

Property-related investments (Izandla)
The local investment portfolio consists of a 35% share in an empowerment vehicle, Izandla. This was acquired at the end of the previous period and
was valued at R306 million.

7.

Long-term borrowings
The Fund raised €50 million in Euro debt to part-fund the investment into the PEL at a margin of 1.75%, overlaid with a Euro interest rate swap at
0.32%. The balance of the investment was funded with existing ZAR facilities. The Fund also completed R3.7 billion in bank refinancing, significantly
reducing refinance risk by refinancing all bank debt maturing within the next two years and opportunistically refinancing some longer-term debt on
more attractive terms in the capital markets. The combined refinancing has extended the Fund’s weighted average debt expiry to 3.5 years from 2.7
years as at March 2018 and reduced the Fund’s encumbrance ratio to 26.9% (March 2018: 33.5%). This provides significant flexibility in terms of
future funding initiatives. This has also reduced the level of secured debt to 33.7% (March 2018: 34.6%), further strengthening the balance sheet.
IPF currently has R1.8 billion of available undrawn bank and cash facilities. R1.1 billion of the bank facilities are committed and provide the Fund with
adequate liquidity to alleviate any refinancing risks over the next 12 months.

The Fund’s policy is to assess the value of investment properties at the end of each reporting period. During the year ended
31 March 2019, the assessment resulted in a net downward revaluation of R15.5 million, reflecting the challenging South African market
(March 2018: upward revaluation of R475.9 million). The directors’ valuation method is the income capitalisation method which is a generally
accepted methodology used in the industry. Cap rates have been pushed outwards slightly in the current year and net property income
assumptions used were realistic and reflected the weaker environment.
Each property is required to be revalued externally every three years. In the interest of transparency, the Fund elected to increase the
number of properties that are revalued externally from one-third to one-half of total properties and to use a second valuer. As a result,
50 properties (49% of the portfolio) were revalued externally during the reporting period. Of these, 27 were valued by Mills Fitchet Magnus
IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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CFO’S REPORT
(continued)

Penny Proprietary Limited (value unchanged from the previous year) and 23 were valued by Spectrum Valuations and Asset Solutions
Proprietary Limited (a newly appointed valuer). Both valuers are registered in terms of Section 19 of the Property Valuers Professional Act
(No. 47 of 2000).
The Fund’s lead independent director, Mr Ngoasheng, has an indirect 13.26% holding in Spectrum through his family trust, The Bonang
Trust, of which he is a 25% beneficiary. He had no influence in the decision made to use Spectrum as one of the external valuers as he is a
silent shareholder and was unaware of the engagement between the Fund and Spectrum. Due process was followed and Spectrum was
considered to be the most appropriate candidate and as such was appointed. Mr Ngoasheng has been, and will continue to be, recused
from any engagement between the Fund and Spectrum.

Property valuations
Realistic forward yield of 9.0%

Full year

Revaluation
Other
and
capital
straight
lining movements
Rm
Rm

Office

6 362.7

Industrial

3 287.6

Retail

6 584.3
16 234.6
261.4
1 102.9

(41.1)

17 598.9

(8.9)

Total base
Acquisitions1
Held for sale
Total portfolio
1

Carrying
amount
31 March
2018
Rm

(183.9)

Directors
valuation
31 March
2019
Rm

Revaluation
and
straight
Total
lining
change
%
%

Forward
yield
%

Prior year
yield
%

35.8

6 214.6

(2.3)

(3.0)

9.4

9.1

15.0

24.4

3 327.0

1.2

0.5

9.5

9.0

188.8

112.0

6 885.1

4.6

2.7

8.4

8.2

19.9

172.2

16 426.7

1.2

0.1

9.0

8.7

12.3

0.1

273.8

4.8

4.5

8.8

0.0

(478.1)

583.7

(47.1)

(7.0)

8.8

8.8

(305.8)

17 284.2

(1.8)

0.1

9.0

8.7

Acquisitions refer to three buildings purchased in the prior year. These will be moved into the base portfolio in FY2020 once they have a full 12-month
comparative.

Closing
The Fund delivered positive results and is well placed to continue to deliver similar results in the future. The team is also well positioned for
growth and to continue to unlock value in the existing portfolio.
I would like to thank the Board for their oversight and constructive approach to risk management, the finance, asset management and rest
of the team on the ground every day. It is their effort that makes this possible.

Jenna Sprenger
CFO

IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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CFO’S REPORT
(continued)

Balance sheet management

Current year highlights:

Balance sheet and treasury management remain a
fundamental focus area and the Fund continues to adopt a
conservative approach to its balance sheet position. Maintaining
long-term certainty of cost and access to adequate liquidity is of
paramount importance in the current economic environment.

• Completed a R3.7 billion bank refinancing, significantly
reducing refinance risk by refinancing all bank debt maturing
within the next two years and opportunistically refinancing some
longer-term debt on more attractive terms in the capital markets;

The balance sheet of the Fund is well positioned:

• Extended the Fund’s weighted average debt expiry and
reduced the Fund’s encumbrance ratio to 26.9% (March
2018: 33.5%). This provides significant flexibility in terms of
future funding initiatives;

March
2019*

March
2018

Average all in cost of funding1

7.9%

8.6%

Average debt margin – ZAR2

1.7%

1.6%

Average swap rate – ZAR

7.6%

7.6%

Average all in fixed rate – AUD

4.6%

4.7%

Average all in fixed rate – GBP

2.4%

2.3%

Average all in fixed rate – EUR (incl.
CCS)

1.99%

n/a

Debt maturity (years)

3.5

2.7

Swap maturity (years)

3.4

3.8

Hedge percentage

84.0%

84.0%

LTV3

35.9%

32.6%

Encumbrance ratio4

26.9%

33.5%

% debt secured5

33.7%

34.6%

	Reduced as a result of Euro debt introduced in FY2019
	Increase due to R3.7 billion debt refinance
3.
LTV shown net of cash
4.
	Secured assets as a percentage of total investments – reduced due to
repayment of R0.7 billion bank debt post year-end
5.
	Secured debt as a percentage of total debt facilities – reduced due to
debt refinancing
*	Metrics included post year-end debt and swap movements

• Reduced cost of funding to 7.9% (March 2018: 8.6%);

• Reduced the level of secured debt to 33.7% (March 2018:
34.6%), further strengthening the balance sheet; and
• R1.8 billion of available undrawn bank and cash facilities.
R1.1 billion of the bank facilities are committed and
provide the Fund with adequate liquidity to alleviate any
refinancing risks over the next 12 months.

Managing liquidity
There is a continued drive to fund long-term assets with longterm borrowings and to conservatively manage refinancing and
credit risk. This is achieved through maintaining a diversified
funding portfolio with the banks and capital markets, as well as by
engaging with lenders as early as possible. The following factors
are considered in all debt-raising decisions including, but not
limited to:

1.
2.

• Margin;
• Flexibility;
• Security; and
• Committed revolving facilities.
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BALANCE SHEET AND TREASURY MANAGEMENT

Net asset value bridge
NAV growth of 3.9%

R’million
13 500

13 000

16

17

220

13 131
(42)

195
12 644

81

12 500

12 000
Opening
NAV
1
2

Share
issue

PEL fair
value
adjustment

IAPF fair
value
adjustment

Ingenuity fair
value
adjustment

Property fair
value
adjustment1

Other2

Closing
NAV2

Property fair value adjustments includes the straight-line adjustment of R31.9m and negative revaluation of R15.4m
Includes FX gains on investments (+R42.0m), MTM on derivatives (-R53.7m) and Izandla impairment (-R30.0)

Debt and swap expiry profile
Percentage
30
27

26

26

25
20

20

15

18
15

10

10

11

12

14

13

6

6
5
2

0

0
FY2020

FY2021

FY2022

FY2023

FY2024

* Based on utilised debt facilities

IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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Swaps
Debts*

3

BALANCE SHEET AND TREASURY MANAGEMENT
(continued)

Weighted average debt and swap expiry profile¹

Sources of capital

Years

Percentage

4.0

100

3.8
3.5

3.5

3.4

13

28

80

3.0

3.0

42

3.6

2.7

2.5

60

4
54

2.0

45

40

1.5
1.0

35

34

20

0.5

6

0

8

0
Debt
1

Swaps

2018

Cross currency swaps

Metrics include post year end debt and swap movements

Bank

FY2018

Commercial paper

HQLA

FY2019

2019

Foreign

DMTN

Secured

The combined refinancing activities completed in FY2019 has extended the Fund’s weighted average debt expiry to 3.5 years
(March 2018: 2.7 years).

Bank/HQLA/DMTN expiry*
Percentage
16

15
14

14
12

14

11

10

9
8

8

6

6

6

6
5

4
2

2

2

2

Bank¹
HQLA

0

DMTN²
2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

* Based on utilised debt facilities
1
Bank includes foreign debt
2
DMTN includes commercial paper

IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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BALANCE SHEET AND TREASURY MANAGEMENT
(continued)

Managing credit metrics and our cost of funding
The Fund’s conservative balance sheet strategy and active
management enabled it to maintain strong credit metrics, with its
corporate rating being upgraded to A+(ZA) from A(ZA) in August
2018.
The Fund’s weighted average cost of funding reduced to 7.9%
(March 2018: 8.6%) as a result of the Euro debt introduced to
fund the PEL investment. On a like-for-like basis, this would have
remained at similar levels reported at 31 March 2018.

Targeted gearing percentage
The Fund’s LTV ratio is 35.9% at 31 March 2019 (31 March
2018: 32.6%), increasing as a result of the capital deployment
into Europe. The targeted gearing ratio is below 35% and can be
achieved through active capital recycling, where necessary. The
Fund calculates the LTV ratio with reference to total debt less cash
over total investments (equity accounted and other investments).
Including cross-currency rate swaps (CCS), the Fund’s
interest rate exposure is 84.0% hedged at 31 March 2019
(March 2018: 84.0%), with a weighted average term of 3.4 years
(March 2018: 3.8 years).

Nominal
Rm

Rate
%

Weighted
average
expiry
years

5 071.5

7.6

3.8

Swaps added

763.0

0.3

4.0

Swaps expired

(90.0)

6.4

–

5 745.5

6.6

3.4

1 120

7.3

4.6

Interest rate swaps
Balance as at 31 March
2018

Balance as at 31 March
2019
Swaps restructured
1.

1

Swaps with a nominal value of R1.1bn were restructured to extend
tenor at a flat rate.

The Fund entered into an additional AUD10 million of CCSs,
in order to maintain a 50% hedge on the capital invested into
Australia. It also took advantage of lower AUD fixed rates, reducing
AUD funding to 4.6% (March 2018 4.7%).

Nominal
Rm

Weighted
average
Rate
% expiry years

Treasury management

CCS

The Fund is active in its treasury management and maintains a
focused strategy of attaining the lowest rate for the longest tenor.
After the balance sheet date, the Fund took advantage of a more
favourable interest rate curve and restructured over R1.0 billion
of interest rate swaps, extending the total swap profile by eight
months at no additional cost to the Fund.

Balance as at 31 March
2018

630.7

3.3

3.6

CCSs added1

187.8

2.8

2.2

Balance as at 31 March
2019

818.5

3.2

3.3

CCSs and foreign debt as a percentage of foreign
investment

Short term EUR CCSs were added while Euro funding was being put in
place, pulling down the weighted average expiry of swaps added during
the year.

Looking forward

Percentage
60

50

1.

48

50

Key priorities
• Targeted gearing below 35%;
• Maintain strong credit metrics;

41

• Early engagement to refinance debt and extend debt profile;

40

• Active treasury management;
30

• Maintain % ZAR/foreign funding; and
• Extend hedging profiles.

20

10

5

The following re-finance and interest rate risks arise during FY2020
(based on drawn facility):
Expiring in
12 months

0
AUD

GBP

EUR

Foreign debt
Cross-currency swaps

Refinancing risk – DMTN

650

% of book Average rate
9.0%

JIBAR
+ 156bps

Refinancing risk –
Commercial paper

452

6.2%

7.44%

Interest rate risk (swaps)

125

2.0%

7.65%

A R250m facility has been negotiated to replace the bond that expires in
July 2019.

IFRS financial statements are included in section 5 of the Integrated Annual Report.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO

Province

Rbn

Gauteng

10 349

71

Western Cape

1 885

8

Kwa-Zulu Natal

2 437

11

Free State

1 220

3

Limpopo

661

3

North West

221

1

Mpumalanga

410

2

Eastern Cape

67

2

Northern Cape

34

1

Total

The South African property portfolio
The South African direct property portfolio accounts
for 83% of the Fund’s balance sheet investments and
this remains the core focus of the dedicated South
African-based team who have the local knowledge
and expertise to unlock value for shareholders.
The Fund’s current property portfolio consists of a diverse base of
102 quality and well-located properties with an average value of
R169 million per property (March 2018: R167 million). The Fund
aims to ensure best-of-breed assets that will provide long-term
shareholder returns.
The South African portfolio delivered base NPI growth of 0.8%
(March 2018: 5.7%) in an extremely challenging and weak local
economic and operating environment. Against a backdrop of
business consolidations, liquidations, and constrained consumer
spending, the South African portfolio remained robust in terms of
its key operating metrics.
The letting rate in the South African property portfolio is testament
to the quality of the assets, as well as the pro-active asset
management, which has resulted in a decrease in vacancy rate to
2.4% (March 2018: 4.0%). This excludes pockets of space held
vacant for development (if included, the vacancy rate would be
3.0%, (March 2018: 4.8%)).
The Fund re-let or renewed the leases on 88% (252 716m2) of
the total space available to let for the year. This included the
letting of 64% (38 440m2) of opening vacancy. Of the leases
that expired during the period, 94% (214 276m2 ) were let at an
average negative reversion of 6.9%, reflecting the current letting
environment. The letting rate was also negatively affected by
new lets concluded in properties that were purchased at abovemarket rentals (for which top-slice price adjustments were made

Properties

17 284

102

on acquisition). In addition, 49.8% of FY2020 expiries have already
been let or renewed, which further reduces the Fund’s risk for the
year ahead. The WALE on letting concluded was 3.3 years and the
average contractual escalation was 7.6%.
The total cost-to-income ratio of the portfolio increased to 18.8%
(March 2018: 16.8%). This ratio is expected to remain at similar
levels in the short to medium term until such time as revenue growth
increases closer to escalation rates. In the current market, revenue
growth is suppressed by void periods and negative reversions in the
office and industrial portfolios.
Key drivers of the lower base net property income and the
increased cost-to-income ratio were:

• A core rental growth of 2.6%, which was lower than
contractual escalations due to void periods and lower rental
reversions;
• An increase in variable costs of 33.5%, driven by letting
commissions and tenant installation incentives (this was
offset by fixed costs, which increased below inflation at
3.4%);
• A increase in gross utility costs (water and electricity)
increased of 4.9%, while gross recoveries increased 8.3%;
and
• An increase of 25.8% in gross rates expense as a result of
significant municipal revaluation in the office portfolio, while
rates recoveries only increased by 16.2% due to leakage
from void periods.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Tenant composition

Expenses

31 MARCH 2019 (MARCH 2018)
78.9%
32% (43%)
28% (18%)
17% (16%)
16% (16%)
7% (7%)

Gross electricity
Gross rates
Gross contractual
Gross variable
Gross other utilities

Large national tenants,
large listed tenants,
government and major
franchisees,
national tenants,
listed tenants,
franchisees and
medium to large

21.1%

professional firms
Other tenants

Revenue by geography

0,5%
6,2%
64,3%
13,0%

Eastern Cape
Free State
Gauteng
KZN

3,1%
2,3%

Limpopo
Mpumalanga

1,1%
0,2%

North West
Northern Cape

9,3%

Western Cape

30 Jellicoe
Carrying value
R438.5 million

GLA - 10 772 m2
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Vacancy (excluding development vacancy)

Annualised forward yield on base portfolio

Percentage

Percentage

8.0

10.0

7.3

7.0
6.0

5.7

5.4

5.0

9.1

4.0

4.0

9.5

9.4

9.5

9.0

9.0

3.0

8.8

8.7

2.4

2.0

1.2

1.0

1.1

8.5

8.3

0.9

0

8.4

8.0
Office

Industrial

Retail

Total

Office

2018
2019

Industrial

Retail

Total

2018
2019

Weighted average net rental per square metre
on base portfolio

Weighted average rent escalation

per square metre

Percentage

180

8.0

162

158
135

121

117

8.0

7.9

7.9 7.9
7.6 7.6

7.5

7.3
90

7.1
51

53

2018

2019

7.0

45

0

6.5

Office
Industrial
Retail

Office

Industrial

Retail

Total

2018
2019
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Letting activity
The Fund has re-let or renewed 94.2% of the space that expired in the current year at a negative reversion of 6.9%, which is a reflection of
the current market but in line with the Fund’s strategy to fill space rather than have void periods. The level of incentives offered to let space
has increased in the current year but remains low at 1.7% of total lease value of renewals.
The table below reflects the letting activity for the year to date:
Gross
new
rental
R/m2

86.3

193

166

110 983

95.4

61

58 280

57 619

98.9

227 508

214 276

94.2

52 914

45 674

116 314

Office
Industrial
Retail
Subtotal
Opening
vacancy
Total

% of
expiries and
cancellations
let

Gross
expiry
rental
R/m2

Expiries and
cancellations
GLA

Renewals
and new
lets
GLA

Rental
reversion
%

Average
escalation
%

WALE
years

Incentive
% lease
value

Retention
%

(13.9)1

7.9

5.0

4.5

68.2

57

(6.4)2

7.9

1.9

1.2

47.24

155
115

159

2.6

3

7.1

4.8

1.1

91.3

107

(6.9)

7.7

3.3

1.9

62.9

59 902

38 440

64.2

n/a

67

n/a

7.0

5.6

0.8

n/a

287 410

252 716

87.9

115

102

(6.9)

7.6

3.7

1.7

62.9

Negative reversion driven by the current letting environment and new letting concluded at properties purchased above market rentals. Top-slice price
adjustments were made for these at acquisition with the benefit of higher initial yields (e.g. 3 and 4 Sandown Valley Crescent), and this has driven the
negative reversion.
Long-term leases where expiry rentals had escalated above current market rates, renewed at market rate.
Reversion subdued due to renewals concluded with two national clients of five and seven years respectively. Excluding these renewals, the balance of
letting activity reflected growth of 5.3%.
Low retention due to two clients not renewing 8 549m2 and 21 441m2 respectively. The first was acquired by a large multi-national with multiple facilities and
operations were consolidated. The second was acquired due to consolidated business operations and reduced space requirements. Both spaces have,
however, been re-let.

1.

2.
3.

4.

Lease expiry profile by revenue
Percentage
30

26

25

21

20

21
17

5

6

7

9

8
5

Retail

10

8

3

6

6

10

Portfolio

10
6

5

1

0
2020

Industrial

15

15
10

Office

2021

2022

2023

April 2023 onwards

Lease expiry profile by GLA
Percentage
30

27

25

22

21

20
15

5

14

12

11

10

7

6
3

7

6
3

2

Office
Industrial

16

Retail

13
9

5

9
5

2

0
2020
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Investec
Offices
Pretoria

Consol

Carrying value
R185.5million

Carrying value
R121.5 million

GLA - 6 301 m2

GLA - 21 018 m2

Kriel Mall

Carrying value
R325.0 million

GLA - 19 615 m2
The following 10 properties were the highest-value properties per sector within the Fund’s portfolio as at 31 March 2019:

Top 10 properties by value

Industrial building
Alrode Multipark
Aberdare Cables
Riverhorse – RTT
Benoni Multipark
Riverhorse – Adcock Ingram
Sumitomo
WACO
Riverhorse – Midas
Kevro – Longmeadow
Martin & Martin
Total

Office building
1 & 1A Protea Place
The Firs
2929 on Nicol
Woolworths House
30 Jellicoe
3 Sandown Valley Crescent
4 Sandown Valley Crescent
Nicol Grove – Business Centre
Nedbank Umhlanga Rocks
Investec Offices Durban
Total

Carrying
value
Rm
465.0
319.1
238.1
175.0
174.0
153.5
144.2
136.5
136.2
124.6
2 066.1
Carrying
value
Rm
775.0
498.1
493.0
450.1
438.5
315.0
287.0
270.0
255.0
230.0
4 011.7

% of
portfolio
by value
2.7%
1.8%
1.4%
1.0%
1.0%
0.9%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.7%
11.9%
% of
portfolio
by value
4.5%
2.9%
2.9%
2.6%
2.5%
1.8%
1.7%
1.6%
1.5%
1.3%
23.3%

GLA (m²)
90 965
49 406
18 474
40 514
9 715
19 294
14 375
11 112
13 088
19 972
286 915

% of
portfolio
by area
7.6%
4.1%
1.5%
3.4%
0.8%
1.6%
1.2%
0.9%
1.1%
1.7%
23.9%

GLA (m²)
20 066
13 155
16 335
30 435
10 772
13 890
11 066
9 144
7 080
6 543
138 486

% of
portfolio
by area
1.7%
1.1%
1.4%
2.5%
0.9%
1.2%
0.9%
0.8%
0.6%
0.5%
11.6%
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Carrying
value
Rm

Retail building
Zevenwacht Mall
Newcastle Mall
Dihlabeng Mall
Balfour Mall
Design Quarter Mall
Musina Mall
Fleurdal Mall
Kriel Mall
Boitekong Mall
Builders Warehouse Tiger Wheel & Tyre The Glen
Total

1 049.9
984.8
630.0
590.0
535.6
523.8
481.1
325.0
220.5
186.0
5 526.7

% of
portfolio
by value
6.1%
5.7%
3.6%
3.4%
3.1%
3.0%
2.8%
1.9%
1.3%
1.1%
32.0%

GLA (m²)
39 517
38 835
31 032
36 910
24 061
35 044
24 401
19 615
17 745
11 113
278 273

% of
portfolio
by area
3.3%
3.2%
2.6%
3.1%
2.0%
2.9%
2.0%
1.6%
1.5%
0.9%
23.1%

The top clients are indicative of the quality of the portfolio. Approximately 80% of the Fund’s client base is made up of listed companies,
large nationals and professional firms. In addition to the above, the following tables represent the Fund’s Top 10 clients by gross revenue in
FY2019:

Top 10 clients by revenue
Office

Client name

Industrial
Gross
revenue
% of office
portfolio Client name

Investec
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr
Woolworths
Innovation
Fluxmans Attorneys

4.1%
3.6%
2.2%
1.7%
1.4%

Nedbank Group
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd
Clover
Mentoprox (Pty) Ltd
Bigen Africa

1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
1.0%
0.9%

Retail
Gross
revenue
% of industrial
portfolio

Altron Ltd
Kevro Trading (Pty) Ltd
RT Group (Pty) Ltd
General Electric Ltd
CWT-ASI Aquarius Shipping
International (Pty) Ltd
Adcock Ingram Healthcare
Discovey Health
Tiger Brands Ltd
Martin & Martin (Pty) Ltd
SA Ladder (Pty) Ltd

Client name

1.6%
1.3%
1.1%
1.1%
1.0%

Massmart
Shoprite Checkers Group
Edcon Group
Bidvest
Mr Price Group

4.4%
2.6%
1.8%
1.6%
1.3%

0.9%
0.8%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%

Foschini Group
Pick ’n Pay Group
Pepkor Group
Woolworths
Zenth Park Trading

1.1%
1.1%
0.9%
0.9%
0.6%

4 Protea Place

Carrying value
R188.0 million

GLA - 6 956 m2
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Sectoral performance

Retail sector review

Province

Rm

Gauteng

2 465

16

Western Cape

1 217

4

984

1

1 219

3

Limpopo

661

3

North West

220

1

Mpumalanga

410

2

Eastern Cape

66

2

Kwa-Zulu Natal
Free State

Northern Cape
Total

The retail portfolio is robust,
defensive and the best-performing
sector within the Fund, delivering
positive returns despite lack of
economic growth. This performance
has been achieved through a focused
strategy of maintaining a significant
proportion of national clients
(currently 81%) to ensure the assets
are able to trade through periods of
subdued consumer spending.
Sectorial KPIs
Retail
Number of properties

2019

2018

33

34

Asset value (Rbn)

7.3

7.0

Base NPI growth

5,6%

7.8%

Cost-to-income ratio

18.5%

18.2%

GLA (m²)

417 177

414 911

Vacancy¹

1.0%

1.2%

WALE (years)
In-force escalations
1.

2.9

3.0

7.3%

7.4%

Excludes planned vacancy for development of 9 000m²
(March 2018: 8 636m²). If included the retail vacancy ratio would be
2.6% (March 2018: 3.3%)

Properties

34

1

7 276

33

The retail sector has displayed defensive characteristics
through a very challenging market, with centre turnover
growth being reported at 2.7% on the total portfolio at the
end of March 2019. This reflected an upward trend since a
low of 1.9% in March 2018. Excluding Design Quarter, where
refurbishment is planned, and Balfour, which has been severely
impacted by the Rea Vaya road works, year-on-year turnover
growth reflected at 4.1% in March 2019.
The Fund’s retail base portfolio reported NPI growth of 5.6%, which
is testament to the quality of the underlying portfolio. The net costto-income ratio increased only marginally from 18.2% to 18.5%,
supported by tightly controlled fixed costs, which only increased
by 1.1%.
Leasing activity during the period was very positive, with 99%
(57 619m2) of space expiring during the full year being renewed
and re-let, and a further 23% (3 061 m²) of opening vacancy
being let. Average reversions of positive 2.6% and in-force
escalations of 7.1% were achieved on this letting. Excluding
strategic development vacancies at Design Quarter and Devland
Silverlakes, the sector’s vacancy remains extremely low at
1.0% (March 2018: 1.2%). Including the strategic development
vacancies, this would be 2.6% (March 2018: 3.3%).
The Fund will be participating in the Edcon restructure and has
opted to receive reduced rental income over the next two years,
commencing on 1 May 2019. On a portfolio basis, exposure to
the Edcon Group represents less than 2% of the Fund’s revenue.
It is anticipated that the reduction in rental income will amount to
R9.8 million per annum from FY2020. There was no impact in the
year ended 31 March 2019.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Design Quarter Mall

Carrying value
R535.6 million

GLA - 24 061 m2
The Fund has, post year end, purchased the Highlands Mall, a
strategically located strip mall on the corner of Louis Botha Avenue
and Athol Street in Highlands North. This acquisition provides an
exciting opportunity for the Fund to significantly strengthen the
Balfour Mall precinct. The intention is to create a space in which
the target market is able to ‘live, socialise and play’ in a safe and
secure environment, while providing a solution for middle-income
earners to live and work within close proximity.

Retail portfolio composition by NPI

Turnover growth by region
Percentage

7.2

8

7.0
5.0

6

4.8

4

2.1

2

1.8

1.1

0
-2

31 MARCH 2019
75.0%
14.0%
8.0%
3.0%

Shopping centres
Retail Warehouse
Motor dealership
High street

-4
-6
-8

(9.8)

-10
Dihlabeng

Feurdal
Kriel
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Quarter

Nonkqubela
Zevenwacht

Balfour
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Office sector review

Province

Rbn

Properties

Gauteng

5 155

26

Western Cape

616

3

Kwa-Zulu Natal

485

2

6 256

31

Total

The Fund’s office portfolio is made
up of well-located, high-quality
properties. The market has, however,
been subdued as a result of rental
growth remaining under pressure due
to visible or foreseeable oversupply
across all major offices nodes,
particularly Sandton, Bryanston and,
within the next 18 months, Rosebank.
No demand-led drivers are evident
in the current market, but the Fund
believes it has the skills and the
portfolio to create solutions that are
attractive to clients.

Sectorial KPIs
Office

2019

2018

Number of properties

31

32

Asset value (Rbn)

6.3

6.5

Base NPI growth

(2.6%)

4.7%

Cost-to-income

21.4%

17.0%

GLA (m²)

249 243

251 678

Vacancy

7.3%

5.4%

2.8

3.3

8.0%

8.0%

WALE (years)
In-force escalations

Vacancies have increased to 7.3% (March 2018: 5.4%), driven by
a large vacancy in Sandton, which became available at the end of
February 2019, as well as by the fact that the Firs is undergoing
refurbishment. This reduced below 6% shortly after financial yearend.
The office sector re-let or renewed 86% (45 674m²) of space
expiring during the financial year and let a further 24% (3 328m²)
of opening vacancy. This further demonstrates the quality of the
underlying portfolio.
The downward pressure on rentals, with longer void periods and
increased incentive costs for landlords to secure clients, has
resulted in negative NPI growth of 2.6%. The portfolio has also
experienced a large increase in its cost-to-income ratio due to
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Investec Offices Durban

Carrying value
R230.0 million

GLA - 6 543 m2

significant increases in rates valuations on a number of properties
and substantially higher leasing-associated costs relative to the
prior period.

Office building grade breakdown

The Fund’s Sandton portfolio is nevertheless defensive, with
a WALE of 3.5 years and expiries of only 4 434m² in FY2020.
Renewals have already been concluded on this space.
Looking forward, the Fund has already concluded leases on 29%
of the space expiring in FY2020, albeit at negative reversions of
10.4%, which is an improvement on FY2019 reversions. A further
28% is either under offer or in the advanced stages of negotiation.
31 MARCH 2019
24.8%
34.9%
40.3%
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Office Analysis

% of office GLA

Sandton

Bryanston

Rosebank

20.6%

17.7%

9.5%

WALE (years)

3.5

3.2

1.9

P Grade GLA

38.6%

36.6%

45.0%

A Grade GLA

21.3%

50.7%

55.0%

B Grade GLA

40.1%

12.7%

0.0%

GLA expiring FY2020

4 434

9 700

5 613

% of GLA Expiring FY2020 already let

100%

45.9%

43.7%

GLA expiring FY2021

4 015

5 706

2 103

Nodal vacancy as per SAPOA¹

17.6%

7.5%

13.5%

IPF vacancy

17.0%

4.2%

0.0%

1

Obtained from the South African Property Owners Asscociation (SAPOA) Q1 Office Vacancy Report April 2019

Nodal breakdown by GLA

SAPOA1 vacancy comparison of key nodes
Percentage
20

17.0

17.6

15

13.5

10

7.5
31 MARCH 2019
21.0%
18.0%
9.0%
52.0%

Sandton
Bryanston
Rosebank
Other (widely spread)

4.2

5

0

0
Sandton

Bryanston

Rosebank

IPF vacancy %
SAPOA vacancy %

2929 on Nicol

Carrying value
R493.0 million

GLA - 16 335 m2
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Industrial sector review

Province

Rbn

Properties

Gauteng

2 728

29

Western Cape

51

1

KwaZulu-Natal

967

8

3 746

38

Total

The industrial sector has properties
with good fundamentals situated
in strategically located nodes. It
has, however, not been immune to
the current economic climate. This
has resulted in an exceptionally
tough operating environment, with
smaller businesses, especially in
the manufacturing sector, being the
worst affected.

Sectorial KPIs
Industrial

2019

2018

Number of properties

38

40

Asset value (Rbn)

3.7

4.1

Base NPI growth

(1.0%)

4.4%

Cost-to-income

15.1%

14.0%

GLA (m²)

531 501

574 262

Vacancy

1.2%

5.7%

WALE (years)
In-force escalations

2.9

3.7

7.7%

7.9%

Together with economic uncertainty, a lack of business confidence
has translated into clients being unwilling or unable to commit to
long-term leases, resulting in a sizeable portion of the letting activity
being concluded on a relatively short-term basis.
Rentals remain under pressure too. Expiry rentals are now at
the end of long rental cycles, in which landlords have benefitted
from compounding contractual escalations that have outstripped
rental growth in the market. This has resulted in negative rental
reversions. The Fund’s experienced management team has
nevertheless managed to navigate through this cycle and has been
successful in keeping vacancies low.
Despite weak demand, the sector has continued to display its
desirability and defensiveness, with 95% of the 116 313m² expiring
during the year being renewed or re-let at a negative reversion
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Carrying value
R124.6 million

Martin & Martin

GLA - 19 972 m2

of 6.4% and an average WALE of 1.9 years. The low WALE is a
result of flexible short-term deals – with cancellation flexibility in
favour of the Fund – being concluded on approximately 46 000m2.
The opening vacancy of 32 051m² was 100% let with a WALE of
5.8 years, resulting in a decreased vacancy for the sector of 1.2%
(March 2018: 5.7%).

Industrial portfolio composition by NPI

Further, 37% of FY2020 expiries have already been concluded
at reversions in line with FY2019. An additional 18% of space is
currently under offer or in the advanced stages of negotiation.
The sector’s cost-to-income ratio remains under pressure, though,
due to weak tenant demand, resulting in longer void periods.
Although costs are well controlled and have only increased by
3.5% (excluding the rates expense), the cost-to- income ratio has
increased to 15.1% (March 2018: 14.0%) due to lower revenue
growth. This ratio is expected to remain at similar levels until
macro-economic conditions improve and allow for rental growth.
The cost base has also been impacted on by bad debts, given the
pressure on local businesses.

31 MARCH 2019
10.0%
5.0%
17.0%
19.0%
49.0%

High tech industrial
Standard units
Warehouses
Manufacturing
Logistics

The overall arrears position is largely attributable to a single client
that has recently gone into voluntary business rescue. The Fund is
working closely with the client to assist with the turnaround of the
business in order to recover the Fund’s arrears.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PORTFOLIO
(continued)

The South African investment portfolio
Ingenuity
Ingenuity is an attractive investment underpinned by quality Western Cape property.
The Fund announced on 17 April 2019 that Ingenuity will seek shareholder approval to repurchase all the shares held by IPF for R1.08 per
share. The sale is expected to be completed by July 2019. If approved, this will reflect a 29% gain on the cost price of the Ingenuity shares
and an 8.2% increase on the value including the distribution add back of the notional capitalisation of interest. The Fund will continue to add
back the cost of the funding to the distribution until the date of sale.
The sale of the shares provides shareholders with clarity over the Fund’s investment into Ingenuity and simplifies the distribution statement
going forward.

Izandla
Izandla, a majority black-owned property investment vehicle, was launched in May 2017.
As part of the seed transaction, the Fund sold a R521 million property portfolio to Izandla, with all the properties transferring to Izandla
during March 2018. As part of the initial transaction, the Fund acquired a 35% shareholding in Izandla and provided a subordinated loan to
facilitate the transaction. The Fund received net proceeds from the sale of R314 million. The majority shareholder (65%) of Izandla is the EDT,
a broad-based charitable trust that focuses on educational and entrepreneurial initiatives. Programmes and beneficiaries include Raizcorp,
Promaths, Young Treps and various others. The EDT is independent of the Fund and has a substantial portfolio of private equity investments.
The Fund invested a further R115.6 million into Izandla (R15.0 million equity, R6.9 million senior mezzanine loan, and R93.7 million
convertible shareholder loan) to support the acquisition of a property in Hatfield and the development of a logistics facility for Sasol on the
back of a 15 year lease. Izandla is currently raising equity to fund an identified pipeline and the Fund will look to convert some or all of the
mezzanine debt into equity at that point. The shareholder loan to Izandla to support the development of the Sasol facility, is also likely to be
imminently refinanced by external funds and/or the anticipated equity raising proceeds.

lzandla

Total
Year ended
31 March 2019

Total
Year ended
31 March 2018

Total equity

R83.5m

R52.1m

– The Fund’s participation

R33.2m

R18.2m

Total convertible loan

R93.8m

–

– The Fund’s participation

R93.8m

–

Total senior mezzanine debt
– The Fund’s participation
Total junior mezzanine debt
– The Fund’s participation
Bank debt
Total
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R119.7m

R130.3m

R98.9m (Prime+ 3.5%)

R110.8m (Prime+ 3.5%)

R79.3m

R78.2m

R79.3m (Prime+ 5.5%)
R322.4m

R78.2m (Prime+ 5.5%)
R260.7m

R699.70m

R521.30

3

OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO

The U.K. Fund

Area

£m

Property

Greater London

146

7

Midlands

39

2

South Wales

31

1

Yorkshire

18

1

234

11

Total

The U.K. Fund is well managed
and positioned for growth. It is well
placed to deliver a sustainable, longterm income and capital returns
supported by a property portfolio
with a WAULT of 11.7 years.

The U.K. Fund comprises a combination of core assets delivering
sustainable cash flows and assets providing returns through active
asset management. Capital continues to chase investment product
in the U.K., maintaining pricing at record levels.
Industrial properties are hotly contested in the mainstream
investment market with an insatiable institutional appetite for welllocated logistics or multi-let assets, particularly in London and the
South East.

Key portfolio metrics for U.K. Fund
U.K. Fund

2019

2018

Value of investment (Rm)

222.5

192.0

Forward yield

5.4%

7.2%

Weighted average debt expiry (years)

3.7

4.7

Weighted average swap expiry (years)

7.7

8.9

Number of properties

11

11

11.7

10.5

GLA (m )

89 513

94 297

Vacancy1

2.2%

1.6%

Total value of property (GBPm)

233.8

233.8

WAULT (years)
2

1

Excluding the development vacancy at Edmonton
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OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO
(continued)

The Fund’s investment into the U.K. Fund remains small,
being a 10% shareholding to the value of R222.5 million
(GBP10.7 million). The U.K. Fund delivered NAV growth of 10.25%
in FY2019 through several asset management initiatives, including:

The U.K. Fund’s industrial portfolio, which comprises approximately
29% of the total portfolio, provides future asset management
opportunities. The Fund expects to see rental growth across the
sector of between 10% and 15% over time.

• The re-gearing of the Sainsbury’s (Swansea) lease to 30 years;

The investment is funded by CCSs for 41% of the investment value
at a fixed rate of 2.36% and weighted expiry of three years. The
Fund invested a further GBP0.7 million to finance its pro-rata share
of an acquisition of an industrial property in North London.

• The sale of the Sainsbury’s (Worcester) property at a 14.7%
premium to book value; and
• Upward rental reversions of 22%, achieved across 1,282m2 of
industrial space that was renewed or re-let during the course of
the year.
The U.K. Fund is well positioned for the future and provides a
solid base platform from which to grow a strong U.K.-focused
property platform. The portfolio is currently valued at GBP233.8
million and has a WAULT of 11.7 years, a vacancy ratio of 2.2%
and a weighted average debt and swap expiry of 3.7 and 7.7 years
respectively.
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The Fund employs a similar forex hedging strategy to the rest of
the offshore portfolio with respect to the investment in the U.K.. It
aims to hedge 100% of the distributions to be received from the
U.K. at an annual growth rate of 6 – 7%.
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OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Pan-European Logistics portfolio

1

The PEL portfolio delivered a
total EUR return of 26% for the year
(11.6% income yield and 14.4%
capital uplift).

Country

€m

Property

FRANCE

132.1

10

GERMANY

200.9

7

ITALY

44.9

1

POLAND

53.9

3

NETHERLANDS

48.4

3

SPAIN

35.6

1

Total1

515.8

25

As at 31 March 2019.

On 4 May 2018, the Fund acquired a 42.9% interest in a portfolio
of 20 logistics properties located across Europe for an initial
equity investment of EUR65.9 million. The investment is held by
IPFO, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Fund. During the year, the
Fund invested a further EUR19.1 million into the platform for the
acquisition of four properties.
The asset value of the portfolio as at 31 March 2019 was
EUR515.8 million, consisting of 25 properties, that generated a
Euro income return of 11.6% (11.9% ZAR return).
The platform has performed very well with stronger leasing activity,
better rentals, shorter void periods, quicker leasing of vacant space
and lower incentives. The underlying properties were revalued
twice during the year and saw an uplift of 12.5%, which translated
into a capital uplift for the Fund in Euros of 14.4% (ZAR 16.3%),
further supporting the rationale for investment into this platform.
Including the initial investment, the Fund has committed to
investing up to EUR150 million into the platform over the next
three years. Including the Fund’s commitment, a total of EUR350
million has been committed to the platform by the investors. The
investment will assist in the timely aggregation of a scaled and
diversified logistics portfolio across Europe.
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OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Commitments for a further seven properties have been undertaken, three in the Netherlands, two in Poland, one in France and one in
Germany. This totals EUR26.7 million, which leaves a remaining commitment of EUR 47.4 million. A summary of the acquisitions and
commitments are provided below:

Pan-European Logistics portfolio

GLA
(m²)

Property
value (€m)

France, Germany,
Italy, Poland,
Netherlands,
Spain
May 2018

975 165

423.0

65.8

Acquisitions

10.1

Combs-la-Ville

1.8

September 2018

France

22 966

11.5

Elbeuf

0.8

September 2018

France

9 649

5.1

Dortmund

3.4

February 2019

Germany

25 783

15.8

Mönchengladbach

4.1

February 2019

Germany

10 618

19.4

Invested at 31 March 2019

75.9

Acquisitions and commitments post
year-end

26.7

Schipol

2.1

April 2019

Netherlands

17 557

23.2

Bergen

3.1

April 2019

Netherlands

20 957

16.7

Venlo

3.2

April 2019

Netherlands

25 704

18.1

Marseille

9.2

April 2019

France

65 354

51.6

Triad: Hanover

1.3

May 2019

Germany

24 551

13.4

VRE

5.3

June 2019

Poland

51 595

30.0

Warsaw

1.3

June 2019

Poland

11 109

7.3

Tiel

1.2

June 2019

Netherlands

9 900

7.1

Total deployed/committed

102.6

Total commitment

150.0

Remaining commitment

2

Country

Date

Initial portfolio

1

1

IPF equity
investment
(€m)

2
2

47.4

Excludes bridge funding of €9.0 million provided.
Anticipated date of transfer.

IPFO’s investment is held through a Delaware limited partnership which, in turn, holds 42.9% of two Luxembourg holding companies that
have invested directly into a series of locally domiciled property-owning companies. The Fund has invested alongside funds and other
segregated mandates managed by Ares Management, or its affiliate. Ares is a publicly traded, leading global alternative asset manager with
approximately USD170 billion of assets under management and focuses on implementing hands-on value creation initiatives in undermanaged and capital- starved assets.
The investment was funded through a combination of existing ZAR debt facilities and a new EUR50 million secured term loan provided by
Standard Chartered. The Euro facility has a weighted average term of 3.2 years and a margin of 1.75% above three-month Euribor.
The Fund has entered into a four-year Euro interest rate swap at a rate of 0.33% for 100% of the floating rate exposure.
The Fund has economically hedged 100% of the expected income from the transaction for a period of 5 years at a range of between
R15.39 and R20.60. The average forward ZAR/EUR curve over the five-year period has embedded growth of between 7 and 8%.
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OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Pan-European Light Industrial portfolio

Country

€m

Property

FRANCE

59

9

GERMANY

31

6

NETHERLANDS

26

6

116

21

Total

Post year end, the Fund concluded
an agreement to acquire an initial
25% in a Pan-European Light
Industrial platform, which focuses
on investments across the Northern
corridor of Western Europe,
particularly in France, Germany and
the Netherlands.
As with the Fund’s investment in the PEL platform, this was done
together with the same funds and segregated mandates managed
by Ares Management. The in-country asset management will be
executed by Urban Real Estate Partners (UREP), the team that has
successfully executed the initial strategy for the logistics platform.
The portfolio is expected to comprise 21 primarily light industrial
properties, of which four assets located in the Netherlands have
already been acquired. A further 17 properties located throughout
France and Germany have been identified and purchase
negotiations are in the advanced stage.
• The gross asset value attributable to the initial portfolio will be
EUR116 million and the Fund’s initial equity contribution will be
EUR10.2 million. The portfolio will be 90% let and will deliver
an initial asset yield of 7.2%. This is expected to grow to a fully
let ERV yield of 8.2% and is expected to have an aggregate
GLA of 151 401m2 and a WAULT of 3.3 years with a weighted
average annual rental income of EUR5.4/m2.

• Once leveraged at a holding company level, the investment is
anticipated to deliver an average Euro-denominated investment
return of approximately 9.6% and total returns that significantly
exceed the Fund’s cost of capital.
• Including the initial investment, the Fund has committed a
total of EUR64.5 million to this platform, which is expected
to be deployed within the next two years. Each investment
will increase the Fund’s equity interest in the platform. The
portfolio’s gross asset value will amount to between EUR375
million and EUR 500 million, depending on the level of gearing
used at property level.
The transaction complements the Fund’s existing investment in
the Pan-European Logistics Platform and enhances its presence
in a very strong segment of the real estate market in Europe. The
light industrial investment strategy has been structured to benefit
from the growth of e-commerce in Europe and its implementation
is expected to impact on last-mile logistics. The transaction is also
consistent with the Fund’s strategy of continuously assessing real
estate opportunities with attractive risk-adjusted return profiles
and of recycling capital into investments that maximise long-term
returns in various geographies.
The initial investment will be funded through a combination of
existing ZAR debt facilities and either Euro-debt facilities or CCSs.
The blended funding cost is anticipated to be approximately 5%.
The Fund will hedge out all the income from the initial investment
that is not naturally hedged by way of Euro funding by entering
into foreign exchange contract (FEC) over a period of three to five
years. It is anticipated that these will provide between 6% and 7%
embedded growth on the hedged income over the hedged period.
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OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Investec Australia Property Fund portfolio
Area

4

6

Industrial

202

2

3

9

–

1

Victoria

2

South Australia

3

New South
Wales

392

5

4

4

Queensland

207

3

2

5

ACT

101

2

4

6

Western Australia

29

–

1

7

New Zealand

123

1

–

1 063

13

15

TOTAL

5
1

IAPF has a portfolio of assets valued
at AUD1.1 billion and comprising 28
properties with a GLA of 290 281m2.
It was the first inward-listed
Australian REIT on the JSE.

7

KPIs

Market capitalisation (ZARbn)
(AUDm)
Unit price (as at 31 Mar 2019) (ZAR)
NAV per unit (ZAR)

(AUD)
Discount to NAV
Number of properties
GLA (m2)
Vacancy
WALE (years)
In-force escalations
Asset value (AUDbn)
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Office

1

3

2

AUDm
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2019

2018

6.1
591.2

5.3
560.0

12.70
13.37
1.30

10.50
12.15
1.29

(4.6%)

(13.4%)

28

27

290 281

280 146

0.6%
4.7
3.3%
1.1

1.5%
5.2
3.3%
1.0

3

OFFSHORE PORTFOLIO
(continued)

The proceeds of the sale was utilised to further delever the
Fund’s balance sheet and will be deployed into the Pan-European
strategy, which delivers the Fund attractive risk-adjusted returns.
Furthermore, the sale will be earnings and NAV enhancing to the
Fund’s shareholders.

Asset value per sector

The Fund continues to employ a conservative approach to hedging
both the income and capital risk of the investment. It increased its
AUD CCS exposure after the end of FY2019 by AUD10 million in
order to maintain 50% of the value of the investment hedged by
way of CCSs. In terms of income, the Fund has hedged 100% of
its anticipated distributions over a five-year period at a range of
between R11.02 and R13.85. The Fund manages this position on
an ongoing basis.
23.0%
77.0%

Office
Industrial

At 31 March 2019 the value of the Fund’s investment in IAPF is
R1.3 billion (March 2018: R1.0 billion). The increase in the IAPF
share price to R12.70 by year-end reflects a 21% increase from
March 2018 and contributed positively to the Fund’s NAV growth
for FY2019. In AUD and on a post-WHT basis, IAPF delivered
distribution growth of 1.2%, which resulted in growth of 4% in ZAR.

As a result of the listing, IAPF has informed unitholders that they
will be adjusting their distribution pay-out ratios to align with
other ASX‑listed REITs and best practice in Australia. The Fund
supports this change as it does not impact on the total return to
investors as the reduced distribution will increase NAV. This change
also enhances IAPF’s ability to secure Australian capital, further
enhancing its ability to support future growth. IAPF’s change in
distribution policy will impact the Fund’s FY2020 distribution growth
by approximately 1% on the assumption that the full 45 million
units made available in terms of the sale are sold.

As announced on 3 May 2019, IAPF listed on the ASX.
In conjunction with the listing, IAPF was seeking to raise
approximately AUD100 million mainly from the Australian capital
markets. On 17 May the offer for the sale of 45 million IAPF units
was concluded at a price of AUD1.32 per unit. The Fund received
gross proceeds of approximately AUD59.4 million in respect of
the sale.
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CAPITAL ALLOCATION

South African strategy
To date, the Fund has invested in South African ‘core’ real estate assets. Core real estate is represented by well-located assets with
little to no vacancy risk, long WALEs, low asset management requirements and strong tenant covenant. Core assets are currently very
tightly priced, and difficult to source and acquire on an accretive basis based on the Fund’s cost of capital. As a result, the Fund will look
to increase exposure to ‘broken core’ opportunities. Over time the Fund aims to allocate 10% of the balance sheet to ‘broken core’ or
specialised assets. These would include:
•
•
•
•

Properties that are unique to a particular industry or sector;
Properties where scale in the relevant asset class can be achieved;
Properties for which long lease expiries can be obtained; and
Properties where operating risk can be mitigated through triple net leases or the engagement of competent management teams with
good track records.

The Fund continues to target a 10% allocation of ‘broken core’ opportunities, as depicted in the diagram below.

KEY PARAMETERS OF ‘BROKEN CORE’, ADDED-VALUE AND SPECIALISED STRATEGY
Market
conditions

Tenancy
conditions
Where upside
can be found
and how to
create an
attractive and
stable income

Position in the
real estate and
economic cycle

Vacant space

Yield
compression

Short leases
Rent below
market

Pricing of market

Property
conditions

Where
improvements
can be carried
out

Financing
conditions

Location

How to optimise
returns

Is building
suited to market

Improving
surroundings

Technical
improvements
Adding services

Repositioning
according
to market
characteristics

Capital structure

Refurbishment

Risk/return profile
Property opportunity

CORE

CORE PLUS

VALUE ADD

OPPORTUNISTIC

Location
Tenancy
Asset management
Risk profile

Low

Total return

13% – 15%
Current income

High
16% – 18%
Regular income and
capital

20% – 25%
Regular income and
capital

25% +
Capital

Broken core

Offshore strategy
To date, the international strategy has been based on investing in geographies where either the Manager or a trusted local partner has a
team with local property knowledge working on the ground. An in-depth understanding of the market and an established local network are
both essential to the success of these investments.
Since year-end, an additional EUR64.5 million has been committed to the new PELI platform. This investment will complement the existing
logistics strategy, provide further offshore exposure and deliver earnings accretion for shareholders.
The increased investment in the PEL investment during the course of the year resulted in 15.2% of the balance sheet being held offshore as
at year-end. Since year-end, this has increased to 21.5%.
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CAPITAL ALLOCATION
(continued)

Capital recycling

A yield enhancement from 7.1% to 11.9% was
achieved post the deployment of capital into
the offshore portfolio, evidencing the Fund’s
ability to extract value.

The Fund actively recycles its capital by disposing of assets that
have reached the top of their return profile in order to invest in
new opportunities.

Capital raised and deployed
R’million
1 800

501

(1 392)

1 600
1 400
1 200

81

1 108

1 000
800
600
400

(116)
(182)

200
0
Debt raised (net
of debt repaid)

Equity raised

Recyled capital

Offshore
investments

Local
investments

Development
and capex

Capital raised
During the current year, capital has been raised through:
•
•
•
•

The sale of four buildings in the South African portfolio for an amount of R500.5 million at a blended yield of 7.1%;
A DRIP share issue, which raised equity to the amount of R81.1 million;
Corporate bonds to the value of R2 815.0 million and the increase of the commercial paper amounting to R178.0 million; and
Foreign debt to the amount of R840.5 million.

Strong

Assets are assessed on an ongoing basis and interogated by being placed in the below property matrix. Ultimately the aim is to move all
properties to the ideal state to ensure all properties become relevant and competitive. Improvements will be employed where necessary.

Weak

PROPERTY FUNDAMENTALS

Move to high-growth quadrant
through active asset management

Ideal state

Balfour Mall
Design Quarter
The Firs

2929
Nicol on Main
Zevenwacht
Dihlabeng

Scientific
Beechwood
House

Bigen

Exit properties

Sell properties at best price

Low

High
GROWTH PROFILE
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CAPITAL ALLOCATION
(continued)

Details of the four buildings disposed of during the year:
Proceeds net
of costs Rm

Concluded sales
Cashbuild Nongoma
Coastal Couriers
Brandhouse
Commerce Corner

GLA
m2

Date of
transfer

11.7

2 204

5/24/2018

12.9
451.7
24.1

3 240
40 428
3 321

8/24/2018
12/11/2018
3/25/2019

500.4

49 193

Held-for-sale assets
Twelve buildings have been earmarked to be sold during FY2020
and disclosed as held-for-sale accordingly:
Held-for-sale

Carrying value
Rm

Beechwood House
Boxer Cofimvaba
British American Tobacco

GLA
m2

37.0

5 677

6.9

1 045

80.0

13 417

101.5

8 829

Builders Warehouse Witbank

85.0

5 512

Capital Motors (McCarthy Pretoria)

23.1

7 011

Builders Warehouse Polokwane

Devland Oudtshoorn

8.0

2 742

International SOS

13.0

3 604

Masscash Kimberley

34.2

5 850

20.0

2 939

140.0
35.0
583.7

7 836
5 733
70 195

Nonkqubela 2
Nonquebela Link Mall
Scientific Building
Total

74

Capital deployed
Capital is deployed into opportunities where the Fund can
maximize long-term risk adjusted returns.
During the current year the Fund has invested capital into:
• An investment to the value of R1.4 billion into the PEL
platform;
• An investment to the value of R115.6 million into an
empowered entity, Izandla;
• An investment to the value of R11.5 million in the U.K.
Fund; and
• Capital projects, refurbishments and maintenance to
the value of R182.0 million, including an investment
of R46.1 million into sustainability projects, which
generated an average return of 14%.
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SUSTAINABILITY

The Fund relies on the availability
of renewable and non-renewable
environmental resources in order to be
able to position and manage its business
and to secure long-term sustainability.

The Fund strives to use natural resources
as efficiently as possible by including
sustainability as a strategic priority.
Sustainability objectives and initiatives
are consistently monitored and improved
and the Fund employs a dedicated
sustainability team.

R90.8m

R46.1m

budget for FY2020

spent in FY19, of which 94% spent
on solar PV

Alrode Multipark

Carrying value
R465.0 million

GLA – 90 965 m2
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SUSTAINABILITY
(continued)

Current initiatives
The Fund focuses on three areas in particular when it comes to sustainability:

Energy

Water

Land

Solar PV projects

Water leak management

Waste management

Significant progress is being made in
this area, in particular:

In the area of leak management:

In waste management:
• The Fund has partnered with Don’t
Waste to develop an integrated waste
management and recycling strategy,
which is currently being implemented
at eight sites; and
• An audit of waste contractors
servicing all properties has been
undertaken in order to identify
opportunities to decrease the amount
of waste being sent to landfills.

• Fleurdal Mall and Musina Mall are
providing effective yields of 12.7%
and 13.5% respectively;
• A structural assessment of Design
Quarter is in progress;
• The Fund is awaiting Eskom
approval for a project at
Nicol Grove; and
• Ten additional buildings have been
identified for the installation of solar
PV panels and a commitment of
R70 million has been made to this
project.

Energy-efficient LED lighting
Progress in this area includes:
• The completion of a lighting
upgrade at The Firs, with a 50%
saving in consumption having been
recorded; and
• Requests for proposals have been
sent out for nine properties for
installing LED lighting at these sites.

• AquaTrip has been installed at nine
properties;
• Site assessments have been
completed for a further 16
properties and the Fund is awaiting
leak management proposals for
these; and
• The Fund has implemented night
flow monitoring in a number of
buildings to identify wastage and/or
possible leaks.

Backup water
• Backup water capability has been
installed at seven sites; and
• The Fund is awaiting proposals
from WIS for the remaining sites in
Gauteng.

Bulk check meters
• Bulk-check meters have been
installed across entire portfolio,
which allows for early detection of
wastage, including water leakages.

Green Building Council of
South Africa rating
• The properties at 2929 on Nicol and
at the Nicol Main Office Park both
have a Four Green Star EBP rating;
and
• Seven additional buildings have
been identified for accreditation.
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SUSTAINABILITY
(continued)

Priorities

Energy

• Smart Building technologies
to improve efficiencies and
enhance client experience;
• Power Factor Correction to
reduce demand costs;
• Batteries to facilitate peak
demand shaving and load
shifting; and
• Air-conditioning efficiency (a pilot
project has provided information
that can be used to monitor airconditioning efficiency; this could
reduce downtime and increase
the reliability of chillers).

Zevenwacht Mall

R90.8m
budget for FY2020
+/- 87% earmarked for projects generating
10 – 15% returns

Water

In the area of water usage
management, the Fund is:
• Investigating the installation of
aerators to reduce the flow rate
on basin taps; and

Land

When it comes to land
management, the Fund is aiming
to futureproof buildings through
diversion in order to avoid potential
landfill penalties.

• Rainwater harvesting, although
this offers a very poor ROI due
to limited rainfall and the storage
capacity required.

Carrying value
R1 049.9 million

GLA – 39 517 m2
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CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT

The Fund recognises that inclusive
economic growth and societal
transformation is vital to creating
a sustainable future for all South
Africans.

Highlights in FY2019 included:
• Phase two of AMP was rolled out, with an additional
seven businesses joining the programme;
• Contracts to the value of R5.4 million were awarded
to ‘AMPreneurs’ during the course of the year
(2018: R6.4 million);

The Fund engages with stakeholders to improve relationships,
strengthen its network and uplift the communities in which it
operates. Its approach to transformation includes a focus on
supplier development, enterprise development, procurement,
economic development and socio-economic development.

• The total value of contracts awarded to ‘AMPreneurs’
since the inception of the programme in late 2016
exceeded the R12 million mark;

Initiatives in FY2019

• A skills development and networking budget of
R310 000 was made available to ‘AMPrenuers’ during
the course of the year.

Some of the transformation initiatives undertaken in FY2019 are as
follows:

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
(B-BBEE)
The Fund promotes an inclusive procurement model and has
remained committed to the principles of the Property Sector
Charter.
As an expression of this commitment, it has a 35% equity stake in
Izandla Property, a majority black-owned property company. The
intention is to enable Izandla to leverage off the Fund’s experience
and key relationships as it grows and develops.
More information about Izandla can be found on page 64.
At the time of going to print, IPF’s B-BBEE rating had not yet been
finalised.

Corporate Social Investment Projects
AMP

Spend in FY 2019:

R5.4m

As part of its corporate social investment (CSI) programme, the
Fund supports an enterprise and supplier development initiative
known as AMP. AMP is a hub that facilitates collaboration between
entrepreneurs from various disciplines in the property industry,
helping them to develop their product and services offerings in a
supportive environment.
Participating entrepreneurs are provided with subsidised office
space in Bryanston, as well as skills development opportunities,
mentorship, networking and assistance in identifying and taking
advantage of procurement opportunities.
During FY2019, the Fund identified seven black-owned small,
medium and micro enterprises in the property sector and partnered
with them in order to develop and nurture entrepreneurial talent
in the sector. A total of 13 businesses are now participating in
the AMP programme and, in FY2020, the office space currently
available will be upgraded to accommodate up to 20 businesses.
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• A rental saving of R3 million was achieved for AMP
tenants; and

Othandweni Children’s Home

Spend in FY2019:

R424 000

Othandweni is a children’s home in Soweto that cares for and
supports 30 babies aged from birth to five years in its nursery and
accommodates a number of adolescents in separate cottages. The
home is famous for starting the Gogo Programme, a programme
that allows for grandmothers in the community to visit the nursery
every day and to spend time with the babies and toddlers, who
benefit tremendously from this loving social interaction.
Othandweni Chidren’s Home was in desperate need of
refurbishment and, together with one of the Fund’s ‘AMPreneurs’,
Kapcor, we have started work on upgrading both the nursery and
the cottages. During the course of the year, they were painted
throughout, the plumbing was upgraded and general maintenance
was done.

Promaths

Spend in FY2019:

R615 000

Promaths is a partnership between Investec and Kutlwanong
Maths, Science and Technology Centre, which the Fund
contributes to and participates in. The programme provides extra
tuition in maths and science for learners in grades 10 to 12 at
selected schools across South Africa.
In addition to the 48 students who have already completed
grade 12, the Fund currently sponsors a further 48 students in
Khayelitsha, who attend ProMaths lessons every week. Learners
are also being informed of opportunities for tertiary study in
property-related fields.
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OUR GOVERNING PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES AND OUTCOMES

The Fund’s values, culture, processes, functions
and organisational structure are informed by
a fundamental commitment to best-practice
corporate governance. The business is structured
in such a way as to ensure that its values and
ethics are embedded in all of its business
processes, which are consistently assessed and
enhanced. A written statement of values serves as
the Fund’s code of ethics.
The Fund’s values require that
directors, and those providing
services to the Fund, act with
integrity, displaying consistent and
uncompromising moral strength
and conduct in order to promote
and maintain trust among all our
stakeholders.

King IV
The Board is of the opinion that the Fund has complied with the
guidelines set out in King IV throughout the reporting period. This is
evidenced by the information disclosed throughout this report. An
overview of all the principles and the extent of their application is
illustrated on page 86 to 88.
The Board acknowledges and recognises the importance
of reporting on all aspects of sustainability and consistently
endeavours to do that in a transparent manner.

The Board, inter alia:
Our culture and values
The Fund’s philosophy, values and processes inform its compliance
with legislative, regulatory and best-practice requirements. They
provide the framework against which we measure behaviour and
conduct to ensure the highest standard of corporate governance.

Board statement
The Fund complies with all relevant regulations, including the
Companies Act (No 71 of 2008, as amended), King IV and the
JSE Listings Requirements. Stakeholders can rest assured that,
at all times, the Fund is managed ethically and in accordance with
international best practice. Given the common brand, the Investec
Group’s values and philosophies are the benchmark against which
the Fund measures its own behaviour and practices.
External service providers, including property managers, are held
to the highest standards and these have been incorporated into
the relevant SLAs.
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• approves the Fund’s strategy;
• e
 nsures that the Fund complies with all applicable laws and
considers adherence to non-binding rules and standards;
• is responsible for the governance of risk, information and
technology;
• a
 cts as a focal point for and custodian of corporate
governance;
• p
 rovides effective leadership based on an ethical foundation;
and
• e
 nsures that the Fund is demonstrably a responsible corporate
citizen.

Governance framework
The Fund has adopted a risk and governance structure
that enables it to operate effectively by delegating certain
responsibilities to the Committees of the Board. The way in which
this is done is illustrated in the diagram below. The roles and
responsibilities of the Board Committees are outlined on page 84
in this section.
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(continued)

STAKEHOLDERS
Board and subcommittees
Audit and Risk
Committee

A&R

Social and Ethics
Committee

S&E

Investment
Committee

IC

Nominations
Committee

NC

Audit and compliance implementation forums
Internal Audit

Compliance

External auditors

The Board of Directors
The Board is ultimately responsible for the governance and
performance of the Fund.

Either directly or through the Board Committees, the Board:

Together with the committees of the Board, it is responsible for
assessing and managing risk policies and procedures; ensuring
appropriate internal controls; overseeing major capital expenditure;
acquisitions and disposals; approving the establishment of
businesses; and approving the introduction of new products and
services. In fulfilling its responsibilities, the Board monitors the
implementation of the Fund’s strategies and plans.

• Assesses the quantitative and qualitative aspects of
performance through a comprehensive system of financial
and non-financial monitoring that involves an annual budget
process, detailed quarterly reporting, regular reviews of
forecasts and regular management of strategic and operational
updates;

The Board aims to exercise leadership, integrity and judgement in
pursuit of these strategic goals and objectives in order to secure
the long-term sustainability, growth and performance of the Fund. It
provides leadership within a framework of effective controls, which
allow for risks to be properly assessed and managed.

• Monitors compliance with relevant laws, regulations and codes
of business practice;

• Determines and implements the Fund’s strategy;

The activities of the Board are conducted within the framework
of the Board Charter, which details the type of decisions that can
be taken by the Board, how these should be taken, and how
implementation should be delegated.
The Board constantly reviews and updates corporate strategy and
works to promote the highest standards of corporate governance
by assessing and approving key policies and objectives, as well
as by ensuring that obligations to its shareholders and other
stakeholders are understood and met.
By understanding key risks to the business, determining risk
tolerance, and approving and reviewing implementation processes,
the Board mitigates risk and capitalises on opportunities.
In order to achieve the Fund’s strategic objectives, the Board may
delegate certain duties and functions to the Board Committees
or to executive management, while not abdicating its own
responsibilities. Certain matters and decisions are, however,
specifically reserved for the Board.
The Board has formally defined and documented, by way of terms
of reference, the authority it has delegated to the various Board
Committees.

In fulfilling its responsibilities, the
Board monitors the implementation
of the strategies and plans it has
approved

• Approves annual budgets, capital plans, projections and
business plans;

• Ensures there are processes in place that can be used to
enable complete, timely, relevant, accurate and accessible risk
disclosure to stakeholders;
• Monitors communication with all stakeholders to ensure that it
is transparent and understandable;
• Identifies and monitors key risk areas and key performance
indicators;
• Reviews policies and procedures to ensure that internal
systems of control are effective;
• Ensures that the Fund’s business practices, including its social
and environmental activities, are sustainable;
• Ensures that appropriate information and technology
governance processes are in place, and ensures that these
processes are aligned to performance and sustainability
objectives;
• Ensures information assets are managed effectively;
• Ensures appropriate risk governance processes are in place to
determine the Fund’s risk tolerance level and the integrity of its
risk assessment procedures;
• Ensures the integrity of the company’s integrated annual report;
• Ensures the induction and ongoing training and development of
directors; and
• Evaluates the performance of senior management and
considers succession planning.
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Independence of non-executive directors

The directors bring a range of skills to the Board including:

Chairman and Joint-Chief Executive Officers

• An understanding of the economics of the sectors in which the
Fund operates;

The roles of the Chairman and Joint-Chief Executive Officers are
distinct and separate, with a clear division of responsibilities that
has been approved by the Board.
The Chairman leads the Board and is responsible for ensuring that
it receives accurate, timely and clear information to ensure that
directors can perform their duties effectively.

Lead Independent Director (LID)
Moses Ngoasheng is the Lead Independent Director, appointed
in accordance with King IV to overcome any potential issues that
may arise from the fact that the Chairman is not independent.
He is available to address any concerns of or questions from
shareholders and non-executive directors.

Company Secretary
The role of the Company Secretary is performed by Investec. Niki
van Wyk oversees the company secretarial services rendered by
Investec to the Fund. Ms van Wyk is not a director or a shareholder
of the Fund and maintains an arms-length relationship with the
Board and the individual directors. As the company secretary,
Investec is responsible for the flow of information to the Board
and the Board Committees, as well as for ensuring compliance
with Board procedures. All directors have access to the advice
and services of the Company Secretary, whose appointment and
removal is decided by the Group’s Board. The Board is assured
that the Company Secretary is suitably qualified, competent and
experienced.

Independent advice
Through the Chairman or the Company Secretary, individual
directors are entitled to seek independent professional advice at
the Fund’s expense on matters relating to the fulfilment of their
duties and responsibilities.

Re-election of Board members
In accordance with the Fund’s Memorandum of Incorporation, at
least one-third of the non-executive directors will offer themselves
for re-election at each Annual General Meeting.

• Knowledge of the regulatory environments in which the Fund
operates; and
• Financial, accounting, legal and property experience and
knowledge.
The skills and experience profile of the Board and the Board
Committees are regularly reviewed to ensure an appropriate
and relevant composition from a governance, succession and
effectiveness perspective.

Board and directors’ performance evaluation
The performance of the Board, the Board Committees and
individual directors are evaluated regularly against recognised
standards of corporate governance that cover all areas of the
Board’s processes and responsibilities.
The LID conducted a formal performance evaluation process for
the 2019 financial year by means of both questionnaires and oneon-one meetings with each director. The meetings were used as an
opportunity to discuss personal observations and, in particular, to
seek comments on the strengths and areas of development of the
members, the Chairman and the Board as a whole.

Terms of appointment
Non-executive directors are appointed in accordance with terms
set out in a letter of appointment. Among other things, this
letter sets out their duties, responsibilities and expected time
commitments. It also provides, details of the Fund’s policy on
obtaining independent advice and, where appropriate, details of
the Board Committees on which the non-executive director will
serve.

Ongoing training and development
Ongoing training and development is a standing agenda item for
the Board and the Board pack includes updates on various training
and development initiatives.
Board members receive regular formal presentations on regulatory
and governance matters, as well as on the business and support
functions.

Board Committees and responsibilities

Tenure
The Board is further of the view that none of the current nonexecutive directors has served on the Board for a period that
materially interferes with their ability to act in the Fund’s best
interests. The Board is assured that the non-executive directors
are independent of management and promote the interests of
stakeholders.
The balance of executive and non-executive directors is such
that there is a clear division of responsibility to ensure a balance
of power. No single individual or group can dominate Board
processes or have unfettered decision-making powers.

Skills, knowledge, experience and attributes of
directors

The Board is empowered to delegate certain duties to various
Board Committees and Executive Committees. All of these
committees have specific terms of reference, appropriately skilled
members and access to specialist advice when necessary.

Board meetings
The Board meets at least four times a year. During the year ended
31 March 2019, seven meetings were held.
The Chairman, in consultation with the joint-chief executive officers
and the Company Secretary is responsible for setting the agenda
for each meeting. Comprehensive information packs on matters
to be considered by the Board are provided to the directors in
advance of the meetings.

The Board considers the skills, knowledge, experience and
attributes of the directors as a whole to be appropriate for them to
fulfil their responsibilities and Fund’s activities.
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Financial reporting and going concern

Board diversity
The Board believes that diversity of skills, experience, background
and outlook is required for it to operative effectively. While
non-executive appointments are based on merit and overall
suitability for the role, the Nominations Committee is mindful of
all aspects of diversity, including gender and race, when making
recommendations for appointment to the Board. The Board has
approved a diversity policy and has set a female representation
target of 40%.

Directors’ dealings
Directors’ dealings in the securities of the Fund is subject to
a policy based on regulatory requirements and best-practice
governance. All directors’ dealings require the prior approval of
the compliance function and the Chairman or, in the Chairman’s
absence, the LID or another independent director. All dealings of
persons discharging management responsibilities require approval
by executive management and the compliance division of Investec.

Remuneration
The Fund is managed by an external management company, the
Manager, and therefore has no employees or personnel of its own.
The Manager falls in line with the employment and remuneration
process of the greater Investec Group.
The Investec Group’s remuneration philosophy is underpinned
by its value to drive an entrepreneurial spirit in the organisation.
Various reward levers are utilised to attract talent, retain these
outstanding individuals and recognise as well as further motivate
exceptional performance. Performance is measured against
the Fund’s business objectives ensuring that the management
team is aligned to the Fund’s strategy. The fees paid to the
executive directors are borne by the Manager and not by the
Fund. The Manager derives income for these fees from the asset
management fee received from the Fund in terms of the Asset and
Property Management Agreement concluded.
The remuneration of the executive directors is guided in part by
the Fund’s distribution performance, increase in net asset value
per share of the Fund, total return to shareholders, vacancy levels,
cost-to-income ratios, capital management and their individual
performance in terms of their execution of the Fund’s strategy,
employee engagement and leadership behaviour.

The assumptions underlying the going concern statement are
discussed at the time of the approval of the annual financial
statements by the board.

The board is required to confirm
that it is satisfied that the Fund has
adequate resources to continue in
business for the foreseeable future.
These include:
• Budgeting and forecasts;
• Profitability;
• Capital; and
• Liquidity.
In addition, the directors are responsible for monitoring and
reviewing the preparation, integrity and reliability of the annual
financial statements, accounting policies and the information
contained in the integrated annual report.
In undertaking this responsibility, the directors are supported by an
ongoing process for identifying, evaluating and managing the risks
associated with preparing financial and other information contained
in this integrated annual report.
The process is implemented by executive management and
independently monitored for effectiveness by the Audit and Risk
Committee and other sub-committees of the board. Our annual
financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis, taking
into consideration:
• The Fund’s strategy, prevailing market conditions and business
environment;
• Nature and complexity of our business;
• Risks, management and mitigation;
• Key business and control processes in operation;
• Credit rating and access to capital;
• The needs of stakeholders;
• Operational soundness;
• Accounting policies;

The Nominations Committee is responsible for the remuneration
policy for non-executive directors. This remuneration is fully
disclosed in the integrated report (page 97) and subject to approval
by the Fund’s shareholders at the Annual General Meeting.

• Corporate governance practices;

The proposed annual remuneration of the nonexecutive directors for the year ending 31 March 2020
is set out below:

The board is of the opinion, based on its knowledge of the
workings of the Fund and in consideration of the key processes in
operation and specific enquiries, that there are adequate resources
to support the Fund as a going concern for the foreseeable future.
Furthermore, the board is of the opinion that the risk management
processes and systems of internal control are effective.

R
Chairman
Deputy chairman
Non-executive directors

1 575 000

• Operational soundness; and
• Desire to provide relevant and clear disclosures.

787 500
420 000*

* An additional R105 000 is paid to the chairman of board sub-committees
and the Lead Independent Director. Should an excessive number of
additional meetings be held within one year, a fee of R31 500 per day will
be paid over and above the fixed fee.
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EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

Investec
Property Fund
Limited Board
Committees

Remunerations committee

Audit and Risk Committee
Darryl J Mayers
Andrew R Wooler
Jenna C Sprenger

NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS
Sam Hackner
Samuel R Leon

MAJOR ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

A&R

• Approves the Fund’s strategy;
• Ensures that the Fund complies with
all applicable laws;
• Is responsible for the governance of
risk, including ICT risk;
• Acts as focal point for and custodian
of corporate governance;

Social and Ethics Committee

Luigi LM Giuricich
Nicholas P Riley
Philip A Hourquebie
Constance M Mashaba
Moses M Ngoasheng
Suliman Mahomed

• Provides effective leadership based
on an ethical foundation;

S&E

• Approves the terms of reference of
the Board and Committees; and
• Ensures that the Fund operates as a
responsible corporate citizen.

Nominations Committee

Khumo L Shuenyane
NC

Investment Committee
IC

(Detailed information about the Board of
Directors is given on page 16)
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The Board is of the view that a Remuneration Committee is not required. The operations of the Fund are undertaken by the Manager and,
accordingly, the Fund does not have any employees. The executive directors are employed by the Manager and are not remunerated by
the Fund for their services as directors of the Fund.
The remuneration of the non-executive directors is determined by the Nominations Committee.

The role and responsibilities of the Audit and Risk Committee include:
• Reviewing reports, annual financial
statements and the integrated annual
report;
• Reviewing the appropriateness of
accounting policies and applications;

• Reviewing internal audit plans, reports,
capacity and capability;

• Ensuring the expertise and experience
of the financial director is appropriate;

• Ensuring compliance with legal
requirements, accounting standards and
the JSE Listings Requirements;

• Ensuring the effectiveness of the internal
financial controls;

• Considering the scope of the external
audit;

• Ensuring the finance function of the
Manager, as it pertains to the Fund,
is adequately skilled, resourced and
experienced;

The role of the Social and Ethics Committee
is to monitor the activities of the Fund and
their social impact. The matters dealt with
by the Committee often overlap with those
that fall under the auspices of the Audit
and Risk Committee. The Chairman of the
Audit and Risk Committee or a delegate

is tasked with tabling a report dealing
with the activities of the Social and Ethics
Committee in order to provide assurance in
matters relating to the compliance function,
control framework, procedures and
processes, and any other matters where
there may be an overlap between the two

• Overseeing the external audit process;

• Ensuring that the external auditor is
independent; and
• Reviewing risk processes and key risk
areas.

committees. The Chairman of the Board or
a delegate is also responsible for attending
the meetings of the Social and Ethic
Committee in order to provide feedback to
the Audit and Risk Committee.

The role and responsibilities of the Nominations Committee include:
• Identifying and nominating suitable
candidates to fill vacancies on the
Board;

–– R
 eview the performance of the
executive directors and the
Chairperson and to identify
successors for these members of the
Board;

• D
 etermining and evaluating
the adequacy, efficiency and
appropriateness of the corporate
governance structure and practices;

–– E
 nsure the continued presence of
non-executive directors;

• E
 stablishing and maintaining a Board
continuity programme to:

–– C
 onduct an annual self-assessment
of the Board;

• R
 egularly reviewing the structure, size
and composition (including the skills,
knowledge, experience and diversity) of
the Board;
• M
 aking recommendations to the Board
with regard to any proposed changes to
the Board; and
• M
 aking recommendations to the Board
for the retention of a current director,
when appropriate.

The role and responsibilities of the Investment Committee include:
• Reviewing and approving any proposed
–– acquisitions or disposals of
investment properties or related
investments;
–– development or redevelopment
opportunities; or

–– any other investments or disposals
for which the Board may require
the approval of the Investment
Committee;

• Assessing whether any proposed deal
represents a significant risk or conflict
of interest or whether it could cause
embarrassment for the Fund.

• Ensuring all investment proposals
approved by them are in the best
interests of the Fund; and
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King IV Checklist
Principle
number

Status

Leadership, Ethics & Corporate Citizenship
1.

The governing body should lead ethically and effectively
The Fund’s governing body is a board of directors (Board). Board members individually and collectively cultivate
integrity, competence, responsibility, accountability, fairness and transparency and exhibit them in their conduct within
the boardroom and to the Fund’s stakeholders. Board members are continuously updated in terms of the assets within
the Fund’s investment portfolio, opportunities and challenges experienced within the portfolio and the market, changes
in the sector and any development in applicable regulation and laws relevant to the Fund. The board annually holds a
strategy session and regular feedback is provided to the management team in terms of matters discussed and agreed
at the session to ensure the collective acceptance of responsibility for the steering and direction of the Fund. The
board meets at least on a quarterly basis and their attendance are detailed on page 15. The Fund has adopted a risk
and governance structure which allows it to operate effectively through various board committees.

2.

The governing body should govern the ethics of the organisation in a way that supports the establishment of an ethical
culture
The Board sets the tone from the top in the manner in which it conducts itself and oversees the management of
the Fund and the framework applied for corporate governance. The Fund is an independently listed entity and it is
managed and operated by a dedicated team of the Manager. The Manager is part of the greater Investec Group and
shares a common ethos and ethical foundation with the Investec Group. A common brand and culture provide the
foundation for ethics and governance principles adopted by the Fund’s dedicated management team. The Investec
Group’s values require that employees behave with integrity, displaying consistent and uncompromising moral
strength in order to promote and maintain trust. Each business area and every employee within the Investec Group is
responsible for acting in accordance with its values and philosophies. The Fund’s Social and Ethics Committee has
specific oversight of organisational ethics, responsible corporate citizenship, sustainable development, stakeholder
relationships and any other responsibilities delegated to it by the Board.

3.

The governing body should ensure that the organisation is and is seen to be a responsible corporate citizen
The Board acknowledges the Fund’s responsibility to its stakeholders, the environment and the community at large
and consistently focuses on continual improvement of the Fund’s environmental sustainability and empowerment.

Strategy, Performance and reporting
4.

The governing body should appreciate that the organisation’s core purpose, risks, opportunities, strategy, business
model, performance and sustainable development are all inseparable elements of the value creation process
The Board meets its objectives by reviewing and guiding corporate strategy, setting values, promoting high standards
of corporate governance, approving key policies and objectives and ensuring that obligations to its shareholders
and other stakeholders are understood and met. The driving force behind the corporate strategy is the dedicated
management team which consists of experience, entrepreneurial and young professionals who are committed to
achieving the Fund’s objectives, while maintaining strong adherence to the principles of sound corporate governance
and long-term sustainability. A strong relationship between the board and the management team ensure good
governance. More details on pages 31 – 40.

5.

The governing body should ensure that reports issued by the organisation enable stakeholders to make informed
assessments of the organisation’s performance and its short, medium and long-term prospects
The Board recognises that effective communication is integral to building stakeholders’ value and is committed to
providing meaningful, transparent, timely and accurate financial and non-financial information to primary stakeholders.
The aim is to provide relevant communication that enables stakeholders to make meaningful assessments and
informed decisions about the Fund, particularly investment decisions.
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Governing structures and delegation
6.

The governing body should serve as the focal point and custodian of corporate governance in the organisation
The Board ensures that sound corporate governance is a cornerstone of the Fund’s values, culture, processes,
functions and organisational structure. The business is structured in such a manner that ensures that the Fund’s values
and ethics remain embedded in all its business processes. The Board and dedicated management team are fully
committed to complying with all applicable legislation, the King Code of Governance, the JSE Listings Requirements
and any other regulatory obligations. External service providers, including the Manager and the property managers, are
held to the highest standards and these have been incorporated into the relevant SLAs. More details on pages 80 – 88.

7

The governing body should comprise the appropriate balance of knowledge, skills, experience, diversity and
independence for it to discharge its governance role and responsibilities objectively and effectively
The Board believes that diversity in terms of a broad range of skills, experience, background and outlook is required
for it to be effective. While non-executive appointments are based on merit and overall suitability for the role, the
Nominations Committee is mindful of all aspects of diversity when making recommendations for appointment to
the board. The members of the board contribute a range of skills, including international business and operational
experience, knowledge and understanding of the regulatory environment and the economics of the sectors in
which the Fund operates. The Board is independent from the Manager and promotes the interests of the Fund’s
stakeholders. The balance between executive and non-executive members is such that there is a clear division of
responsibility to ensure a balance of power, such that no one individual or group can dominate board processes or
have unfettered powers of decision making.

8

The governing body should ensure that its arrangement for delegation within its own structures promote independent
judgement, and assist with balance of power and the effective discharge of its duties
To achieve its objectives, the Board delegates some of its duties and functions to various board committees, or to
executive management, without abdicating its own responsibilities. The Board has formally defined and documented,
by way of Terms of Reference, the authority it has delegated to the Board committees. For more details refer pages
84 – 85.

9

The governing body should ensure that the evaluation of its own performance and that of its committees, its chair and
its individual members, support continued improvement in its performance and effectiveness
The performance of the Board, its committees and individual directors are evaluated on an annual basis against
recognised standards of corporate governance and covers all areas of the Board’s processes and responsibilities.

10

The governing body should ensure that the appointment of, and delegation to management contribute to role clarity
and the effective exercise of authority and responsibilities
The role of the Chairman and Joint-Chief Executive Officers are distinct and separate with a clear division of
responsibilities and the powers delegated to them that has been approved by the Board.

Governance functional areas
11

The governing body should govern risk in a way that supports the organisation in setting and achieving its strategic
objectives.
The Board recognises its responsibility for the overall risk and control framework and for the ongoing review of its
effectiveness. With the assistance of the Audit and Risk Committee, the Board reviews and monitors risks and controls
regularly for relevance and likelihood of occurrence. During the review process, the Board evaluates and agrees the
nature and extent of the risks that the Fund should be willing to take in pursuit of its strategic objectives. More details
on page 32 – 40.
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Governance functional areas (continued)
12

The governing body should govern technology and information in a way that supports the organization setting and
achieving its strategic objectives
The Fund relies fully on the information and technology processes implemented by the Manager as part of the Investec
Group. The Audit and Risk Committee includes information and technology risk as an agenda item at its meetings and
regularly receive feedback from the dedicated IT team and the Investec Group IT team with regards to new processes
and actions to mitigate risk. The Fund leverages off the broader Investec Group for IT infrastructure and security, but
has a dedicated team responsible for systems to enhance operational capability of the Fund.

13

The governing body should govern compliance with applicable laws and adopted, non-binding rules, codes and
standards in a way that supports the organization being ethical and a good corporate citizen.
The Board and the Manager are committed to upholding all the applicable legislation, regulations and best practice,
including their disclosure and transparency requirements. The Fund’s compliance in particular with the Companies Act
No 71 of 2008, as amended, the King Code of Corporate Governance, the Property Sector Charter, the Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment Act No 53 of 2003, the Real Estate Investment Trust legislation and the Competition
Act No 89 of 1998 is continuously monitored.

14

The governing body should ensure that the organisation remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently so as to
promote the achievement of strategic objectives and positive outcomes in the short, medium and long-term.
The Fund does not have employees of its own. The Manager falls in line with the employment and remuneration
process of the Investec Group. The Fund’s Nominations Committee is responsible for the remuneration policy for nonexecutive directors. The remuneration paid to the executive directors for their services is determined with reference
to a number of factors set out on page 83. This remuneration is fully disclosed in the integrated report and subject to
approval by the Fund’s shareholders at the Annual General Meeting.

15

The governing body should ensure that assurance services and functions assure an effective control environment and
that these support the integrity of information for internal decision-making and of the organisation’s external reports.
The Board delegates to the Audit and Risk Committee the responsibility for overseeing the arrangements for assurance
services and functions. Specific attention is given to the reports received from both the external and internal auditors.
Despite the delegation, the Board reviews and ensures application of the combined assurance model so that, taken as
a whole, the various providers of assurance support the objectives for assurance.

Stakeholder relationships
16.

In the execution of its governance role and responsibilities, the governing body should adopt a stakeholder-inclusive
approach that balances the needs, interests and expectations of material stakeholders in the best interests of the
organisation over time.
Building trust and credibility among stakeholders is vital to good business. The Fund considers and takes into account
the needs of all stakeholders in its operations. Identifying, engaging and building relationships with stakeholders, not
only with clients but with the communities in which they operate, is an important strategic objective of the Fund.
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Riverhorse Discovery Health

Carrying value
R109.1 million

GLA - 6 134 m2

Bigen Africa

Carrying value
R143.3 million

GLA - 5 412 m2
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of the consolidated annual financial statements of
Investec Property Fund Limited.
These financials comprise:
• Directors’ report;
• Consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the year
ended 31 March 2019;
• Consolidated statement of financial position at 31 March 2019;
• Consolidated statement of changes in equity for the year ended
31 March 2019;
• Consolidated statement of cash flows for the year ended 31
March 2019; and
• Notes to the consolidated annual financial statements, which
include the accounting policies and other explanatory notes

The directors have made an assessment of the ability of the
company to continue as a going concern and have no reason
to believe that the business will not be a going concern in the
year ahead.
The auditor is responsible for reporting on whether the annual
financial statements are fairly presented in accordance with the
applicable financial reporting framework.

Approval of the group’s annual financial
statements
The annual financial statements of Investec Property Fund Limited,
as identified in the first paragraph, were approved by the board of
directors on 24 June 2019 and are signed on their behalf by:

in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
and the requirements of the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, as
amended.
The directors are also responsible for such internal controls as they
determine necessary to enable the preparation of annual financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error, and for maintaining adequate accounting records
and an effective system of risk management.

Sam Hackner
Chairman

Andrew Wooler
Joint-chief
executive officer

Darryl Mayers
Joint-chief
executive officer

24 June 2019
Sandton

Certificate of company secretary
In terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, as amended (the Act), we hereby certify that the company has filed the
required returns and notices in terms of the Act for the financial year ended 31 March 2019 and that, to the best of our knowledge and
belief, all such returns and notices are true, correct and up to date.

Niki van Wyk
Company secretary
Investec Bank Limited
24 June 2019
Sandton
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF INVESTEC PROPERTY FUND LIMITED

Report on the audit of the consolidated
annual financial statements
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated annual financial statements of
Investec Property Fund Limited and its subsidiaries (the group)
set out on pages 99 to 134, which comprise the consolidated
statement of financial position as at 31 March 2019, and
the consolidated statement of comprehensive income, the
consolidated statement of changes in equity and the consolidated
statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the
consolidated annual financial statements, including a summary of
significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the consolidated annual financial statements present
fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position
of the group as at 31 March 2019, and its consolidated financial
performance and consolidated cash flows for the year then ended
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and
the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for
the Audit of the consolidated annual financial statements section
of our report. We are independent of the group in accordance
with the sections 290 and 291 of the Independent Regulatory
Board for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct for Registered
Auditors (Revised January 2018), parts 1 and 3 of the Independent
Regulatory Board for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct
for Registered Auditors (Revised November 2018) (together the
IRBA Codes) and other independence requirements applicable

to performing audits of financial statements of the group and in
South Africa. We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities, as
applicable, in accordance with the IRBA Codes and in accordance
with other ethical requirements applicable to performing
audits of the group and in South Africa. The IRBA Codes are
consistent with the corresponding sections of the International
Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (IESBA code) and the International Ethics
Standards Board for Accountants’ International Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (including International Independence
Standards) respectively. We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional
judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the
consolidated annual financial statements of the current period.
These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of
the consolidated annual financial statements as a whole, and in
forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate
opinion on these matters. For each matter below, our description
of how our audit addressed the matter is provided in that context.
We have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the Auditor’s
responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated annual financial
statements section of our report, including in relation to these
matters. Accordingly, our audit included the performance of
procedures designed to respond to our assessment of the risks
of material misstatement of the consolidated annual financial
statements. The results of our audit procedures, including the
procedures performed to address the matters below, provide the
basis for our audit opinion on the accompanying consolidated
annual financial statements.

Valuation of investment properties

Our procedures included, among others, the following:

The group’s investment properties, including those classified
as held-for-sale, measured at fair value, comprise 79.8% of
total assets of the Investec Property Fund Limited group as
at 31 March 2019.

• We have assessed whether management have engaged an external
appraiser to externally value every directly held property on a threeyear rotational basis as required by the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Listing Requirements;
• We have considered and evaluated the objectivity, independence and
competence of the external appraisers and;
• We have considered the competence and objectivity of the internal
appraisers by reviewing their qualifications and industry experience;
• We have assessed the reasonableness of management’s final valuations
of all properties by comparing it to our recalculated valuations using
assumptions from independent sources and inputs from supporting
documentation and determined whether management’s values,
compared to ours, are within reasonable ranges. In addition, the EY
internal specialists recalculated the fair values of a sample of investment
properties which included an assessment of the assumptions applied;
• We, in conjunction with the EY internal specialists, have assessed the
valuation methodology used by management, the external appraisers
and internal appraisers, and compared it to industry norms and the
requirements as set out in International Financial Reporting Standards
(“IFRS”);
• We have assessed the disclosure in terms of the investment property
and the fair value thereof in terms of IAS 40, Investment Property and
IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement.

We have considered the valuation of the properties to be
an area of most significance with due consideration to the
subjective nature of the valuations which are dependent on
certain key assumptions. These key assumptions include:
• The expected rental value;
• The equivalent yield; and
• Long-term vacancy rates.
The disclosures are set out in the consolidated annual
financial statements in note 11 and note 30 “Investment
Property”.
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TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF INVESTEC PROPERTY FUND LIMITED
(continued)

Key audit matters

How our audit addressed the key audit matters

Valuation of loans at fair value through profit
or loss

Our procedures included, among others, the following:

The group’s loans to Hexagon Holdco 2 S.a.r.l and Hexagon
Holdco S.a.r.l (the “Hexagon entities’’) which originated
during the current year, measured at fair value through
profit or loss, comprise 7.8% of total assets of the Investec
Property Fund Limited group as at 31 March 2019.
The value of the loans to the Hexagon entities is based on
the fair value of the underlying properties within the Hexagon
entities’ property portfolio.

5

• We have assessed the valuation methodology used by management,
and compared it to industry norms and the requirements as set out in
IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement;
• We have assessed the reasonableness of management’s valuation
by comparing it to our independent recalculated valuation using
assumptions from independent sources and inputs from supporting
documentation;

• We have involved EY internal specialists to assist us in evaluating
whether the valuation methodology and the assumptions used by
the external underlying property valuation appraisers are in line with
We have considered the valuation of the loans granted to the
industry norms and the requirements contained in International
Hexagon entities to be an area of most significance with due
Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”). In addition, the EY internal
consideration to the subjective nature of the valuations of the
specialists assessed the reasonableness of the fair values of a sample
underlying properties which are dependent on certain key
of investment properties by reviewing the capitalisation rates used in the
valuation assumptions. These key assumptions include:
valuation;
• The expected rental value;
• The equivalent yield; and
• Long-term vacancy rates.
The disclosures are set out in the consolidated annual
financial statements in note 12.2.5 “Loans to equity
accounted associates at fair value through profit or loss’’
and note 30.1 “Financial instruments’’.

• We have considered the objectivity, independence and competence of
management’s external appraisers in relation to the investment property
valuations by reviewing their qualifications, industry experience and
independence;
• We have assessed the disclosure in terms of the loan and the fair value
thereof in terms of IFRS 9, Financial instruments and IFRS 13, Fair Value
Measurement.

Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other
information comprises the information included in the 159-page
report titled “Annual report 2019’’ which includes: section one of
the annual report titled “Introducing the Investec Property Fund’’
(set out on pages 2 to 22); section two of the annual report titled
“Our business in context’’ (set out on pages 23 to 40); section
three of the annual report titled “Our performance outcomes’’
(set out on pages 41 to 78); section four of the annual report
titled “Our governing principles, practices and outcomes’’ (set
out on pages 79 to 89); the “Directors’ responsibility statement’’,
“Certificate of Company Secretary’’, “Report of the Audit and
Risk Committee’’ and the “Directors report” as required by the
Companies Act of South Africa, which is included in section five
of the annual report titled “Annual financial statements” (set out
on page 91 and set out on pages 95 to 98); section six of the
annual report titled “Property portfolio’’ (set out on pages 135 to
143); and section seven of the annual report titled “Shareholder
information’’ (set out on pages 144 to 156). The other information
does not include the consolidated annual financial statements (set
out on pages 99 to 134) and our auditor’s report thereon (set out
on pages 92 to 94).
Our opinion on the consolidated annual financial statements does
not cover the other information and we do not express an audit
opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated annual financial
statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and,
in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the consolidated annual financial statements or
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be

materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed,
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to
report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Directors for the
Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of the consolidated annual financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and
the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa, and for
such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to
enable the preparation of consolidated annual financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
In preparing the consolidated annual financial statements, the
directors are responsible for assessing the group’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of
accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the group
or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the
Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the consolidated annual financial statements as a whole are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to
issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF INVESTEC PROPERTY FUND LIMITED
(continued)

a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise
from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
consolidated annual financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the
consolidated annual financial statements, whether due to fraud
or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the group’s internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the directors.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the
going concern basis of accounting and based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related
to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the
group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude
that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated annual financial statements or, if such disclosures
are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are
based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may
cause the group to cease to continue as a going concern.

matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant
audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we
have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding
independence, and to communicate with them all relationships
and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our
independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine
those matters that were of most significance in the audit of the
consolidated annual financial statements of the current period
and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these
matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes
public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences
of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public
interest benefits of such communication.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory
Requirements
In terms of the IRBA Rule published in Government Gazette
Number 39475 dated 4 December 2015, we report that Ernst &
Young Inc. has been the auditor of Investec Property Fund Limited
for eleven years.

Ernst & Young Inc.
Director – Jane Fitton
Registered Auditor
24 June 2019
102 Rivonia Road
Sandton

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of
the consolidated annual financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the consolidated annual financial
statements represent the underlying transactions and events in
a manner that achieves fair presentation.
• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the
financial information of the entities or business activities within
the group to express an opinion on the consolidated annual
financial statements. We are responsible for the direction,
supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain
solely responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other
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REPORT OF THE AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE

The Audit and Risk Committee of the Fund has pleasure in
submitting this report to shareholders as required by the
Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, as amended (the Companies Act)
and as recommended by the King IV Code of Governance
Principles for South Africa.

The committee, having fulfilled the oversight role regarding the
reporting process and the integrated annual report, recommends
the integrated annual report and the consolidated annual financial
statements for the year ended 31 March 2019 for approval by the
board of directors.

 he activities of the Audit and Risk Committee (the
T
committee), which comprises four independent nonexecutive directors, are determined by its terms of
reference and mandate as set out on pages 84 and 85.
The committee is satisfied that it has considered and discharged
its responsibilities in terms of its mandate and terms of reference,
the King IV Code and the Companies Act.
The committee carried out its duties by, inter alia, reviewing the
following:
• Internal audit reports;

Philip Hourquebie
Chairman
Audit and Risk Committee
24 June 2019
Sandton

• Financial management reports;
• Information technology reports pertaining to financial reporting;
• External audit reports; and
• Management’s enterprise risk assessment.
The abovementioned information, together with interaction with
the external and internal auditors, management and other invitees
attending meetings in an ex officio capacity, enabled the committee
to conclude that the risk management process and systems of
internal financial control have been designed and were operating
effectively during the year.
The committee is satisfied:
• Its members have the requisite financial skills and experience
to contribute to its deliberations;
• With the independence and effectiveness of the external
auditor, including the provision of non-audit services and
compliance with the company policy in this regard;
• With the nomination of Ernst & Young Inc. as independent
auditor, with Jane Fitton as audit partner, to continue in office
until the conclusion of the 2019 annual general meeting;
• The Fund has complied with all of the principles of the
King IV Code and the JSE Listings Requirements;
• It considered and approved the audit fee payable to the
external auditor in respect of the audit for the year ended
31 March 2019 as well as their terms of engagement and
scope of the audit;
• That the appointment of the external auditor is in compliance
with the Companies Act, the Auditing Professions Act and the
JSE Listings Requirements;
• With the effectiveness of the internal audit function and that
the system of internal financial control in all key material
aspects is effective and provides reasonable assurance that the
financial records may be relied upon for the preparation of the
consolidated annual financial statements; and
• With the expertise and experience of the financial director
and the overall adequacy and appropriateness of the
finance function.
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT

Introduction

Directors’ interests in shares

Investec Property Fund Limited is a South African Real Estate
Investment Trust, (REIT), which listed on the JSE in the Real Estate
Holdings and Development Sector on 14 April 2011. The Fund
currently comprises a portfolio of 102 properties in South Africa
with a total GLA of 1 197 921m² valued at R17.3 billion. In addition,
the Fund includes a R1.3 billion investment in IAPF, a R1.7 billion
investment in Ares, a R0.1 billion investment in Ingenuity,
a R0.2 billion investment in the U.K. Fund and a R0.3 billion
investment in Izandla.

The directors’ interests in shares are set out on page 146.

Authorised and issued share capital
The authorised share capital of the Company as at 31 March 2019
is 2 000 000 000 ordinary shares of no par value. The company
issued 4 890 556 shares as part of the dividend re-investment
programme offered with the 2018 final dividend.
At 31 March 2019 there are 736 290 993 ordinary shares in issue.

Financial results
The results of the Fund are set out in the consolidated annual
financial statements and accompanying notes for the year ended
31 March 2019.

Full year dividend
An interim dividend number 16 of 68.81 cents per share
was declared for the six months ended 30 September 2018.
The distribution was paid on 18 December 2018.

Remuneration report
The Executive Directors are employed by the Manager and
are not remunerated directly by the Fund for their services as
directors. The Fund pays an asset management fee to the
Manager. The remuneration paid to the Executive Directors for
their services as directors of the Fund is paid by the Manager.
The salaries for the current financial year to the executive directors
who act as the prescribed officers of the Fund, for services on
behalf of the Fund, are as follows:
For the year ended 31 March 2019
R’000

Salaries

Director
Nicholas Riley**

1 675

Darryl Mayers*

833

Jenna Sprenger*

400

Andrew Wooler***

1 704

Total

4 612

*
Appointed 1 December 2018.
** Changed from executive to non-executive on 1 December 2018.
*** Changed role from CFO to Joint-CEO on 1 December 2018.

Shareholders were given notice of a final dividend declaration
number 17 of 73.51 cents per share for the six months ended
31 March 2019. The final distribution was paid on 18 June 2019.

Their remuneration is determined with reference to several factors,
including, but not limited to:

Directors and secretary

• Increase in NAV per share of the Fund;

Samuel Leon, Nicholas Riley and Connie Mashaba retire by rotation
at the forthcoming Annual General Meeting in terms of article
22 of the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, and offer
themselves for re-election.

• Vacancy levels;

Andrew Wooler and Darryl Mayers assumed the roles of JointChief Executive Officers with effect from 1 December 2018.
They replaced Nicholas Riley, who assumed the role of Nonexecutive Director with effect from the same date.
Jenna Sprenger was appointed as Chief Financial Officer with
effect from 1 December 2018 in the place of Andrew Wooler.
Details of the directors can be found on pages 16 to 17 of the
annual report. Details of the Company Secretary are set out on
page 156.
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• Distribution performance;
• Total return to shareholders;
• Cost-to-income ratios;
• Capital management; and
• Individual performance.
Individual performance is assessed in relation to the execution of
the Fund’s strategy, staff engagement and leadership behaviour.
Remuneration comprises both fixed and variable pay.
Variable pay comprises short-term performance incentives through
cash bonuses and long-term incentives through the Investec share
incentive scheme.
The Executive Directors are also remunerated for their contribution
to the performance of the Management company. This ensures
alignment between the Manager and shareholders, given Investec’s
substantial shareholding in the Fund.
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The non-executive directors fees paid for the 2019 financial year were:
Directors’

Directors’

fees

fees

2019

2018

Sam Hackner

1 500

295

Samuel Leon

750

227

Luigi Giuricich

430

221

Philip Hourquebie

530

282

Suliman Mahomed

430

141

Constance Mashaba

430

276

Moses Ngoasheng

530

362

For the year ended
31 March 2019
R’000
Director

Nicholas Riley1
Khumo Shuenyane
Total
1.

–

–

430

295

5 030

2 099

Changed from executive to non-executive on 1 December 2018 – no
fee paid.

Corporate governance
 he Fund’s corporate governance, board statement and
T
governance framework are set out on pages 80 to 85.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee, comprising independent nonexecutive directors, meets regularly with the senior management
of the Manager, the external auditor, internal audit, compliance, IT,
and tax, to consider the nature and scope of the audit reviews and
the effectiveness of our risk and control systems.

Further
details on the role and responsibility of the Audit
and Risk Committee are set out on pages 84 to 85.

Major shareholders
The largest shareholders of the Fund are set out on page 145.

Shareholder resolutions
At the Annual General Meeting of shareholders held on
20 August 2018, special resolutions were passed in terms
of which:
• The Company’s authorised share capital was increased to
2 000 000 000 ordinary no par value shares by the creation of
1 000 000 000 ordinary no par value shares, ranking pari passu
with the existing 1 000 000 000 ordinary no par value shares
in issue.
• A renewable authority was granted to the directors to allot
and issue shares for cash equal to 5% of the shares in issue in
terms of the provisions of the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008,
as amended.
• A renewable authority was granted to the Company to acquire
its own shares in terms of the provisions of the Companies Act,
No 71 of 2008, as amended.
• A renewable authority was granted to the Company to approve
the remuneration of the non-executive directors in order to
comply with the provisions of sections 66(11)(h) and 66(9) of the
Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, as amended.
• A renewable authority was granted to the Company to provide
financial assistance to subsidiaries and other related entities in
order to comply with the provisions of sections 44 and 45 of the
Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, as amended.

Accounting policies and disclosure
Accounting policies are set having regard to commercial practice,
and comply with applicable South African law and IFRS.
These policies are set out on pages 106 to 109.

Financial instruments

Auditor
Ernst & Young Inc. have indicated their willingness to continue in
office as the auditor of Investec Property Fund Limited.
A resolution to appoint them as auditor will be proposed at the
Annual General Meeting, which is scheduled to take place on
Monday, 5 August 2019.

 etailed information on the Fund’s risk management
D
process and policy can be found in the risk
management report on pages 124 to 126.
	Information on the Fund’s use of derivatives can be
found on page 128 and in note 30.

Management and administration

Contracts
Other than employment contracts, the Fund does not have any
contracts with directors.

Interests in subsidiaries
The Fund continues to hold a 100% direct interest in
11 subsidiaries, namely Spareprops (Pty) Ltd, Bethlehem Property
Development (Pty) Ltd, Double Flash Investments 51 (Pty) Ltd,
Erf 145 Isando Properties (Pty) Ltd, Farm Rietfontein 31 (Pty) Ltd,
Fleurdal Properties (Pty) Ltd, Friedshelf 113 (Pty) Ltd, Investec
Property Fund Offshore Investments (Pty) Ltd, Lekup Property
Company 6 (Pty) Ltd, Listani (Pty) Ltd and Torte Trade and
Invest (Pty) Ltd.

With effect from 1 April 2011, the Manager has been undertaking,
in terms of an asset management and property management
agreement, the Fund’s asset management and property
management activities. This agreement was renewed in the
2018 financial year for a further period of 7 years with effect from
01 April 2018.
The Manager has, in turn, outsourced all of the property
management to property management companies.
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The asset management fee paid by the Fund to the Manager for
the current year amounted to R75.5 million.
In addition, the contract with the Manager allows for transaction
fees and letting commission to be charged where applicable. In
the current financial year, the Fund paid R21.7 million in letting
commission to the Manager and R5.4 million in transaction fees.

Environmental policies
We are committed to pursuing sound environmental policies in all
aspects of our business and we seek to encourage and promote
good environmental practice with our clients and the communities
in which we operate.

Capital commitments
At 31 March 2019, the Fund had committed to capital expenditure
of R235.2 million, comprising R156.0 million, R51.0 million
and R28.2 million for projects, the purchase of a building and
sustainability expenditure respectively.

Subsequent events
Post 31 March 2019, the Fund rolled R152 million and R300 million
of three-month commercial paper at margins of 45.5 and
50.0 basis points respectively.
The Fund settled R0.7 billion of secured debt and released
R2.3 billion of properties as security.
The Fund invested a further €11.9 million into the PEL platform
during April and May 2019 to fund the acquisition of three buildings
in the Netherlands and one building in France.
The Fund disposed of 45 million units in IAPF for proceeds of
AUD57.9 million on 27 May 2019.
The Fund agreed to the sale of its shares in Ingenuity, as part of
a specific repurchase agreement, for R1.08 per share, which is a
29% increase on the purchase price. The sale is conditional upon
Ingenuity shareholder approvals.
On 3 May 2019, the Fund announced an investment into a Pan
European Light Industrial (PELI) platform. The Fund will own
25% of the holding company and make an initial investment of
€10.2 million. The Fund has committed a total of €64.5 million into
this PELI which is expected to be deployed within the next two
years. Further details have been included on page 69.
The Fund purchased Highlands North Shopping Centre for
R51.0 million on 3 May 2019. The building has not yet transferred.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

R’000

Notes

Revenue, excluding straight-line rental revenue adjustment
Straight-line rental revenue adjustment
Revenue

2

Property expenses

3

Net property income
Other operating expenses

4

Operating profit
Fair value adjustments and foreign exchange gains/(losses)

5

2019

2018

1 812 380

1 810 542

31 944

52 698

1 844 324

1 863 240

(340 461)

(303 356)

1 503 863

1 559 884

(95 619)

(72 604)

1 408 244

1 487 280

406 657

230 684

Expected credit losses

(30 000)

–

(Loss)/profit on disposal of investment property

(19 896)

2 655

Income from other investments
Finance costs
Finance income1

116 854

107 530

6

(618 710)

(590 360)

7

18 579

19 771

30 058

–

Finance income from associate

1

Finance income from loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss
Profit before taxation
Taxation

8

129 354

–

1 441 140

1 257 560

(15 176)

(9 870)

1 425 964

1 247 690

142.32

138.53

Final dividend per share

73.51

70.16

Interim dividend per share

68.81

68.37

Total comprehensive income attributable to equity holders
Cents
Total dividend per share

9

Basic and diluted earnings per share

10

193.94

172.62

Headline earnings per share

10

199.84

106.41

1.

Finance income is calculated on the effective interest rate method.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

R’000

Notes

2019

2018

20 374 809

19 085 578

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Investment property

11

16 212 471

17 004 260

Straight-line rental revenue adjustment

11

488 049

476 955

55 074

39 141

Derivative financial instruments
Other investments

12

1 627 463

1 357 987

Equity accounted investment in and loans to associate

12

212 197

207 235

Loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss1

12

1 779 555

–

711 498

749 642

Current assets
Trade and other receivables

13

286 414

218 866

Cash and cash equivalents

14

382 940

507 338

42 144

23 438

583 660

117 654

21 669 967

19 952 874

13 131 073

12 643 769

Current portion of derivative financial instruments
Non-current assets held for sale

15

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Shareholders’ interest
Stated capital

10 264 843

10 186 582

Retained earnings

2 866 230

2 457 187

Non-current liabilities

7 083 551

6 032 267

6 841 296

5 917 743

225 724

106 373

16 531

8 151

1 455 343

1 276 838

Long-term borrowings

16

17

Derivative financial instruments
Deferred taxation

18

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

19

346 053

401 397

Current portion of long-term borrowings

17

1 103 872

839 000

5 418

36 441

Current portion of derivative financial instruments
Total equity and liabilities
Shares in issue
Net asset value per share (cents)
1.

20

21 669 967

19 952 874

736 290 993

731 400 437

1 783

1 729

Loans to associates have arisen in the current year due to the investment into the Pan-European Logistics (PEL) portfolio. Investec Property Fund
Offshore Investments (Pty) Limited (IPFO) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Investec Property Fund Limited. IPFO consolidates AREG Hexagon Co-Invest
Vehicle II, L.P. (AREG L.P.) which in turn owns 42.9% of the share capital of two associate entities in Luxembourg, namely Hexagon Holdco S.a.r.l and
Hexagon Holdco S.a.r.l. 2 (Hexagon). These entities hold property companies which invest into direct real estate in various jurisdictions across Europe.
The investment into AREG L.P. earns variable interest returns based on the returns in the underlying property companies.The loan amount also includes
a convertible loan granted to Izandla Property Fund (Pty) Limited (Izandla) of R93.7 million.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

R’000
Cash generated from operations
Finance income received

Notes

2019

2018

21

1 249 131

1 320 763

18 579

18 971

Finance costs paid

(627 952)

(593 255)

Income from investments (net of withholding tax (WHT))

110 058

100 425

Finance income from associates

110 181

–

(1 019 788)

(979 167)

Net cash outflow from operating activities

(159 791)

(132 263)

Capital expenditure and acquisitions of investment property

(182 031)

(358 103)

Proceeds on disposal of investment property

500 478

672 444

Dividends paid to shareholders

Investment in Ingenuity
Investment in the U.K. Fund
Investment in Izandla

–

(20 755)

(11 471)

(173 329)

(115 637)

(188 988)

Loans to Hexagon

(1 380 803)

–

Net cash outflow from investing activities

(1 189 464)

(68 731)

81 128

207 319

Shares issued, net of costs
Term loans raised

–

200 000

Term loans repaid

(2 324 740)

(121 432)

Commercial paper issued and repaid (net)

178 000

12 000

Corporate bonds issued

2 815 000

800 000

Corporate bonds repaid

(365 000)

(526 000)

Foreign debt raised

840 469

–

Derivative financial instruments settled

–

(22 932)

1 224 857

548 955

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents

(124 398)

347 961

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

507 338

159 377

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

382 940

507 338

Net cash inflow from financing activities
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

R’000
Balance at 31 March 2017
Total comprehensive income attributable to equity holders
Shares issued net of costs
Dividends declared and paid
Transfer between reserves1
Balance at 31 March 2018
Total comprehensive income attributable to equity holders
Shares issued net of costs
Dividends declared and paid
Transfer between reserves2
Balance at 31 March 2019
1.
2.

Results from antecedent dividends in relation to shares issued in March 2017 and November 2017.
Results from antecedent dividends in relation to shares issued in June 2018.
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Stated

Retained

Total

capital

earnings

equity

9 999 838

2 168 089

12 167 927

–

1 247 690

1 247 690

207 319

–

207 319

–

(979 167)

(979 167)

(20 575)

20 575

–

10 186 582

2 457 187

12 643 769

–

1 425 964

1 425 964

81 128

–

81 128

–

(1 019 788)

(1 019 788)

(2 867)

2 867

–

10 264 843

2 866 230

13 131 073

5

SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS

The Fund determines and presents operating segments based on the information that is provided internally to the Executive Management
Committee (Exco), the Fund’s operating decision-making forum. The Fund is comprised of seven segments, namely Office, Industrial,
Retail, South African investment portfolio, Australia, U.K. and Europe. The operating segment’s operating results are reviewed
regularly by Exco to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment and assess its performance, and for which
discrete financial information is available.
Segment

Brief description of segment

Office

The office portfolio consists of 31 properties which includes single and multi-tenanted P, A and
B grade office space.

Industrial

The industrial portfolio consists of 38 properties which includes warehousing, standard units,
high grade industrial, high-tech industrial and manufacturing.

Retail

The retail portfolio consists of 33 properties, comprising shopping centres as well as retail
warehouses, motor dealerships and high street properties.

South African investment portfolio

The local investment portfolio consists of a 35% share of an empowerment vehicle, Izandla
valued at R0.3 billion and a 9.2% share in Ingenuity valued at R0.1 billion which the Fund has
agreed to sell back to Ingenuity for 29% above original purchase price. The sale of the Ingenuity
shares will take place subsequent to year-end, subject to the Ingenuity shareholder approval.

Australia

A 20.9% investment into IAPF which at the year end is inward listed on the JSE and valued at
R1.3 billion.

U.K.

A 10% investment into the U.K. Fund valued at R0.2 billion.

Europe

A 42.9% investment into a PEL portfolio valued at R1.7 billion. This portfolio consists of
25 properties located in six jurisdictions across Europe.

New segments have been identified in the current year as a result of the increase in the materiality of various investments, previously not
allocated to individual segments. Comparatives have been restated to be presented on a consistent basis.
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SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS
(continued)

2019
Profit or loss and assets
and liabilities disclosure

R’000

South African property portfolio

Office Industrial

Retail

Total/
Fund
Level

Revenue, excluding straight-line
rental revenue adjustment
685 132
425 544
701 704 1 812 380
Straight-line rental revenue
adjustment
183
13 766
17 995
31 944
Revenue
685 315
439 310
719 699 1 844 324
Property expenses
(146 548)
(64 433) (129 480) (340 461)
Net property income
538 767
374 877
590 219 1 503 863
Other operating expenses
(95 619)
Operating profit
1 408 244
Fair value adjustments on derivative
instruments
48 942
Fair value adjustments on
investment property
(15 490)
Fair value adjustments on
investments
Foreign exchange gains
Expected credit losses
(Loss)/profit on disposal of
investment property
(19 896)
Income from other investments
Finance costs
(618 710)
Finance income
18 579
Finance income from associate
Finance income from loans to
associates at fair value through
profit or loss (FVTPL)
Profit before taxation
ASSETS
Non-current assets
Investment property
6 031 857 3 482 404 6 698 210 16 212 471
Straight-line rental revenue
adjustment
488 049
Other investments
Equity accounted investment in and
loans to associate
Loans to associates at FVTPL
Current assets
Trade and other receivables
286 414
Cash and cash equivalents
382 940
Non-current assets held for sale
13 000
175 050
395 610 583 660
Total assets
LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Long-term borrowings
Net derivative financial instruments
Deferred taxation
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current portion of long-term
borrowings
Total liabilities
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Investment portfolio
South
African
investment
portfolio Australia

U.K.

Europe

Total
1 812 380
31 944
1 844 324
(340 461)
1 503 863
(95 619)
1 408 244

–

(88 529)

(13 468)

(672)

(53 727)
(15 490)

16 471
–
(30 000)

220 323
–
–

–
19 277
–

195 334
24 469
–

–

104 406

12 448

–

30 058

–

–

–

4 669

–

–

124 685

432 128
43 746
(30 000)
(19 896)
116 854
(618 710)
18 579
30 058
129 354
1 441 140
20 319 735
16 212 471

133 048 1 271 867
212 197
93 798

–
–

222 548

–

–
–
– 1 685 757

488 049
1 627 463
212 197
1 779 555
669 354
286 414
382 940
583 660
21 572 749

6 841 296
45 076
16 531
346 053
1 103 872
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–

72 824

8 856

7 168

6 991 751
6 841 296
133 924
16 531
1 449 925
346 053
1 103 872
8 441 676

5

SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS
(continued)

2018
South African property portfolio

Office

Industrial

Investment portfolio

Retail

Total/Fund
level

South
African
investment
portfolio

Australia

U.K.

Total

699 193

431 003

680 346

1 810 542

1 810 542

9 056
708 249
(118 990)
589 259

22 121
453 124
(60 414)
392 710

21 521
701 867
(123 952)
577 915

52 698
1 863 240
(303 356)
1 559 884
(72 604)
1 487 280

52 698
1 863 240
(303 356)
1 559 884
(72 604)
1 487 280

–

(75 568)

63 076

(118)

475 868
–
–

2 655
–
(590 360)
19 771
–

475 868
(6 127)
–

(244 919)
–

25 596
(7 124)

–

102 132

5 398

–

6 203 687

3 952 113

6 848 460

81 066

15 554

(225 450)
(7 124)
–
2 655
107 530
(590 360)
19 771
–
–
1 257 560
19 046 437
17 004 260

17 004 260
476 955

21 034

(12 610)

114 642

1 051 545

191 800

476 955
1 357 987

207 235

–

–

207 235
726 204
218 866
507 338
117 654

218 866
507 338
117 654

19 890 295

5 917 743
(100 551)
8 151
401 397
839 000

–

15 704

4 612

5 845 659
5 917 743
(80 235)
8 151
1 240 397
401 397
839 000
7 086 056
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Accounting policies
Basis of preparation
The consolidated annual financial statements for the year ended
31 March 2019 are prepared in accordance with IFRS, SAICA
Financial Reporting Guides as issued by the Accounting Practices
Committee and Financial Reporting Standards Council, as well as
the requirements of the Companies Act.
The annual financial statements have been prepared on a historical
cost basis, unless otherwise indicated.
Fair value adjustments, where applicable, do not affect the
calculation of distributable earnings per share to the extent
that adjustments are made to the carrying values of assets and
liabilities.
The annual financial statements are prepared on the going concern
basis and the accounting policies set out below have been applied
consistently by the Fund.
The preparation of annual financial statements in conformity with
IFRS requires the board to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported
amounts of assets and liabilities, income and expenses. The
estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical
experience and various other factors that are believed to be
reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the
basis of making judgements about carrying values of assets and
liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual
results may differ from these estimates.

Other associates are accounted for using the equity method
(unless the fair value election per IAS 28 has been made).
Associates are initially recognised at cost, which includes
transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, the group’s
share of an associate’s profit or loss, other comprehensive income
and other changes in the net asset value thereof, is included in
the consolidated annual financial statements in equity accounted
earnings, other comprehensive income and equity respectively.

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated annual financial statements include those of the
Fund and entities controlled by the Fund. The fund controls an
entity when:
• it has power over the investee;
• is exposed to, or has rights to the variable returns from its
involvement with the investee;
• and has the ability to use its power to affect its returns.
The consolidated annual financial statements include assets,
liabilities, income, expenses and cash flows of the Fund and
all entities controlled by the Fund. Intercompany transactions,
balances and unrealized profits are eliminated on consolidation.

Segmental reporting
Determination and presentation of operating
segments
The Fund has the following operating segments:
• Retail properties

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an
ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised
in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects
only that period, or the period of the revision and future periods if
the revision affects both current and future periods. Please refer to
note 30 for a discussion of these judgements and estimates.

• Office properties

The separate annual financial statements are available at request
from the company secretary at the registered office.

• Europe

Accounting for associates
An associate is an entity over which the group has significant
influence. Significant influence is the power to participate in the
financial and operating policy decisions of the investee, but is
not control or joint control over those policies. IFRS requires that
investments in associates are either equity accounted, or if held by
venture capital organisations, mutual funds, unit trusts or similar
entities, at fair value if such election is made, on an investment by
investment basis.
In management’s judgement, the fund qualifies for the exemption
to equity accounting for venture capital organisations, mutual
funds, unit trusts or similar entities, as it considers the fund to be
similar in nature and purpose to these entities.
The investment in the IAPF is considered an associate in terms of
IAS 28. The Fund has elected to measure the investment at fair
value through profit or loss using the venture capital exemption on
consolidation and classifying the investment in terms of IFRS 9 –
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement at fair value
through profit and loss.
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• Industrial properties
• South Africa – Investment portfolio
• Australia
• U.K.

The above segments are derived from the way the business of the
Fund is structured and managed. The Fund manages its business
in the retail, office and industrial property sectors where resources
are specifically allocated to each sector in achieving the Fund’s
stated objectives.
Segment results include revenue and expenses directly attributable
to a segment, and the relevant portion of enterprise revenue
and expenses that can be allocated on a reasonable basis to a
segment. Segment assets and liabilities comprise those assets
and liabilities that are directly attributable to the segment on a
reasonable basis.
Segment capital expenditure is the total cost incurred during the
period on investment property in each segment.

Revenue recognition
Revenue from the letting of investment property in terms of rental
agreements comprises gross rental income and recoveries of
fixed operating costs, net of value added tax. Rental income is
recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the term
of the rental agreement, which depicts the transfer of the service.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

5

Recoveries of costs from lessees, where the Fund merely acts as
an agent and makes payment of these costs on behalf of lessees,
are offset against the relevant costs. Revenue is recognised over
time, as the entity satisfies its performance obligation.

other receivables are charged to profit or loss in the statement
of comprehensive income. An estimate is made for credit losses
based on a review of all outstanding amounts at the year end.

Dividends income is recognised when the Fund’s right to the
income is established.

The listed investments, unlisted investments and the investment
in associate, for which the fair value election has been made, are
initially recognized at fair value and subsequently held at fair value
through profit or loss.

Interest income
Interest income on financial assets classified at amortised cost
is calculated on the gross carrying amount, using the effective
interest rate method, and disclosed within the statement of
comprehensive income. Interest income on amortised cost assets
that have become credit impaired, is calculated on the amortised
cost, being the gross amount net of expected credit losses, using
the effective interest rate method.
Interest income on financial assets classified as fair value through
profit or loss is based on the contractual interest terms.

Financial instruments
Financial instruments are initially recognised at their fair value plus,
for financial assets or financial liabilities not at fair value through
profit or loss, transaction costs that are directly attributable to the
acquisition or issue of the financial assets or financial liabilities.
All other transaction costs are charged to profit or loss in the
statement of comprehensive income immediately.
Any gains or losses on these instruments arising from fair value
adjustments, where appropriate, do not affect distributable
earnings. The Fund recognises financial instruments on the date it
commits to purchase or sell such instruments.
The classification of financial assets is based on the business
model with which the Fund holds the respective assets, as well as
application of the cashflow characteristics test.
Financial assets are held at amortised cost if the cashflows
are solely payments of principal and interest, and interest is a
consideration for the time value of money and credit risk only.
Financial instruments with cash flows that are not solely payments
of principle and interest are mandatorily classified at fair value
through profit or loss. All equity instruments of the Fund, within the
scope of IFRS 9, are measured at fair value through profit or loss.
The Fund applies the amortised cost model as the default for
financial liabilities, except for instances where an accounting
mismatch exists and its more appropriate to designate it at fair
value through profit or loss. The Fund derecognises a financial
asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset
expire, or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash
flows on the financial asset in a transaction in which substantially
all the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset are
transferred. Any interest in transferred financial assets that is
created or retained by the Fund is recognised as a separate asset
or liability. The Fund derecognises a financial liability when its
contractual obligations are discharged, cancelled or expired.

Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables are initially recognised at fair value
and subsequently measured at amortised cost less any expected
credit losses. Any gains or losses on realisation of trade and

Investments

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances and call
deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments
that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which
are subject to an insignificant risk of change in fair value. Cash and
cash equivalents are measured at amortised cost.

Trade and other payables
Trade and other payables are initially recognised at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost. Any gains or losses
on trade and other payables are charged to profit or loss in the
statement of comprehensive income.

Derivative financial instruments
The Fund utilises derivative financial instruments to mitigate its
exposure to interest rate risk arising from its financing activities
as well as foreign exchange risk relating to expected inflows from
foreign investments. In accordance with its treasury policy, the
Fund does not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for
trading purposes. Derivatives used to mitigate interest rate risk
are not designated as a hedge for accounting purposes and are
accounted for at fair value through profit or loss.
All derivative instruments of the Fund are recorded in the statement
of financial position at fair value.
Gains or losses on derivatives are charged to profit or loss in the
statement of comprehensive income.

Long-term borrowings
Long-term borrowings are initially recognised at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost, except for instances
where an accounting mismatch exists and its more appropriate to
designate it at fair value through profit or loss.

Offset
Financial assets and liabilities are offset when there is both an
intention to settle on a net basis (or simultaneously) and a currently
enforceable legal right to offset exists.

Impairment
Impairment of financial assets
At each reporting date the Fund reviews the carrying values of
financial assets carried at amortised cost for an indication of
impairment, based on either the 12-month expected credit losses
or lifetime expected credit losses. For rental debtors and other
trade receivables, the Fund applies the simplified impairment
approach, and therefore assesses impairment using a lifetime
approach for these assets.
Changes in the loss allowance are recognised in profit or loss as an
impairment gain or loss.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

In determining whether an impairment loss should be recorded
in profit or loss, the Fund makes judgements as to whether there
is observable data, based on past behaviour as well as forwardlooking information, indicating a measurable decrease in the
estimated future cash flows from a financial asset.

Rental agreements

The impairment for receivables is calculated on a portfolio basis,
based on historical loss ratios, adjusted for national and industry
specific economic conditions and other indicators present at the
reporting date that correlate with defaults on the portfolio.

The Fund is party to numerous rental agreements in the capacity
as lessor of the investment properties. All rental agreements are
operating leases.

Investment property
Properties held by the Fund which are held for capital appreciation
or rental income are classified as investment property. Investment
property is carried in the statement of financial position at fair value,
with fair value gains and losses recognised in the statement of
comprehensive income. Investment property consists of land and
buildings, including undeveloped land. Properties are measured
initially at cost at acquisition, and subsequent additions that
will result in future economic benefits and whose cost can be
measured reliably, are capitalised.
Investment property under construction is measured at fair value.
Direct costs relating to major capital projects are capitalised until
the properties are brought into commercial operation. Should any
properties no longer meet the Fund’s investment criteria and are
sold; any profits or losses will be of a capital nature.
Subsequent to initial recognition, investment property is measured
at their fair value. Investment property is maintained, upgraded
and refurbished, where necessary, in order to preserve or improve
the capital value as far as it is possible to do so. Maintenance
and repairs which do not give rise to future economic benefits are
charged against profit or loss in the statement of comprehensive
income.
Gains or losses on subsequent measurement or disposals of
investment property is recognised in profit or loss in the statement
of comprehensive income. Such gains or losses are excluded from
the calculation and determination of distributable earnings.

Non-current assets held-for-sale
A non-current asset or disposal group comprises assets and
liabilities that are classified as held-for-sale if it is expected that
its carrying amount will be recovered principally through sale
rather than continuing use, if it is available for immediate sale
and it is considered highly probable that the sale will occur
within one year. Non-current assets held-for-sale comprise solely
of investment properties and therefore are excluded from the
measurement scope of IFRS 5 - Non-Current Assets Held for
Sale and Discontinued Operations and continue to be measured
according to the fair value model with gains/losses recognized in
the statement of comprehensive income.
Non-current assets held for sale are presented separately from
other assets in the statement of financial position. Prior periods are
not reclassified.
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A finance lease is a lease that transfers substantially all of the risks
and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset. An operating
lease is a lease other than a financial lease.

Where classified as operating leases, rentals payable/receivable
are charged/credited in the statement of comprehensive income
on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Contingent rentals (if
any) are accrued to the statement of comprehensive income when
incurred. This does not affect distributable earnings.

Property-letting commissions and tenant
installations
When considered material, letting commissions and tenant
installations are amortised over the period of the lease to which
they relate.

Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition or
construction of an asset that necessarily takes a substantial
period of time to get ready for its intended use or sale are
capitalised as part of the cost of the asset. All other borrowing
costs are expensed in the period in which they occur. Borrowing
costs consist of interest and other costs that an entity incurs in
connection with the borrowing of funds.
The interest capitalised is calculated using the Fund’s weighted
average cost of borrowings after adjusting for borrowings
associated with specific developments. Where borrowings are
associated with specific developments, the amount capitalised
is the gross interest incurred on those borrowings less any
investment income arising on their temporary investment. Interest
is capitalised as from the commencement of the development
work until the date of practical completion. The capitalisation of
finance costs is suspended if there are prolonged periods when
development activity is interrupted.

Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent
assets
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing or amount, and are
recognised when there is a present obligation (legal or constructive)
as a result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of
resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle
the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount
of the obligation. Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are
not recognised.
Provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash
flows if the effect of discounting is material at a pre-tax rate that
reflects current market assessments of the time value of money
and the risks specific to the liability.
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(continued)

5

Taxation and deferred taxation

Key management assumptions and judgements

Current tax payable is provided on taxable profits at rates that are
enacted or substantively enacted and applicable to the relevant
period. The Fund is registered as a REIT, and as such will only
pay tax on profits not distributed to shareholders. Current tax for
current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, recognised as a
liability. If the amount already paid in respect of current and prior
periods exceeds the amount due for those periods, the excess is
recognised as an asset.

In preparation of the annual financial statements, estimations and
judgements are made that could affect the reported amount of
assets and liabilities within the next financial year. The key area in
which judgement is applied lies with the valuation of investment
properties. The valuation is performed by capitalising the budgeted
net income of a property at the market-related yield applicable
at the time assuming a constant yield. Refer to note 30 for the
valuation techniques used for valuing investment property.

The Fund converted to a REIT on 16 August 2013. As a result,
section 25BB of the Income Tax Act will apply to qualifying REIT
income and expenses.

Management consider, on a case by case basis, whether the
acquired assets have met the definition of a business as defined
by IFRS.

Deferred tax is recognised for temporary differences between the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting
purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes.

The acquisitions of all subsidiaries to date did not meet the
definition of a business as defined by IFRS and were therefore not
accounted for as business combinations per IFRS 3.

However, Section 25BB of the Income Tax Act allows for the
deduction of the qualifying distribution paid to shareholders, but
the deduction is limited to taxable income. To the extent that no
tax will be payable in future as a result of the qualifying distribution,
no deferred tax is raised on items such as the straight-line rental
revenue adjustment and revenue received in advance.

Adoption of new standards applicable to the
Fund and the impact thereof

As the Fund is a REIT, CGT is no longer applicable on the sale of
investment property in terms of Section 25BB of the Income Tax
Act. The deferred taxation rate applied to investment property
at the sale rate will therefore be 0%. Consequently, no deferred
taxation is raised on the fair value adjustments on investment
property.
Deferred tax arises on the investments on the presumption that the
investments will be realised through sale and CGT will be payable.
However, in the event that the Fund holds greater than 20% of an
investment, this investment is a Property Company as defined in
Section 25BB of the Income Tax Act and therefore the sale thereof
is not subject to CGT.

Related parties
Related parties include any stakeholder who is able to exert a
significant influence on the operating policies of the Fund. This
includes key management personnel, who are those persons
having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and
controlling the activities of the entity directly or indirectly, including
a director.
Any party appointed as the asset manager and property asset
manager of the Fund is also considered to be a related party.

Ordinary share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.

Dividends
Dividends are recognised when the obligation to make payment
arises.

IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments
The impact of IFRS 9 on the Fund is immaterial as it did not result
in changes to the classification of the financial instruments or
materially different impairment on financial instruments subject to
expected credit losses. The Investment in IAPF, Ingenuity, Izandla
convertible loan, Hexagon loans and the unlisted U.K. Investment
are financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss.
The mezzanine and junior loans to Izandla are measured at
amortised cost and were assessed for expected credit losses at
the date of transition. The impact thereof is immaterial.

IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 15 applies to all contracts with customers, however leases
(among other contracts) are one of the exclusions from this
standard, and fall within the scope of IAS 17. Therefore, the impact
of this new standard is minimal for the Fund, as most of its revenue
is derived from rental income.

Standards and interpretations applicable to the
Fund, not yet effective
IFRS 16 – Leases
IFRS 16 was issued in January 2016 and will be effective for
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019.
The standard provides a single lessee accounting model, requiring
lessees to recognise assets and liabilities for all leases unless
the lease term is 12 months or less or the underlying asset has
a low value. Lessors continue to classify leases as operating or
finance, with IFRS 16’s approach to lessor accounting substantially
unchanged from its predecessor, IAS 17.
As a lessor, Investec Property Fund will not be significantly
impacted by the new standard. Lessor accounting under IFRS 16
is substantially unchanged from the IAS 17 – Leases accounting
policy. The Fund, being a lessor, will continue to classify all leases
using the same classification principle as in IAS 17 and distinguish
between two types of leases; operating and financing leases.
However, for new leases the requirements of IFRS 16 will need to
be applied in full, which may give rise to some minor differences
in future.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2.

2019

2018

1 439 926

1 459 760

146 552

131 879

Revenue
Contracted rental
Assessment rates recovered
Contracted operating cost recoveries
Contracted parking
Other income
Revenue, excluding straight-line rental adjustment
Straight-line rental adjustment
Revenue

84 295

87 409

102 509

103 928

39 098

27 566

1 812 380

1 810 542

31 944

52 698

1 844 324

1 863 240

2019

2018

182 025

150 421

		
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

3.

Property expenses
Assessment rates
Electricity – net

(34 021)

(25 997)

Cost

214 097

221 091

Recovery

(248 118)

(247 088)

1 787

7 593

Water and municipal charges – net
Cost

46 758

46 518

Recovery

(44 971)

(38 925)

Cleaning

19 378

19 936

Expected credit loss relating to tenants and related receivables

10 527

15 039

Other property expenses

81 425

64 515

Property management expenses

43 788

43 208

Repairs and maintenance

24 996

24 910

Tenant installation costs

10 556

3 731

340 461

303 356

2019

2018

75 533

60 702

1 893

1 790

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

4.

Other operating expenses
Asset management fee
Audit fees
Non attest audit fees expensed through the income statement
Directors' fees
Legal fees
Other fund expenses
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368

5 210

1 996

263

264

12 179

7 484

95 619

72 604
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

5.

2019

2018

(53 727)
(15 490)
256 071
259 292
(39 489)
406 657

(12 610)
475 868
(232 574)
–
–
230 684

Fair value adjustments and foreign exchange gains/(losses)
Fair value adjustments on derivative instruments
Fair value adjustments on investment property
Fair value adjustment on investments1
Fair value adjustments on Hexagon loans1,2,3
Foreign exchange translation losses on items not at fair value
1.
2.

3.

Included in fair value adjustments are foreign exchange gains and losses on items measured at fair value.
The value of this loan is linked to the value of the properties in the underlying PEL portfolio. Therefore, the movement in the value of the loan is
driven by the change in values of the properties.
The fair value adjustment is net of the fair value adjustment relating to other long-term borrowings. Refer to note 17.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

6.

2019

2018

306 028
276 662
29 923
(2 113)
8 210
618 710

210 151
351 017
20 321
1 530
7 341
590 360

2019

2018

18 579
–
18 579

17 432
2 339
19 771

Finance costs
Interest on corporate bonds
Interest on term loans
Interest on commercial paper
Net interest on derivatives
Other interest

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

7.

Finance income
Interest received from banks
Interest from associate1
1.

In the current year, interest from Izandla has been included in finance income from associates on the face of the consolidated statement of
comprehensive income.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

8.

2019

2018

–

–

8 380

2 765

6 796
15 176

7 105
9 870

Effective tax rate

1,1%

0,8%

Standard tax rate

28%

28%

Taxation
South African normal taxation:
Current taxation
Deferred taxation
Dividends withholdings taxation
Total taxation

As a result of REIT legislation and the application of section 25BB of the Income Tax Act, the Fund has no normal tax expense in the
current year.
The withholdings tax arose as a result of distributions from the Fund’s investment in IAPF.
For more detail refer to deferred tax note 18.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

8.

Taxation (continued)
The taxation charge is reconciled as follows:
For the year ended 31 March
R’000
Statutory charge at 28%
Fair value, straight-line rental adjustments and other distribution reconciliation
adjustments not taxable
Qualifying distribution deduction1
Effective South African income tax charge
Withholding tax on IAPF distribution
Total tax charge
Effective tax rate
1.

2019

2018

403 519

352 117

(57 974)
(337 165)
8 380
6 796
15 176
1.1%

(68 180)
(281 172)
2 765
7 105
9 870
0.8%

The tax deduction of the qualifying distribution is limited such that no assessed loss is created, as required by Section 25BB of the Income Tax Act.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

9.

2018

1 425 964
(31 944)
(406 657)
19 896
(10 464)
2 330
8 794
30 000
8 380
1 553
1 047 852
(506 615)
541 237

1 247 690
(52 698)
(230 684)
(2 655)
(800)
30 124
7 576
–
2 765
2 867
1 004 185
(491 018)
513 167

736 290 993
73.51
68.81

731 400 437
70.16
68.37

142.32

138.53

Dividend per share reconciliation
Total comprehensive income attributable to equity holders
Less: Straight-line rental revenue adjustment
Fair value adjustments and foreign exchange losses
Loss/(profit) on disposal of investment property
Izandla mezzanine interest not received
Add: Investment dividend accrual (net of withholding tax (WHT))1
Notional cost of funding Ingenuity acquisition2
Expected credit losses3
Deferred taxation
Antecedent dividend4
Distributable earnings
Less: Interim dividends paid
Final dividend
Shares in issue at 31 March
Final dividend per share (cents)
Interim dividend per share (cents)
Total dividend per share5
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

112

2019

Investec Property Fund Limited (the Fund or IPF) considers the expected future Investec Australia Property Fund (IAPF) dividend and the Investec
Argo Property Fund (U.K. Fund or U.K. Investment) (legal name Nestor Investment Holdings Limited) dividend, relating to the earnings from the
current period, to be part of the distributable earnings for the current period. Accordingly an adjustment is made to match the anticipated income
of the distribution to the period to which the distribution relates.
The Fund’s investment into Ingenuity Property Investments Limited (Ingenuity) was made on a total return basis. From a distribution perspective,
the Fund’s policy in relation to total return is to add back the funding cost of the investment, net of dividends received.
This relates to the impairment of the investment in Izandla.
The antecedent dividend arises from the share issue of 4 890 556 shares in June 2018 (prior year: 13 250 270 shares issued in November 2017).
Excluding the one-off antecedent dividend received from IAPF of R22.2 million in FY2018, the normalised dividend per share for the prior year is
135.43 cents per share, resulting in normalised growth of 5.1% year-on-year.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

Total comprehensive income attributable to equity holders
Adjusted for: Fair value adjustment on investment property
Fair value adjustment on investment property in associate
Loss/(profit) on disposal of investment property

1 425 964
15 490
7 996
19 896

1 247 690
(475 868)
–
(2 655)

Headline earnings attributable to shareholders
Headline earnings per share

1 469 346
199.84

769 167
106.41

193.94
199.84

172.62
106.41

Number of shares
Shares in issue at the end of the year
Weighted average number of shares in issue

736 290 993
735 275 468

731 400 437
722 796 837

Reconciliation of weighted average number of shares in issue:

735 275 468

722 796 837

731 400 437
–
3 875 031

718 150 167
4 646 670
–

506 615
–
506 615
736 290 993
68.81
73.51
142.32
5.1%

491 018
(22 277)
468 741
718 150 167
65.27
70.16
135.43

2019

2018

Investment property
Straight-line rental revenue adjustment

16 786 189
497 991

17 120 044
478 825

Carrying value of total portfolio
Non-current assets held-for-sale
Total investment property

17 284 180
(583 660)
16 700 520

17 598 869
(117 654)
17 481 215

Investment property
Straight-line rental revenue adjustment

16 212 471
488 049

17 004 260
476 955

10. Earnings per share
10.1 Reconciliation of basic earnings to headline earnings

Cents
Basic and diluted earnings per share
Headline earnings per share

Shares at beginning of year
Private placements
Share issue

10.2 Reconciliation of total dividend per share to normalised dividend per share
Interim dividend
Less: IAPF antecedent dividend
Normalised interim dividend
Shares in issue at reporting period
Normalised interim dividend per share
Final dividend per share
Total normalised dividend per share
Total normalised growth per share

11. Investment property
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

For the year ended 31 March
R’000
Balance at the beginning of the year
Disposals
Acquisitions
Developments and capital expenditure
Fair value adjustments
Straight- line rental adjustment
Transfer to non-current assets held-for-sale
Balance at the end of the year

2019

2018

17 481 215
(454 675)
–
175 111
(21 624)
26 193
(505 700)
16 700 520

16 600 877
(44 564)
233 569
169 545
489 479
53 343
(21 034)
17 481 215
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

Holding (%)
Equity
Loans
Mezzanine facility (prime + 3.5%)
Junior facility (prime + 5.5%)
Expected credit losses

35
33 242
178 955
117 658
91 297
(30 000)

35
18 247
188 988
110 786
78 202
–

Total investment

212 197

207 235

12. Investments
12.1

Equity accounted investment in and loans to associate
Izandla

The investment is accounted for as an associate using the equity accounting method. During the current year, the Fund earned
R30.1m of interest income on the Izandla borrowings.
The board of Izandla has a total of five directors, one executive and four non-executives. IPF is represented by two non-executive
directors. The other three directors are elected by the EDT, which is independent of IPF. Based on this, IPF has significant influence
and not control over Izandla.
In the current year, there was an increase in the credit risk in Izandla and an expected credit loss of R30 million was raised.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

740 128

521 347

Summarised statement of financial position of Izandla
Non-current assets
Current assets
Non-current liabilities

14 937

–

(655 705)

(469 212)

Current liabilities

(15 861)

–

Shareholders’ interest

83 499

52 135

2019

2018

For the year ended 31 March
R’000
Summarised statement of comprehensive income of Izandla
Net property income

63 694

4 318

Fair value adjustments

10 358

(5 501)

(3 762)

(260)

(63 686)

(5 086)

6 604

(6 529)

2019

2018

1 627 463

1 357 987

Other operating expenses
Net finance cost
Total comprehensive income and profit/(loss) for the period
During the prior year Izandla had only traded for one month.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

12.2 Other investments
12.2.1 Total other investments
Investment in IAPF

114

1 271 867

1 051 544

Investment in Ingenuity

133 048

114 643

Investment in U.K. Fund

222 548

191 800
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

12. Investments (continued)
12.2.2 Investment in associate held at fair value
IAPF
Holding (%)
Price at 31 March (cents)
Cost of shares
Accumulated fair value adjustment
Total

20.9

20.9

1 270

1 050

1 232 032

1 232 032

39 835

(180 488)

1 271 867

1 051 544

As at 31 March 2019 the Fund held 20.9% of IAPF. Given the percentage holding and representation on the board of directors of
IAPF by one director of the Fund significant influence is evidenced. IAPF is therefore classified as an associate in terms of IAS 28.
IAS 28 allows for the election to carry an investment in an associate held by a venture capital organisation or a mutual fund (or similar
entity) to be measured at fair value. Although IPF is a corporate entity in statute, it is similar to a mutual fund as the entity manages
the investment on a fair value basis, raises a pool of funds to invest in a portfolio of assets and has a range of investors and a
range of investments. The Fund considers fair value measurement to be the most appropriate method of accounting as the primary
performance measure of IAPF is distributable earnings which in turn drives the share price of IAPF. In contrast, the accounting profits
of the associate include other fair value gains and losses which are not distributed and therefore are not reflective of the distributable
earnings of IAPF. As a result, IPF has made the election to carry this associate at fair value.
The fair value of the investment in IAPF is based on the closing share price on the JSE.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

10 984 967

8 973 370

Summarised consolidated statement of financial position of IAPF1
Non-current assets
Current assets
Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

142 223

99 820

(4 126 142)

(3 179 816)

(619 722)

(278 851)

6 381 326

5 614 523

2019

2018

Net property income

713 549

640 013

Fair value adjustments – investment property

152 018

615 588

Unitholders' interest
1.

The AUD/ZAR exchange rate as at 31 March 2019 is 1AUD/R10.27 (2018: 1 AUD/R9.09).

For the year ended 31 March
R’000
Summarised consolidated statement of comprehensive income of IAPF1

Fair value adjustments – foreign currency revaluation

17 227

22 717

Other operating expenses

(69 619)

(62 062)

(283 004)

(129 490)

Net finance cost2
Other Income

1 653

402

Total comprehensive income and profit for the year

531 824

1 087 168

IAPF total distributable earnings

490 619

482 773

104 406

106 961

IPF's share of distribution for the year
1.
2.
3.

3

The AUD/ZAR average exchange rate used for the 12 months ended 31 March 2019 is 1AUD/R10.02 (2018: 1AUD/R10.05).
Includes the interest rate swaps.
Share of distribution is pre-withholding tax.
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(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

Holding (%)

9.2

9.2

Price at 31 March (cents)

115

99

Cost of shares

96 725

96 725

Accumulated fair value adjustment

36 323

17 918

133 048

114 643

12. Investments (continued)
12.2.3 Listed investment at fair value
Ingenuity

Reconciliation of investment in Ingenuity

Closing balance

There is no evidence of significant influence on the investment. IPF has one of 10 directors on the board and Ingenuity has no
relationship with Investec Bank Limited group. Therefore, the investment is accounted for as a listed investment held at fair value.
The fair value of the investment in Ingenuity is based on the closing share price on the JSE.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

10

10

12.2.4 Unlisted investment at fair value
U.K. Investment
Holding (%)
Balance at the beginning of the year

191 800

–

Acquisition

11 471

173 329

Fair value and forex gains1

19 277

18 471

222 548

191 800

Balance at the end of the year

	Reflected in fair value adjustments in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income, comprising a fair value gain of R0m (2018: R25.6m)
and a fair value gain of R19.3m (2018: loss of R7.1m) relating to exchange rate movements.

1.

There is no evidence of significant influence on the Investment. IPF has no seats on the board and holds only 10% of the equity.
Therefore, the investment is classified as a financial asset measured at fair value through profit or loss. Due to the U.K. investment
being an unlisted company and their shares not being traded on a regulated exchange there are no observable inputs available
neither are there any reference points to use when trying to establish the investment value. Thus unobservable inputs are applicable
when determining the fair value of the U.K. investment, making it a level 3 valuation.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

12.2.5 Loans to equity accounted associates at fair value through profit or loss
PEL platform
Finance income accrual
Loans to Hexagon

36 110

–

1 649 647

–

93 798

–

1 779 555

–

IPFO has invested into the PEL platform which has advanced PPLs to Hexagon. The return and
repayment of PPLs owed by the Hexagon entities comprises 42.9% of the net rental income
earned on leasing the investment properties held by the underlying property companies.
The Hexagon entities have an obligation to deliver all returns to AREG L.P. via the PPLs and
therefore the equity of this associate is valued at nil.
Izandla
Convertible shareholder loan
The convertible shareholder loan was provided to part fund the Sasol development,
with the option of conversion to equity upon completion of the development.
Total
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(continued)

% held

% held

2019

2018

Listani Proprietary Limited

100

100

Friedshelf 113 Proprietary Limited

100

100

Double Flash Investments Proprietary Limited

100

100

Torte Trade and Investment Proprietary Limited

100

100

Spareprops Proprietary Limited

100

100

Bethlehem Property Development Proprietary Limited

100

100

Fleurdal Properties Proprietary Limited

100

100

Erf 145 Isando Properties Proprietary Limited

100

100

Lekup Property Company 6 Proprietary Limited

100

100

Investec Property Fund Offshore Investments Proprietary Limited

100

100

Farm Rietfontein (RF) 31 Proprietary Limited

100

100

2019

2018

68 754
(26 405)
130 619
17 792
18 836

64 608
(36 553)
85 410
18 928
12 012

For the year ended 31 March

12. Investments (continued)
12.3

Principal subsidiaries

The Fund continues to hold 100% direct investments in 11 subsidiaries.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

13. Trade and other receivables
Rental debtors
Expected credit losses1
Prepayments
Municipal deposits
Sundry debtors
Accrued recoveries

1.

76 818

74 461

286 414

218 866

The prior year figure amounts to the allowance for doubtful debts as recognised per IAS 39. The current year figure amounts to the expected credit
losses as recognised per IFRS9. The expected credit losses are included in property expenses on the consolidated statement of comprehensive
income.
Expected credit losses (ECLs) are based on the difference between the contractual cash flows due in accordance with the lease agreement and all
the cash flows that the Fund expects to receive. For rental debtors and other trade receivables, the Fund applies a simplified approach in calculating
ECLs, and recognises a loss allowance based on lifetime ECLs at each reporting date.
An impairment analysis is performed at each reporting date to measure ECLs. The analysis involves an evaluation of the days past due for groupings
of various customer segments with similar loss patterns. The analysis makes use of historical default rates and forecast economic conditions
encompassing macroeconomic environment outlooks. The calculation reflects the probability-weighted outcome, arrived at through the use of a
risk-based approach.
The Fund considers a financial asset in default when contractual payments are more than 60 days past due. The Fund may also consider a financial
asset to be in default when internal or external information indicates that the Fund is unlikely to receive the outstanding contractual amounts in full.
A financial asset is written off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovering the contractual cash flows.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

13.1

2019

2018

36 553
10 527
(20 675)
26 405

25 360
15 039
(3 846)
36 553

Movement in expected credit losses
Opening balance
Charge for the year
Utilised
Balance at the end of the year
The expected credit losses charge is related to an increase in trade receivables older than 60 days.
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(continued)

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

14. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash held on call account

382 940

507 338

Cash and cash equivalents1

382 940

507 338

1.

The cash balance includes restricted cash relating to tenant deposits of R52.7 million as well as cash received in advance for April 2019 rentals
of R35.4 million.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

13 000
175 050
395 610

21 034
81 066
15 554

583 660

117 654

15. Non-current assets held-for-sale
Office
Industrial
Retail

The Fund intends to sell 12 (2018:6) buildings with settlement taking place within 12 months of reporting date for a consideration
of R583.7 million (2018:R117.7 million) and has presented those assets as non-current assets held for sale. The value of the
properties will be recovered through sale rather than through continued use. The properties are valued at their fair value.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

Balance at the beginning of the year
Disposals
Developments and capital expenditure
Fair value adjustments
Straight- line rental adjustment

2019

2018

117 654
(26 225)

(639 241)

770 618

35

–

(13 054)

(12 611)

(450)

(22 146)

Transfer from investment property

505 700

21 034

Balance at the end of the year

583 660

117 654

2019

2018

731 400
4 891
–
736 291

718 150

10 264 843

10 186 582

For the year ended 31 March

16. Stated capital
Authorised
2 000 000 000 ordinary shares
Issued (000)
Opening issued share capital
Dividend reinvestment programme (DRIP)
Private placement
Shares in issue at year-end
Stated capital at year-end (R'000)
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

For the year ended 31 March

2019

2018

6 841 296
6 788 205
53 091
1 103 872
7 945 168

5 972 119
5 917 743
54 376
839 000
6 811 119

17. Borrowings
17.1

Long-term borrowings
The balance at the end of the year comprises:
Long-term borrowings
Long-term borrowings
Interest accrual on borrowings1
Short-term borrowings2
Total borrowings
1.
2.

Included in trade and other payables in 2018 and subsequently re-allocated to borrowings in 2019.
Short-term borrowings are de-risked by the availability of revolving credit facilities and short term headroom facilities of approximately R1.8bn of
which R1.1bn is committed.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

17.2

2019

2018

Balance at the beginning of the year

6 811 119

6 449 837

Long-term borrowings

5 917 743

5 630 885

Short-term borrowings

839 000

759 432

Reconciliation of borrowings

Interest accrual on borrowings
Cash movements
Corporate bonds and commercial paper raised

54 376

59 520

515 777

(222 064)

2 993 000

812 000

Corporate bonds repaid

(365 000)

(526 000)

Foreign debt raised

840 469

–

–

200 000

Term loan raised

(2 324 740)

(121 432)

Finance costs paid

Term loans repaid

(627 952)

(586 632)

Non-cash movements

618 272

583 346

Amortised fees

(438)

1 857

618 710

581 489

Balance at the end of the year

7 945 168

6 811 119

Long-term borrowings

6 788 205

5 917 743

Short-term borrowings

1 103 872

839 000

53 091

54 376

Finance costs recognised

Interest accrual on borrowings
The above reconciliation excludes interest rate swaps.
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For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

Balance at the beginning of the year

8 151

5 386

Gain on fair value of investments

8 380

2 765

Balance at the end of the year

16 531

8 151

18. Deferred taxation

Deferred taxation is recognised for temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial
reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes.
Section 25BB of the Income Tax act allows for the deduction of the qualifying distribution paid to shareholders, but the deduction
is limited to taxable income. To the extent that no tax will be payable in future as a result of the qualifying distribution, no deferred tax
is raised on items such as the straight-line rental revenue adjustment and revenue received in advance.
As the Fund is a REIT, CGT is not applicable on the sale of investment property in terms of section 25BB of the Income Tax Act.
The deferred tax rate applied to investment property at the sale date will therefore be 0%. In addition, in the event that the Fund holds
greater than 20% of an investment in a ‘property company’ as defined in section 25BB of the Income Tax Act, the sale is not subject to
CGT. These tax consequences are taken into account in determining the extent of deferred tax that is required to be recognised.
A deferred tax liability arose on the fair value gain through profit or loss on Ingenuity and the U.K. investment as the Fund holds less
than 20% of the investments. On disposal of the investments, the Fund would be subject to capital gains tax. As such, deferred tax
has been recognised on the unrealised fair value gains.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

193 799

123 050

–

57 951

Tenant deposits

54 154

50 390

Trade and other creditors

52 305

67 461

Value-added tax creditor

10 312

12 957

Income received in advance

35 483

55 942

19. Trade and other payables
Accrued expenses
Accrued interest1

Capex project costs
1.

–

33 646

346 053

401 397

2019

2018

21 669 967

19 952 874

Included in trade and other payables in 2018 subsequently re-allocated to borrowings in 2019.

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

20. Net asset value
Total assets
Less: Total liabilities
Net asset value

(8 538 894)

(7 309 105)

13 131 073

12 643 769

736 290 993

731 400 437

1 783

1 729

Shares
Shares in issue at the end of the period
Cents
Net asset value per share
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For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

1 408 244

1 487 280

(31 944)

(52 698)

21. Cash generated from operations
Operating profit
Straight-line rental revenue adjustment
Non-cash items

(4 277)

16 461

(122 892)

(130 280)

Increase in trade and other receivables

(67 548)

(91 735)

Decrease in trade and other payables

(55 344)

(38 545)

1 249 131

1 320 763

2019

2018

235 200

11 530

235 200

11 530

2019

2018

Less than 1 year

1 438 536

1 406 570

Between 1 and 5 years

3 255 508

3 528 094

Working capital movement

Cash generated from operations

22. Borrowing powers
The borrowing capacity of the Fund is unlimited in terms of its Memorandum of Incorporation.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

23. Capital commitments
Authorised and contracted

For the year ended 31 March
R’000

24. Minimum contracted rental
The Fund leases a number of retail, office and industrial properties under operating leases,
which typically run for a period of 3 to 5 years.
Contractual amounts receivable in terms of operating lease agreements:

More than 5 years

957 645

947 459

5 651 689

5 882 123

Lessees are entitled to the use of the properties leased to them for their own business purposes for the duration of the contracted
lease period.
All leases currently take the form of operating leases as per IAS 17: Leases (IAS 17) as no lease transfers substantially all the risks
and rewards of incidental ownership.
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For the year ended 31 March
R’000

2019

2018

Asset management fees

(75 533)

(60 702)

Letting commissions

(21 705)

(14 078)

25. Related party transactions
The table below shows the transactions and balances (not disclosed elsewhere)
that the Fund has with related parties:
Investec Property Proprietary Limited

Property acquisitions

–

(154 949)

(5 415)

–

Acquisition of 10% of the equity of a joint venture within the Investec Group2

(11 471)

(173 329)

Dividend received

11 643

5 397

1

Transaction fees
U.K. Investment

Izandla Property Fund
Net proceeds from sale of properties

–

314 111

14 995

18 247

113 765

188 988

30 058

2 338

4 669

–

(30 000)

–

1 685 757

–

124 685

–

Cash and cash equivalents4

192 714

128 083

Borrowings

(362 281)

(441 615)

Movement in equity investment
Movement in loans receivable (including convertible loan)
Finance income from associates
Finance income from loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss
Expected credit losses
AREG.L.P/Hexagon3
Loans to Hexagon entities
Finance income from loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss
Investec Bank Limited Group
4

Fair value of derivative instruments4
Nominal value of swap derivatives
Nominal value of FEC's

(60 292)

(5 340 255)

(4 678 057)

465 260

515 232

Rentals received

66 462

61 724

Interest received5

9 261

7 859

Sponsor fees paid
Corporate advisory and structuring fees paid
Interest paid on related party borrowings
Settlement of swap derivatives

(193)

(170)

(3 138)

(1 250)

(48 562)

(52 881)

–

(16 933)

Net interest received on cross currency swaps

31 323

24 135

Interest paid on interest rate swaps

(21 494)

(21 825)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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(119 949)

Property acquisitions were concluded at market value.
Direct equity investment, not acquisition of equity from Investec Bank Limited Group.
AREG.L.P is a related party as it is a subsidiary of IPFO.
Included in carrying values as per the statement of financial position.
Interest is earned at the overnight safex call rate of 6.30% (FY2018: 6.55%).
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REIT status requirements

IPF status

26. REIT requirements
JSE requirements

Taxation requirements

27.

• Distribute at least 75% of distributable profits

✔

• Rental income must comprise 75% of revenue

✔

• Total liabilities cannot exceed 60% of total assets

✔

• 75% of gross income must comprise rental income

✔

Capital management
The Fund is funded partly by stated share capital and partly by external borrowings.
In terms of its covenants entered into during the year, the Fund is committed to a maximum value of external borrowings of 50%
of the value of investment property and investment assets. In practice, the Fund aims to keep LTV levels below 35% over the long
term. At 31 March 2019, the nominal value of borrowings was equal to 35.9% (2018: 32.26%) of the value of investment property,
other investments and equity accounted investments in and loans to associates.
The Board’s policy is to maintain a strong capital base, comprising its shareholders’ interest, so as to promote investor, creditor and
market confidence and to sustain future development of the business. It is the Fund’s stated purpose to deliver medium to longterm sustainable growth in distributions per share. All net profits are distributed on a six-monthly basis. The Board monitors the
level of distributions to shareholders and ensures that no profits of a capital nature are distributed. There were no changes in the
Fund’s approach to capital management during the year. The company is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements.

28.

Subsequent events
Post 31 March 2019, the Fund rolled R152 million and R300 million of three-month commercial paper at margin of 45.5 and
50.0 basis points respectively.
The Fund settled R0.7 billion of secured debt and released R2.3 billion of properties as security.
The Fund invested a further €11.9 million into the PEL platform during April and May 2019 to fund the acquisition of three buildings
in the Netherlands and one building in France.
The Fund disposed of 45 million units in IAPF for proceeds of AUD57.9 million on 27 May 2019.
The Fund agreed to the sale of its shares in Ingenuity, as part of a specific repurchase agreement, for R1.08 per share, which is a
29% increase in the purchase price. The sale is conditional upon Ingenuity shareholder approvals.
On 3 May 2019, the Fund announced an investment into a Pan European Light Industrial (PELI) platform. The Fund will own 25% of
the holding company and make an initial investment of €10.2 million. The Fund has committed a total of €64.5 million into this PELI
which is expected to be deployed within the next two years.
The Fund purchased Highlands North Shopping Centre for R51.0 million on 3 May 2019. The building has not yet transferred.
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Held at fair
value1

R’000

29.

Financial risk management

29.1

Total assets and liabilities

NonAmortised
financial
cost instruments

Total

The table below sets out the Fund’s accounting classification of each class of asset and liability and their fair values
at 31 March 2019
ASSETS
Non-current assets

3 462 092

178 955

17 317 422

20 958 469

Investment property

–

–

16 212 471

16 212 471

Straight-line rental revenue adjustment

–

–

488 049

488 049

Equity accounted investment and loans to associate

–

178 955

33 242

212 197

1 627 463

–

–

1 627 463

Other investments
Derivative financial instruments

2

Loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss
Non-current assets held for sale
Current assets

55 074

–

–

55 074

1 779 555

–

–

1 779 555

–

–

583 660

583 660

42 144

538 735

130 619

711 498

Trade and other receivables

–

155 795

130 619

286 414

Cash and cash equivalents

–

382 940

–

382 940

Current portion of derivative financial instruments

2

Total assets

42 144

–

–

42 144

3 504 236

717 690

17 448 041

21 669 967

303 044

6 763 976

16 531

7 083 551

77 320

6 763 976

–

6 841 296

225 724

–

–

225 724

–

–

16 531

16 531

5 418

1 404 130

45 795

1 455 343

LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Long-term borrowings
Derivative financial instruments2
Deferred taxation
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

–

300 258

45 795

346 053

Current portion of long-term borrowings

–

1 103 872

–

1 103 872

Current portion of derivative financial instruments2
Total liabilities
1.
2.
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5 418

–

–

5 418

308 462

8 168 106

62 326

8 538 894

All items are mandatorily held at fair value except for long-term borrowings which is designated at fair value.
The derivatives are classified as held for trading.
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Held for
trading

R’000

29.1

Held at
fair value

Amortised
cost

Nonfinancial
instruments

Total

Total assets and liabilities (continued)
The table below sets out the Fund’s accounting classification of each class of asset and liability and their fair values
at 31 March 2018
ASSETS
Non-current assets

39 141

1 357 987

188 988

17 617 116

19 203 232

Investment property

–

–

–

17 004 260

17 004 260

Straight-line rental revenue adjustment

–

–

–

476 955

476 955

Equity accounted investment in and
loans to associate

–

–

188 988

18 247

207 235

1 357 987

–

–

1 357 987

Other investments
Derivative financial instruments
Non-current assets held for sale
Current assets

39 141

–

–

–

39 141

–

–

–

117 654

117 654

23 438

–

640 794

85 410

749 642

Trade and other receivables

–

–

133 456

85 410

218 866

Cash and cash equivalents

–

–

507 338

–

507 338

Current portion of derivative financial
instruments

23 438

–

–

–

23 438

Total assets

62 579

1 357 987

829 782

17 702 526

19 952 874

106 373

–

5 917 743

8 151

6 032 267

–

–

5 917 743

–

5 917 743

106 373

–

–

–

106 373

–

–

–

8 151

8 151

36 441

–

1 171 454

68 943

1 276 838

Trade and other payables

–

–

332 454

68 943

401 397

Current portion of long-term borrowings

–

–

839 000

–

839 000

36 441

–

–

–

36 441

142 814

–

7 089 197

77 094

7 309 105

LIABILITIES
Non current liabilities
Long-term borrowings
Derivative financial instruments
Deferred taxation
Current liabilities

Current portion of derivative financial
instruments
Total liabilities

29.2

Fair value hierarchy
The table below analyses financial instruments carried at fair value, by valuation method, defined as follows:
Level 1 – q
 uoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the entity can access at
measurement date.
Level 2 – inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the assets and liabilities, either directly
(i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices). Please refer to note 30 for disclosure of significant inputs and
measurement methods.
Level 3 – inputs for the assets and liabilities that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs).
For cash and cash equivalents, trade and other payables, trade and other receivables as well as variable interest rate loans which
are not carried at fair value, the carrying value is a reasonable approximation of fair value. In accordance with IFRS 7.29, no
disclosure around fair value is required for these items.
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29.

Financial risk management (continued)
Carried at
fair value

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Carried at
amortised
cost

1 271 867

1 271 867

–

–

–

Investment in Ingenuity

133 048

133 048

–

–

–

Investment in the U.K. Fund

222 548

–

–

222 548

–

R’000

29.2

Fair value hierarchy
at 31 March 2019
ASSETS
Investment in IAPF

Equity accounted investment in and loans to
associate
Loans to equity accounted associates at FVTPL

–

–

–

–

178 955

1 779 555

–

–

1 779 555

–

97 218

–

97 218

–

–

–

–

–

–

155 795

Other investments
Derivative financial instruments
Trade and other receivables1
Cash and cash equivalents

–

–

–

–

382 940

3 504 236

1 404 915

97 218

2 002 103

717 690

231 142

–

231 142

–

–

77 320

–

–

77 320

7 867 848

Trade and other payables2

–

–

–

–

300 258

Total financial liabilities

308 462

–

231 142

77 320

8 168 106

1 051 544

1 051 544

–

–

–

Investment in Ingenuity

114 643

114 643

–

–

–

Investment in U.K. Fund

191 800

–

–

191 800

–

–

–

–

–

188 988

62 579

–

62 579

–

–

–

–

–

–

133 456

–

–

–

–

507 338

1 420 566

1 166 187

62 579

191 800

829 782

142 814

–

142 814

–

–

–

–

6 756 743

Total financial assets
Derivative financial instruments
Long-term borrowings (including current)

Fair value hierarchy
at 31 March 2018
ASSETS
Investment in IAPF

Equity accounted investment in and loans
to associate
Other investments
Derivative financial instruments
Trade and other receivables

1

Cash and cash equivalents
Total financial assets
Derivative financial instruments
Long-term borrowings (including current)

–

–

2

Trade and other payables

–

–

–

–

332 498

Total financial liabilities

142 814

–

142 814

–

7 089 197

1.
2.

Trade and other receivables exclude prepayments which are non-financial instruments.
Trade and other payables exclude revenue received in advance and value added tax as these are non-financial instruments.

Details of changes in valuation techniques in current and prior year
There have been no significant changes in valuation techniques during the current or prior year.
There were no transfers between level 1, level 2 and level 3 in the current or prior year.
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29.2

Level 3 valuations
at 31 March 2019

The level 3 valuations are reconciled as follows:
Balance at the beginning of the period

U.K.
investment1

Izandla
convertible
loan2

Hexagon
loan3

Long-term
borrowings4

191 800

–

–

–

Acquisition

11 471

93 798

1 416 914

(67 769)

Fair value and forex gain/(loss)

19 277

–

268 843

(9 551)

222 548

93 798

1 685 757

(77 320)

Balance at the end of the period
1)
2)
3)

4)

The change in the fair value of the underlying investment is immaterial and the majority of the movement arises from changes in exchange rates.
If the value of the underlying properties changed by 5%, the investment value would move by R21 million.
The fair value of the conversion option of the loan is linked to the value of Izandla. If this changed by 5%, the value of the loan would move by
R0.2 million.
The fair value gain on the Hexagon loans arose from the revaluation of the underlying properties in the PEL portfolio. The entire property portfolio
was externally valued at 31 December 2018 by CBRE Limited. The fair value gain on the loan receivable and the loan payable is R203.2 million.
If the fair value of the underlying properties was 5% higher or lower, the fair value of the Hexagon loans would be R158 million higher/lower than
the reported closing balance.
Long-term borrowings includes other Euro Funding of €4.7 million. The value of the loan is linked to the performance of the underlying properties
in the Pan-European portfolio. If the fair value of underlying properties changed by 5%, the value of the loan would move by R11 million.

Level 3 valuations
at 31 March 2018

The level 3 valuations are reconciled as follows:
Opening balance
Acquisition
Fair value gain and forex loss
Closing balance

30.

U.K.
investment

Izandla
convertible
loan

Hexagon
loan

Long-term
borrowings

–

–

–

–

173 329

–

–

–

18 471

–

–

–

191 800

–

–

–

Estimation of fair value
The following summarises the major methods and assumptions used in estimating the fair values of financial instruments:

30.1

Financial instruments
Financial instruments held at fair value by the Fund include the Investment in IAPF, the Investment in Ingenuity, the U.K. Investment,
the loans relating to the investment in the PEL platform, the Izandla convertible loan, derivatives and certain long term borrowings.
• The valuations of IAPF and Ingenuity are based on the closing share price times the number of shares held at the reporting date,
which is a level 1 valuation;
• The U.K. investment is an unlisted company and their shares are not traded on a regulated exchange, therefore there are
significant unobservable inputs used to determine the fair value, making it a level 3 valuation;
• The profit participating loans (PPL) receivable and payable are valued based on the value of the underlying investment
properties. There are significant unobservable inputs used to determine the fair value of these loans, making them level 3
valuations;
• The Izandla convertible loan is based on the present value of future cash flows plus the value of the option to convert, making it
a level 3 valuation and
• Derivative financial instruments hedge interest rate and foreign exchange risk. Interest rate hedging instruments are valued by
discounting future cash flows using the market rate indicated on the interest rate curve at the dates when the cash flows will
take place. Foreign exchange hedging instruments are valued by making reference to market prices for similar instruments and
discounting for the effect of the time value of money. Derivatives are considered to be level 2 valuations.
Refer to note 29.2 for detail on the fair value hierarchy.
Cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, trade and other payables and variable rate loans are carried at amortised
cost and the carrying value is a reasonable approximation of fair value.
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30.

Estimation of fair value (continued)
Valuations techniques used to derive level 3 fair value for the U.K. investment and Hexagon loan.
The significant unobservable inputs used to derive the fair value measurements are those relating to the valuation of underlying
investment properties.
The fair value of the underlying property portfolio has been determined using the income capitalisation method. Refer to note 30.3
for the descriptions and definitions relating to key unobservable inputs made in determining fair value.

30.2

Derivatives
Derivative financial instruments consist of interest rate hedging instruments, cross-currency hedges as well as foreign exchange
hedging instruments. Interest rate hedging instruments are valued by discounting future cash flows using the market rate indicated
on the interest rate curve (see definition below) at the dates when the cash flows will take place. Foreign exchange hedging
instruments are valued by making reference to market prices for similar instruments and discounting for the effect of the time value
of money.
Definition of ‘interest rate curve’
The interest rate curve is the South African swap curve which represents a benchmark interest rate curve for all Jibar-related
transactions in the market. Jibar itself is a benchmark short-term interest rate and, as such, the swap curve gives a representation
of future expectations of Jibar. It is constructed using both short-dated financial instruments (such as FRAs), as well as longerdated instruments (such as swaps) where the movements in the curve are reflected through price changes of the underlying
instruments.

30.3

Investment property
In terms of IAS 40, the Fund has elected to carry its investment property at fair value.
The current use of the property is considered the highest and best use.
The Fund’s policy is to assess the valuation of investment properties at each reporting period. During the year ended 31 March
2019, the assessment resulted in a net downward revaluation of R15.5 million (March 2018: upward revaluation of R475.9 million).
The directors’ valuation method is the income capitalisation method which is a generally accepted methodology used in the
industry. Under the income capitalisation method a property’s fair value is estimated based on the normalised net operating income
generated by the property, which is divided by the capitalisation rate. Each property is required to be revalued externally every
three years. In the interest of transparency, the Fund elected to increase the number of properties that are revalued externally from
one-third to one-half of total properties and to use a second valuer. As a result, 50 properties (49% of the portfolio) were revalued
externally in the current year. 27 properties were valued by Mills Fitchet Magnus Penny Proprietary Limited and 23 by Spectrum
Valuations and Asset Solutions Proprietary Limited (Spectrum). Both valuers are registered in terms of Section 19 of the Property
Valuers Professional Act, No 47 of 2000.
Valuation techniques used to derive level 3 fair values for directly held investment property
All classes of investment property including non-current assets held for sale are level 3 valuations. The significant unobservable
inputs listed below are used in the income capitalisation method to determine the fair value measurement at the end of the
reporting period.
The following factors influence the equivalent yield applied by management when determining a fair value of a building:
• Vacancy rate;
• Expected rental; and
• Lease term.
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The table below includes the following descriptions and definitions relating to key unobservable inputs made in determining fair value:

1
2

Expected rental value (ERV)

The rent at which space could be let in the market conditions prevailing at the date of
valuation.

Equivalent yield

The equivalent yield is defined as the internal rate of return of the cash flow from the
property, assuming a rise to ERV at the next review, but with no further rental growth.

Long-term vacancy rate

The ERV of the expected long-term average structural vacant space divided by the ERV
of the whole property. Long-term vacancy rate can also be determined based on the
percentage of estimated vacant space divided by the total lettable area.

Significant unobservable inputs

Relationship between unobservable inputs and fair value measurement1

Expected rental value (ERV)

Increases in ERV would increase estimated fair value. As at year-end the range of ERVs
was R21.31m2 – R398.3m2.

2

Equivalent yield

Increases/decreases in the equivalent yield would result in decreases/(increases) in the
estimated fair value. As at year-end the range of equivalent yields within the portfolio was
7.0% – 15.9%.

Long-term vacancy rate

Increases/decreases in the long-term vacancy rate would result in decreases/increases
in the estimated fair value. As at year-end the long-term vacancy (structural vacancy) rate
within the portfolio was 0.0%.

The range relates only to local investment property.
ERV is quoted as average net rental/m2.

Given the high tenancy rates of the Fund’s property portfolio the long-term vacancy rate may not always be applicable.
There are interrelationships between ERV, the long-term vacancy rate and the equivalent yield. Having a lower (higher) vacancy rate
would increase/(decrease) the ERV for a property.
Across the portfolio of properties held at 31 March 2019 it was determined that if the equivalent yield applied per property
increases/(decreases) by 50 basis points the overall value of the portfolio would decrease by 5.3% (2018: 5.6%) or increase by
6.0% (2018: 5.9%).
Management considers the observability of inputs on an annual basis.
All gains and losses recorded in profit or loss for recurring fair value measurements categorised within level 3 of the fair value
hierarchy are attributable to changes in unrealised gains or losses relating to investment property held at the end of the reporting
period.
Please refer to the reconciliation of investment property provided under segmental analysis which facilitates full IFRS 13 compliance
in combination with the disclosure in this note.

30.4

Other financial risk management considerations
The financial instruments of the Fund consist mainly of cash and cash equivalents (including deposits with banks) borrowings,
derivative instruments, trade and other receivables, trade and other payables and dividends. The Fund purchases or issues financial
instruments in order to finance operations and to manage the interest rate risks that arise from these operations and the source
of funding.
The Fund has exposure to the following risks from its use of financial instruments:
(a) Credit risk
(b) Liquidity risk
(c) Market risk
The board has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Fund’s risk management framework. The board has
established the Audit and Risk Committee, which is responsible for approving and monitoring the Fund’s risk management policies.
The Audit and Risk Committee reports regularly to the board on its activities.
The Audit and Risk Committee oversees how management monitors compliance with the Fund’s risk management policies and
procedures and reviews the adequacy of the risk management framework in relation to the risks faced by the Fund. The Audit and
Risk Committee is assisted in its oversight role by Investec internal audit, which undertake both regular and ad hoc reviews of risk
management controls and the results of which are reported to the Audit and Risk Committee.
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30.

Estimation of fair value (continued)

30.4(a) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Fund if a client or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its contractual
obligations, and arises from derivatives, trade and other receivables as well as cash and cash equivalents. There is no significant
concentration of credit risk as exposure is spread over a large number of counterparties and jurisdictions.
Exposure to credit risk
R’000

2019

2018

Trade receivables (excluding non-financial instruments)

155 795

133 456

Loans to equity accounted associates

178 955

188 988

Loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments
Cash and cash equivalents

1 779 555

–

97 218

62 579

382 940

507 338

Trade receivables
The Fund’s exposure to credit risk is mainly in respect of clients and is influenced by the individual characteristics of each client. The
Fund’s widespread client base reduces credit risk.
Management has established a credit policy under which each new client is analysed individually for creditworthiness before the
Fund’s standard payment terms and conditions are offered which include, in the majority of cases, the provision of a deposit of at
least one month’s rental. When available, the Fund’s credit review includes external ratings.
The debtors’ ageing is monitored on an ongoing basis and any amount outstanding for an extended period of time is an indicator
of impairment.
Impairment losses have been recorded for those debts whose recovery was not reasonably assured at year-end. The maximum credit
exposure at the reporting date was R68.8m (2018: R64.6m), of which R26.4m (2018: R36.6m) has already been provided for.
Loans to equity accounted associates
In the current year, there was an increase in the credit risk in Izandla and an expected credit loss of R30 million was raised.
Loans to associates at fair value through profit or loss
The value of the PEL investment is underpinned by the value of the direct property in the portfolio. The entire property portfolio was
revalued externally and the performance of the portfolio continues to exceed that of the business plan. The value and performance
of the properties demonstrate the ability to recover the value of the investment.
The Izandla convertible loan is assessed in the same way as the junior and senior mezzanine loans discussed above.
Derivative assets and cash and cash equivalents
Exposure to credit risk is limited by investing in liquid funds and entering into derivative financial instruments with counterparties
who have a high percentage tier one capital holdings and strong credit ratings assigned by international credit rating agencies.
Concentration risk
The majority of the derivative balances are held with Investec. The Fund does not see this as a risk as the bank has a high credit
rating. The Fund evaluates the concentration risk with respect to trade receivables as low, as its clients are in several jurisdictions
and industries and operate in largely independent markets.

30.4(b) Market risk
Interest rate risk
The Fund is exposed to interest rate risk and adopts a policy of ensuring that at least 75% of its exposure to changes in interest
rates on borrowings is on a fixed basis. This is achieved by entering into fixed for interest variable rate swap instruments. All such
transactions are carried out within the guidelines set by the Audit and Risk Committee. As a consequence, the Fund is exposed
to fair value interest rate risk in respect of the fair value of its interest rate derivative instruments, which will not have an impact on
distributions. Short-term receivables and payables and investments are not directly exposed to interest rate risk.
It is estimated that for the year ended 31 March 2019, a 1% increase/decrease in interest rates on the variable rate borrowings
would have decreased/increased the Fund’s profit after tax by approximately R12.2 m (2018: R11.0m).
At 31 March 2019, 84% (2018: 84%) of interest-bearing borrowings were fixed for a weighted average of 3.4 years (2018:
3.8 years).
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

30.

Estimation of fair value (continued)
Currency risk
The Fund is exposed to currency risk as a result of its investment in Europe, IAPF and the U.K. investment. IAPF dividends will be
declared in Australian Dollars, U.K. investment dividends will be declared in the Pound Sterling and interest on the PEL loans will
be paid in Euros. This exposes the Fund to changes in the value of the distribution as a result of currency fluctuations. The risk is
managed through entering into cross currency swaps.
Share price risk
The Fund is exposed to share price risks due to the fact that it holds equity instruments in other entities, i.e., IAPF and Ingenuity.
The changes in the share price of these investments will result in fair value adjustments and affects the carrying value of the
investment.
For every R1.00 movement in the share price of IAPF, the value of the investment that is recognised by the Fund increases/
decreases by R100.2m (2018: R100.1m). For every 10 cents movement in the share price of Ingenuity, the value of the investment
that is recognised by Fund increases/decreases by R11.6 m (2018: R11.5m).
Derivatives
Derivative instruments are used to hedge the Fund’s exposure to any increases in interest rates on variable interest rate loans.
Interest rate swap contracts are entered into whereby the Fund hedges out its variable rate obligation to provide a maximum fixed
rate obligation.
Interest rate swaps
Details of the interest rate fixed for variable swap instruments are as follows:
ZAR
Nominal
amount
Expiry date
R’000 financial year

Financial institution

Weighted
average
swap rate
(%)

31 March 2019
Investec

275 000

2020

7.3

Investec

902 500

2021

7.4

Investec

1 422 750

2022

7.6

Investec/Nedbank/Standard Bank

1 011 500

2023

7.5

Investec/Nedbank

1 125 000

2024

7.8

325 000

2025

7.6

Investec

20 000

2019

6.4

Investec

275 000

2020

7.2

Investec

952 500

2021

7.4

Investec

1 422 750

2022

7.5

Investec/Nedbank/Standard Bank

1 101 500

2023

7.5

Investec/Nedbank

1 075 000

2024

7.8

225 000

2025

7.6

Nominal
amount
Expiry date
EUR’000 financial year

Weighted
average
swap rate
(%)

Investec/Standard Bank
31 March 2018

Investec

EUR

Financial institution
31 March 2019
Standard Chartered

50 000

2023

0.3

There were no Euro denominated interest rate swaps in FY2018.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

30. Estimation of fair value (continued)
Forward exchange rate contracts
FECs are entered into to mitigate foreign exchange exposure. The details of the FEC instruments are as follows:

Nominal
amount
AUD’000

Expiry date
financial year

Weighted
average
swap rate
(%)

Investec

5 964

2020

11.3

Investec

5 678

2021

12.0

Investec/Standard Bank

5 084

2022

12.7

Investec/Standard Bank

3 700

2023

13.5

Standard Bank

1 500

2024

14.0

Investec

4 520

2019

11.0

Investec

4 210

2020

11.5

Investec

3 690

2021

11.3

Investec

3 100

2022

12.9

Investec

1 450

2023

13.3

Nominal
amount
GBP’000

Expiry date
financial year

Weighted
average
exchange rate

397
458
384
351
180

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

20.1
21.6
22.7
24.4
26.1

182
197
112
244
122

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

18.8
20.3
21.6
23.0
24.2

Financial institution
31 March 2019

31 March 2018

Financial institution
31 March 2019
Investec
Investec/Standard Bank
Investec
Investec
Investec
31 March 2018
Investec
Investec
Investec
Investec
Investec
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

30. Estimation of fair value (continued)
Financial institution

Nominal
amount
EUR’000

Weighted
average
Expiry date
financial year exchange rate

31 March 2019
Investec/Standard Bank/Standard Chartered
Investec/Standard Bank
Investec/Standard Bank
Investec/Standard Bank
31 March 2018
Investec
Investec
Investec
Investec
Investec

3 336
3 638
3 681
3 198

2020
2021
2022
2023

16.6
17.9
19.1
20.6

4 541
2 591
3 583
3 238
2 637

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

14.7
16.7
18.0
19.2
20.6

Cross-currency swaps (CCSs)
CCS were entered into to convert ZAR borrowings to hedge the mismatch between currency of borrowing and currency of
investment. The details of the CCS are as follows:
Amount
EUR’000

Expiry date

Rate %

5 000

2020

1.3

Amount
AUD’000

Expiry date

Rate %

Investec

41 295

2021

4.7

Investec

18 750

2023

4.7

Investec

10 000

2024

4.2

Investec

41 295

2021

4.7

Investec

18 750

2023

4.7

Amount
GBP’000

Expiry date

Rate %

Investec

5 000

2023

2.3

Investec

341

2024

2.9

5 000

2023

2.3

Financial institution
31 March 2019
Investec

Financial institution
31 March 2019

31 March 2018

Financial institution
31 March 2019

31 March 2018
Investec
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(continued)

30.

Estimation of fair value (continued)

30.4(c) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Fund will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The Fund’s policy is to seek to
minimise its exposure to liquidity risk by balancing its exposure to interest rate risk and refinancing risk. In effect the Fund seeks to
borrow for as long as possible at the lowest acceptable cost.
The Fund regularly reviews the maturity profile of its financial liabilities and will seek to avoid concentration of maturities through the
regular replacement of facilities and by using a selection of maturity dates.
The table below set out the maturity analysis of the Fund’s financial liabilities based on the undiscounted contractual cash flows,
being capital and interest repayments.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000

Within 1 year

1 – 2 years

2 – 5 years

Over 5 years

Total

1 641 841

1 220 420

4 894 444

2 178 888

9 935 593

Derivatives

109 299

208 727

131 511

–

449 537

Trade and other payables

346 053

–

–

–

346 053

2 097 193

1 429 147

5 025 955

2 178 888

10 731 183

1 619 419

2 121 619

3 976 425

741 787

8 459 250

27 487

26 099

52 108

624

106 318

2019
Long-term borrowings

Total liabilities
2018
Long-term borrowings
Derivatives
Trade and other payables
Total liabilities

332 454

–

–

–

332 454

1 979 360

2 147 718

4 028 533

742 411

8 898 022

Cash flows are monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that cash resources are adequate to meet the funding requirements of the
Fund. In terms of covenants with its lenders, the nominal value of interest bearing borrowings may not exceed 50% of the value of
investment property and the carrying value of other investments and the interest cover ratio is not less that 2x.
Secured debt also has other SPV covenants which apply.
The Fund has comfortably met all its covenant requirements.
For the year ended 31 March
R’000
Value of investment property and investments
Value of interest-bearing borrowing utilised at year-end
Current ratio of interest-bearing borrowings, net of cash, to value of total investments
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2018

20 903 395

19 164 091

7 509 136

6 249 405

35.9%

32.6%
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Building
Property name

Physical address

grade

Province

Industrial
52 Jakaranda

52 Jakaranda St, Hennopspark

6 Nywerheid (Tunney)

Cnr Nywerheid Street & Evergreen Road, Tunney, Elandsfontein

High-Tech

Gauteng

Manufacturing

Gauteng

7 Moorsom
8 Flamink (Alrode)

7 Moorson Rd, Epping, Cape Town

Warehousing

Western Cape

8 Flamink Street, Alrode Ext 5, Alrode

Warehousing

Gauteng

Aberdare Cables

181 Barbara Road, Elandsfontein

Warehousing

Gauteng

AGCO

16 Pomona Road, Pomona

Warehousing

Gauteng

Alrode Multipark

1 Potgieter Street, Alrode Ext 8, Alberton

Warehousing

Gauteng

Aluminco

56 Loper St, Spartan

Manufacturing

Gauteng

Benoni Multipark

1 Van Dyk Rd, Benoni Ext 12, Benoni

Standard Units

Gauteng

Consol

1 North Reef Rd, Wilbart

Warehousing

Gauteng

Warehousing

Gauteng

High-Tech

Gauteng

Diesel Road

45 Diesel Road, Isando

General Electric

130 Gazelle Street, Northmid Corporate Park, Midrand

Grindrod

23 Nguni Drive, Longmeadow

Warehousing

Gauteng

Jotun Paints

58 Loper St, Spartan

Manufacturing

Gauteng

Kevro – Longlake

Mastiff Drive, Linbro

Warehousing

Gauteng

Kevro – Longmeadow

25 Nguni Drive, Longmeadow

Warehousing

Gauteng

Lerwick Road

1 Lerwick Road, Wentworth

Warehousing

KZN

Martin & Martin

9 Quality Street, Isando

Manufacturing

Gauteng

Minolta Highveld

14A Esdoring Nook, Highveld Techno Park

High-Tech

Gauteng

MTU

38 – 40 Loper St, Spartan

Manufacturing

Gauteng

Renew It

26 Old Pretoria Road, Wynberg

Manufacturing

Gauteng

Riverhorse – ABB

31 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

Riverhorse – Adcock Ingram

39 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

Riverhorse – Discovery Health

41 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

Riverhorse – IHD

25 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

Riverhorse – Media24

43 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

Riverhorse – Midas

37 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

Riverhorse – RTT

25 Imvubu Park Place, Riverhorse Valley

Warehousing

KZN

SA Ladder

32 Potgieter Street, Alrode

Manufacturing

Gauteng

SASFIN

15 Pomona Road, Pomona

Warehousing

Gauteng

Sumitomo

10 Jansen Road, Jet Park

Warehousing

Gauteng

Table Charm Aeroton

103 Aeroton Avenue, Aeroton

Warehousing

Gauteng

Thistle Bakery

15 Brussels Rd, Spartan

Manufacturing

Gauteng

WACO

181 Barbara Road, Elandsfontein

Warehousing

Gauteng

Total Industrial Base
¹
²

Total contractual rental earned for the year (excluding parking) divided by GLA.
Excludes planned vacancies for development.
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Occupancy
1

Average

rate (%)

2

Occupancy
rate (%)

Effective

Carrying

Carrying

Value

net rental*

as at

as at

GLA (m2)

date of

value (R)

value (R)

per m2 (R)

per m2 (R)

31 March

31 March

FY2019

acquisition

FY2018

FY2019

FY2019

FY2019

FY2018

FY2019

19 757

01/02/2015

50 000 000

53 410 000

2 703

21.27

100.0

100.0

4 035

01/04/2011

26 676 310

29 900 000

7 410

51.71

100.0

100.0

8 450

28/10/2015

50 869 433

51 400 000

6 083

51.17

100.0

100.0

6 837

01/04/2011

33 578 909

36 900 000

5 397

47.20

100.0

100.0

49 406

11/12/2015

298 000 000

319 050 000

6 458

44.30

100.0

100.0

7 394

26/10/2016

90 647 932

100 000 000

13 524

94.02

100.0

100.0

90 965

01/04/2011

462 708 059

465 000 000

5 112

45.91

99.5

99.1

501

28/10/2015

1 350 000

550 000

1 099

40.53

100.0

100.0

40 514

01/04/2011

159 099 036

175 000 000

4 319

28.11

74.4

100.0

21 018

28/10/2015

101 119 172

121 500 000

5 781

34.98

100.0

100.0

22 668

01/02/2015

112 000 000

100 000 000

4 412

21.76

–

100.0

11 180

25/07/2012

153 059 528

123 000 000

11 002

113.70

100.0

100.0

7 640

28/10/2015

63 000 000

63 000 000

8 246

62.47

100.0

100.0

2 090

28/10/2015

10 000 000

10 100 000

4 832

51.43

100.0

100.0

4 881

28/10/2015

40 409 387

46 000 000

9 424

72.98

100.0

100.0

13 088

28/10/2015

143 123 922

136 210 000

10 407

111.07

100.0

100.0

21 107

25/01/2016

97 800 000

94 200 000

4 463

47.24

100.0

100.0

19 972

12/12/2013

116 000 000

124 620 000

6 240

43.66

100.0

100.0

2 955

23/05/2013

36 962 220

43 000 000

14 552

113.28

100.0

100.0

3 384

28/10/2015

17 697 762

18 500 000

5 467

50.07

100.0

100.0

5 013

01/04/2011

35 000 000

38 520 000

7 684

60.85

100.0

100.0

2 842

17/12/2015

29 140 000

31 160 000

10 965

76.91

100.0

100.0

9 715

17/12/2015

155 000 000

174 040 000

17 915

113.96

100.0

100.0

6 134

17/12/2015

145 000 000

109 110 000

17 789

145.56

100.0

100.0

8 459

17/12/2015

122 000 000

92 770 000

10 967

46.76

100.0

100.0

3 233

17/12/2015

80 000 000

91 620 000

28 335

157.33

100.0

100.0

11 112

17/12/2015

125 000 000

136 490 000

12 283

73.97

100.0

100.0

18 474

17/12/2015

238 664 238

238 050 000

12 885

78.52

100.0

100.0

25 000

09/04/2013

101 502 405

103 100 000

4 124

38.32

100.0

100.0
100.0

9 038

08/06/2017

90 901 186

91 580 000

10 133

67.19

100.0

19 294

01/04/2017

142 195 068

153 450 000

7 953

56.31

100.0

100.0

7 282

01/04/2011

41 708 057

46 100 000

6 331

55.86

100.0

100.0

1 850

28/10/2015

9 980 403

10 500 000

5 676

51.00

100.0

100.0

14 375

11/12/2015

140 500 000

144 230 000

10 033

64.04

100.0

100.0

3 520 693 027

3 572 060 000

7 149

53.32

96.3

100.0

499 663
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Building
Property name

Physical address

grade

Province

Office
1 & 1A Protea Place

1 Protea Place, Sandton

P

Gauteng

2929 on Nicol

2929 William Nicol Drive, Bryanston

P

Gauteng

3 Sandown Valley Crescent

3 Sandown Valley Crescent, Sandton

B

Gauteng

30 Jellicoe

30 Jellicoe Avenue, Rosebank

P

Gauteng

34 Ingersol

34 Ingersol Rd, Lynnwood Glen

B

Gauteng

345 Rivonia Road

345 Rivonia Road, Rivonia

A

Gauteng

36 Ingersol

36 Ingersol Road, Lynwood Glen

B

Gauteng

4 Protea Place

4 Protea Place, Sandton

B

Gauteng

4 Sandown Valley Crescent

4 Sandown Valley Crescent, Sandton

A

Gauteng

5 Bond Street

5 Bond Street, Midrand

A

Gauteng
Western Cape

Barinors Vineyards – Farm 5

99 Jip de Jager Drive, Tyger Valley

B

Bigen Africa

1617 Allan Cormack Street, Persequor

A

Gauteng

Clover Head Office

200 Constantia Drive, Constantia Kloof

B

Gauteng

Innovation Group

192 Bram Fischer Drive, Kensington B

B

Gauteng

Intercare Fourways

Cnr Fourways Boulevard & Short Street, Fourways

B

Gauteng

Investec Offices Durban

5 Richefond Circle, Ridgeside Office Park, Uhmhlanga Rocks

P

KZN

Investec Offices Pretoria

Cnr Atterbury & Klarinet Streets, Menlo Park

A

Gauteng

Nedbank Umhlanga Rocks

2 Ncondo Drive, Umhlanga Rocks

P

KZN

Nicol Grove – Business Centre

Nicol Grove Office Park, Leslie Ave, Fourways

A

Gauteng

Nicol Grove – Lexmark

Nicol Grove Office Park, Leslie Ave, Fourways

B

Gauteng

Nicol Grove – Old Mutual/Pod
Communications

Nicol Grove Office Park, Leslie Ave, Fourways

B

Gauteng
Gauteng

Nicol Grove – Saatchi & Saatchi

Nicol Grove Office Park, Leslie Ave, Fourways

A

Nicol Main Office Park Building A

6 Bruton Road, Bryanston

A

Gauteng

Nicol Main Office Park Building B

6 Bruton Road, Bryanston

A

Gauteng

Nicol Main Office Park Building C

6 Bruton Road, Bryanston

A

Gauteng

Nicol Main Office Park Building D

6 Bruton Road, Bryanston

A

Gauteng

Nicol Main Office Park Building E

6 Bruton Road, Bryanston

A

Gauteng

The Braes Office Park

3 & 5 Eaton Avenue, Bryanston

B

Gauteng

The Firs

193 Oxford Road, Rosebank

A

Gauteng

Vinebridge

99 Jip de Jager Drive, Tyger Valley

B

Western Cape

Wellness Centre

17 Eaton Avenue, Bryanston

B

Gauteng

Woodmead North Office Park

54 Maxwell Drive, Woodmead

A

Gauteng

Woolworths House

93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town CBD

B

Western Cape

Total Office Base
¹
²

Total contractual rental earned for the year (excluding parking) divided by GLA.
Excludes planned vacancies for development.
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Occupancy
1

Average

rate (%)

2

Occupancy
rate (%)

Effective

Carrying

Carrying

Value

net rental*

as at

as at

GLA (m2)

date of

value (R)

value (R)

per m2 (R)

per m2 (R)

31 March

31 March

FY2019

acquisition

FY2018

FY2019

FY2019

FY2019

FY2018

FY2019

20 066

11/12/2015

797 000 000

775 000 000

38 623

247.64

93.8

93.8

16 335

22/12/2015

503 000 000

493 000 000

30 181

146.52

100.0

91.1

13 890

18/12/2015

330 000 000

315 000 000

22 678

113.68

93.0

91.8

10 772

01/02/2015

410 805 723

438 460 000

40 703

223.71

100.0

100.0
100.0

2 376

01/02/2015

52 000 000

51 840 000

21 818

147.76

100.0

10 494

01/04/2011

184 000 000

184 310 000

17 563

115.89

91.6

95.7

1 180

02/08/2017

28 298 212

28 800 000

24 407

141.29

100.0

100.0

6 955

01/04/2011

179 182 503

188 000 000

27 028

138.45

100.0

100.0

11 066

18/12/2015

311 000 000

287 000 000

25 936

150.36

95.2

70.7

5 870

01/05/2013

135 000 000

143 000 000

24 361

209.36

100.0

100.0

5 388

02/05/2014

115 000 000

114 910 000

21 327

132.71

100.0

100.0

5 412

01/10/2013

136 031 749

143 300 000

26 480

229.09

100.0

100.0

8 177

07/03/2014

139 500 000

121 500 000

14 859

147.66

100.0

98.0

15 500

01/10/2011

222 649 899

200 000 000

12 903

105.14

100.0

100.0

2 716

01/09/2014

56 255 957

59 000 000

21 724

163.21

100.0

100.0

6 543

01/04/2011

230 008 273

230 000 000

35 152

398.28

100.0

100.0

6 301

01/11/2012

190 000 000

185 500 000

29 442

224.31

100.0

100.0

7 080

18/12/2015

255 000 000

255 000 000

36 017

189.01

100.0

100.0

9 144

01/12/2015

283 000 000

270 000 000

29 528

185.83

89.8

93.8

1 946

01/12/2015

42 800 000

42 760 000

21 979

145.83

100.0

100.0

2 559

01/12/2015

56 200 000

56 080 000

21 912

119.09

85.4

85.4

4 275

01/12/2015

111 000 000

111 010 000

25 967

162.40

94.4

93.7

2 094

31/03/2014

61 000 000

36 800 000

17 574

238.73

100.0

34.5

2 061

31/03/2014

60 000 000

42 500 000

20 621

60.10

100.0

100.0

2 686

31/03/2014

64 200 000

49 500 000

18 429

88.10

100.0

100.0

2 095

01/11/2014

58 200 000

50 250 000

23 986

181.12

100.0

100.0

3 239

01/07/2014

84 500 000

71 000 000

21 920

169.00

100.0

100.0

4 190

07/03/2014

72 895 105

65 000 000

15 512

98.74

67.1

88.4

13 154

01/10/2012

516 779 298

498 080 000

37 864

193.70

93.8

70.0

2 297

07/03/2014

51 000 000

51 040 000

22 223

122.09

91.7

92.1

1 494

07/03/2014

22 350 000

15 000 000

10 041

160.91

42.2

100.0

7 848

17/12/2015

215 000 000

215 650 000

27 477

166.58

100.0

100.0

30 435

01/04/2011

414 254 033

450 100 000

14 789

87.04

100.0

100.0

6 387 910 752

6 238 390 000

25 397

161.79

95.1

93.9

245 638
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Building
Property name

Physical address

grade

Province

Retail
Balfour Mall

Cnr Johannesburg Road & Louis Botha Avenue, Highlands North

BMW Boksburg North

Cnr North Rand & Pond Roads, Bardene, Boksburg North

Boitekong Mall

Cnr R510 & Lalabhai Dudhia Dr, Rustenburg Rural Ext 1

Bryanston Boulevard

Cnr William Nicol & Bryanston Drive, Bryanston, Johannesburg

Builders Warehouse Bloemfontein

Small regional centre

Gauteng

Motor dealership

Gauteng

Community centre

North West

High Street

Gauteng

349 Curie Ave, Generaal de Wet

Retail warehouse

Free State

Builders Warehouse Tiger Wheel &
Tyre The Glen

5 Lois Road, Gleneagles

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

Builders Warehouse Zambesi

371 Veda Avenue, Montana

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

CMH

223 New Rd, Midrand

Design Quarter Mall

Design Quarter, Cnr William Nicol Drive and Leslie Ave, Fourways

Devland Silverlakes

Cnr Solomon Mahlangu Drive & Bendeman Boulevard, Silverlakes

Dihlabeng Mall

Cnr Paul Laesecke Ave and Preekstoel Road, Bethlehem

Fleurdal Mall

Vereeniging Dr, Fleurdal

Jet Umtata

C/O 58 York Road & 15 Owen Street, Umtata

Motor dealership

Gauteng

Small regional centre

Gauteng

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

Small regional centre

Free State

Community centre

Free State

High Street Eastern Cape

Kriel Mall

1 Bronwyn Street, Kriel

McCarthy Menlyn

Cnr Garsfontein Road & January Masilela Drive, Waterkloof Glen

Community centre

Mpumalanga

Musina Mall

Cnr N1, Smelter Avenue & Harper Road, Musina

Newcastle Mall

Cnr Oak and Ladysmith Road, Newcastle

Large community centre

KZN

Nicol Grove – Golfers Club

Design Quarter, Cnr William Nicol Drive and Leslie Ave, Fourways

Retail value centre

Gauteng

Nicol Grove – Seacom

Design Quarter, Cnr William Nicol Drive and Leslie Ave, Fourways

Retail value centre

Gauteng

Plastic Land Fourways

Cnr Sunrise Boulevard & William Nicol Drive, Fourways

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

Motor dealership

Gauteng

Community centre

Limpopo

Shoprite Checkers Vanderbijlpark

165 Jan van Riebeck Ave, Vanderbijilpark

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

Tile World Supa Quick Fourways

Cnr Sunrise Boulevard & William Nicol Drive, Fourways

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

Toyota Menlyn

Cnr January Maselela & Garsfontein Roads, Waterkloof Glen

Motor dealership

Gauteng

Unitrans Polokwane

204 Tagore Street, Polokwane

Motor dealership

Limpopo

Retail warehouse

Gauteng

Zenth East Rand

265 North Rand Road, Boksburg

Zevenwacht Mall

Cnr Van Riebeeck & Polkadraal Road, Kuils River

Total Retail Base
¹
²

Total contractual rental earned for the year (excluding parking) divided by GLA.
Excludes planned vacancies for development.
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Large community centre Western Cape
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Occupancy
1

Average

rate (%)

2

Occupancy
rate (%)

Effective

Carrying

Carrying

Value

net rental*

as at

as at

GLA (m2)

date of

value (R)

value (R)

per m2 (R)

per m2 (R)

31 March

31 March

FY2019

acquisition

FY2018

FY2019

FY2019

FY2019

FY2018

FY2019

36 911

01/11/2012

559 912 076

590 000 000

15 985

129.96

92.7

94.9

7 526

20/12/2012

88 000 000

88 000 000

11 693

102.10

100.0

100.0

17 745

15/03/2017

189 518 153

220 500 000

12 426

87.82

97.1

99.6

6 224

20/12/2012

98 695 871

95 500 000

15 344

120.41

100.0

100.0

9 298

20/12/2012

109 327 335

108 500 000

11 669

80.16

100.0

100.0

11 113

15/01/2013

185 120 000

186 000 000

16 737

119.98

100.0

100.0

8 908

29/01/2013

127 000 000

136 650 000

15 340

104.86

100.0

100.0

3 918

28/10/2015

86 500 000

89 200 000

22 767

157.29

100.0

100.0

24 061

01/12/2015

554 000 000

535 600 000

22 260

143.35

94.8

100.0

12 492

01/10/2013

106 698 567

106 500 000

8 525

47.32

61.7

100.0

31 032

29/07/2014

592 396 063

630 000 000

20 302

134.49

99.6

99.6

24 401

01/02/2015

410 000 000

481 110 000

19 717

127.21

99.6

99.5

3 721

11/12/2012

73 500 000

60 000 000

16 125

184.18

100.0

100.0

19 615

01/10/2013

346 910 727

325 000 000

16 569

130.04

95.8

97.1

7 346

15/05/2014

134 500 000

125 520 000

17 087

142.59

100.0

100.0

35 044

01/04/2011

506 666 667

523 820 000

14 948

98.71

96.3

100.0

38 835

18/12/2015

915 000 000

984 810 000

25 359

142.60

98.5

99.2

1 521

01/12/2015

42 000 000

42 200 000

27 746

180.79

100.0

93.6

2 502

01/12/2015

64 500 000

64 500 000

25 778

178.09

100.0

96.7

1 296

18/01/2013

26 680 906

27 300 000

21 065

155.27

100.0

100.0

11 748

05/02/2013

112 087 588

113 100 000

9 628

89.30

100.0

100.0

2 400

23/01/2013

45 712 976

48 400 000

20 167

147.41

100.0

100.0

6 785

30/03/2015

140 000 000

110 000 000

16 212

165.52

100.0

100.0

4 322

20/12/2012

35 787 172

35 900 000

8 306

71.91

100.0

100.0

14 144

01/10/2013

98 000 000

107 100 000

7 572

58.05

100.0

100.0

39 517

17/12/2015

935 800 000

1 049 860 000

26 567

138.85

98.1

98.6

6 584 314 100

6 885 070 000

18 004

120.72

97.5

99.2

382 425
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Building
Property name

Physical address

grade

Province

Acquisitions
Acquisitions Total
Non-current assets held for sale
Beechwood House

33 Bearing Crescent, Silverton

Boxer Cofimvaba

Stand No. 2298, Main Street, Cofimvaba

High-Tech

Gauteng

Retail warehouse Eastern Cape

British American Tobacco

285 Maggs Street, Waltloo

Warehousing

Gauteng

Builders Warehouse Polokwane

161 Crescent Drive, Polokwane

Retail warehouse

Limpopo

Retail warehouse

Mpumalanga

Warehousing

Gauteng

Builders Warehouse Witbank

Mandela Street, President Park, Emalahleni

Capital Motors (McCarthy Pretoria)

Cnr Visagie St & Prince's Park Ave, Pretoria CBD

Devland Oudtshoorn

243 Hoog Street, Oudtshoorn

Retail warehouse Western Cape

International SOS

1 New Road, Midrand Grand Central

Masscash Kimberley

4, 4a & 6 Cecil Sussman Road, Kimberley

B

Gauteng

Nonkqubela 2

1 Sulani Drive, Khayelitsha

Local convenience Western Cape

Nonkqubela Link Mall

1 Sulani Drive, Khayelitsha

Neighbourhood Western Cape

Scientific Building

Italy Avenue, Cosmo Business Park, Zandspruit

Retail warehouse Northern Cape

High-Tech

Gauteng

Warehousing

Gauteng

Non-current assets held for sale total
Disposals
Brandhouse

17 Greenhills Road, Elandsfontein

Cashbuild Nongoma

Lot 451, Old Main Road, Nongoma

Coastal Air Couriers

46 Loper St, Spartan

Commerce Corner

4 Burke Street, Cnr Bond Street, Randburg

Retail warehouse

KZN

Warehousing

Gauteng

B

Gauteng

Disposals total
Land
530 Atterbury

530 Atterbury Rd, Menlo Park

Land Total
Total Portfolio
¹
²

Total contractual rental earned for the year (excluding parking) divided by GLA.
Excludes planned vacancies for development.
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
(continued)

Occupancy
1

Average

rate (%)

2

Occupancy
rate (%)

Effective

Carrying

Carrying

Value

net rental*

as at

as at

GLA (m2)

date of

value (R)

value (R)

per m2 (R)

per m2 (R)

31 March

31 March

FY2019

acquisition

FY2018

FY2019

FY2019

FY2019

FY2018

FY2019

5 677

07/03/2015

46 100 000

37 000 000

6 518

78.80

100.0

100.0

1 045

20/12/2012

6 829 000

6 910 000

6 612

65.00

100.0

100.0

13 417

01/12/2011

65 105 131

80 000 000

5 963

41.33

100.0

100.0

8 829

20/12/2012

106 103 753

101 500 000

11 496

89.47

100.0

100.0

5 512

08/01/2013

76 000 000

85 000 000

15 421

133.93

100.0

100.0

7 011

01/04/2011

22 959 000

23 050 000

3 288

31.33

100.0

100.0

2 742

01/10/2013

11 312 650

8 000 000

2 918

35.93

75.2

100.0

3 604

28/10/2015

21 033 367

13 000 000

3 607

–

–

–

5 850

01/10/2013

36 102 242

34 200 000

5 846

48.86

100.0

100.0

2 939

14/03/2014

34 100 000

20 000 000

6 805

110.07

89.6

95.8

7 836

14/12/2012

155 706 212

140 000 000

17 867

166.86

99.1

99.6

5 733

01/10/2011

40 608 000

35 000 000

6 105

89.28

100.0

–

621 959 354

583 660 000

8 315

76.14

88.7

83.0

14 428

98.42

95.0

97.6

70 195

15/12/2015

430 000 000

01/10/2013

8 725 000

28/10/2015

17 500 000

02/12/2015

24 675 144
480 900 144

14/05/2015

1 197 921

3 092 662

5 000 000

17 598 870 038 17 284 180 000
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SHAREHOLDER ANALYSIS

Spread of shareholders at 31 March 2019
Number of
shareholdings

Holdings
1 – 10 000 shares

% of total
shareholdings

Number of
shares in issue

% of issued
capital

2 665

68.02

7 907 403

1.07

10 001 – 50 000 shares

702

17.92

15 546 450

2.11

50 001 – 100 000 shares

151

3.85

10 990 445

1.49

100 001 – 1 000 000 shares

300

7.66

89 785 660

12.19

1 000 001 shares and over

100

2.55

612 061 035

83.13

3 918

100.00

736 290 993

100.00

Shareholder classification at 31 March 2019
Number of
directors

Number of
shareholdings

% of total
shareholdings

Number of
shares

% of total
shares

Non-public shareholders

n/a

34

0.87

244 398 725

33.19

Executive directors

2

3

0.08

141 031

0.02

Independent non-executive directors

3

13

0.33

26 088 145

3.54

Non-executive directors1

4

5

0.13

19 525 354

2.65

Directorate of the Manager2

n/a

10

0.26

2 845 200

0.39

Investec Group entities

n/a

3

0.08

195 798 995

26.59

Public shareholders3

n/a

3 884

99.13

491 892 268

66.81

9

3 918

100.00

736 290 993

100.00

Total
1
2
3

Including beneficial and non-beneficial holdings.
Excluding any director that is also a director of the Fund.
Per JSE Listings Requirements’ definitions.

Largest shareholders as at 31 March 2019
Number of
By proxy

shares held

% holding

Investec Ltd

195 636 495

26.57

Coronation Fund Managers

101 115 893

13.73

Investec Asset Management

56 005 490

7.61

Public Investment Corporation

55 013 745

7.47

STANLIB Asset Management

35 397 231

4.81

Sesfikile Capital

25 770 918

3.50

Giuricich, L

19 166 603

2.60

Momentum Investments

18 663 260

2.53

Meago

14 730 570

2.00

Sanlam Investment Management

13 776 990

1.87

Old Mutual Investment Group

12 896 642

1.75

Hackner, S

12 525 354

1.70

Fynbos Trust

11 461 492

1.56

Vanguard

10 313 155

1.40

Marr Holdings (Pty) Ltd
Total

9 558 454

1.30

592 032 292

80.41
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SHAREHOLDER ANALYSIS
(continued)

Directors’ beneficial interest in shares at 31 March 2019
Number of
shares
2019

Number of
shares
2018

132 350

103 069

8 681

8 681

Executive directors
AR Wooler
JC Sprenger
Non-executive directors
L Giuricich1

5 992 986

5 992 986

S Hackner3

11 650 354

12 158 467

SR Leon

6 865 180

6 865 180

NP Riley

485 549

420 913

Independent non-executives
CM Mashaba
MM Ngoasheng2
KL Shuenyane

2
3

97 559
5 833 921

60 006

60 006

31 152 709

31 540 782

2019

2018

– Year-end

14.95

17.57

– High

20.19

17.90

– Low

13.42

14.76

Shares in issue (million)

736.3

731.4

11 008

12 850

511 300

439 476

Total
1

101 682
5 855 921

Indirectly held through Giuricich Group and related companies.
Indirectly held through Modidma Group and related companies.
Held directly and indirectly.

Share statistics at 31 March 2019
Closing market price (R)

Market Capitalisation
Daily average volume of shares traded
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SHAREHOLDER ANALYSIS
(continued)

Shareholder diary
Financial year-end

Sunday, 31 March 2019

Publication of financial results

Tuesday, 14 May 2019

Final dividend paid to shareholders

Tuesday, 18 June 2019

Annual report posted to shareholders
Annual general meeting

Friday, 28 June 2019
Monday, 5 August 2019

Dividend
An interim dividend number 16 of 68.80645 cents per share (after applying dividend withholding tax of 20% provided a net
dividend of 55.04516 cents per share) was declared for the six months ended 30 September 2018. The distribution was paid on
Tuesday,18 December 2018.
Shareholders were given notice of final dividend number 17 of 73.50878 cents per share (after applying dividend withholding tax of 20%
provided a net dividend of 58.80702 cents per share) for the six months ended 31 March 2019. The final distribution was paid on Tuesday,
18 June 2019.

Dividend details
Distribution
number

2019
cents

Sunday, 30 September 2018

16

68.81

Sunday, 31 March 2019

17

Dividend
Six months ended

Total

73.51
142.32
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Investec Property Fund Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number 2008/011366/06)
Share code: IPF | ISIN: ZAE000180915
(the Fund or the Company)

Property Fund Limited

Directors of the Fund
Sam Hackner (chairman, non-executive)
Samuel R Leon (deputy chairman, non-executive)
Darryl J Mayers (joint-chief executive officer)
Andrew R Wooler (joint-chief executive officer)
Jenna C Sprenger (chief financial officer)
Luigi LM Giuricich (non-executive)
Nicholas P Riley (non-executive)
Philip A Hourquebie (independent non-executive)
Suliman Mahomed (independent non-executive)
Constance M Mashaba (independent non-executive)
Moses M Ngoasheng (independent non-executive)
Khumo L Shuenyane (independent non-executive)

Notice is hereby given that the annual general meeting (AGM)
of the Company will be held in the Auditorium, Investec Bank
Limited, 100 Grayston Drive, Sandown, Sandton, 2196 at 09:00
on Monday, 5 August 2019 to: (i) deal with such business as
may lawfully be dealt with at the meeting, and (ii) consider and,
if deemed fit, to pass, with or without modification, the following
ordinary and special resolutions of the Company as set out
hereunder.
Kindly note that in terms of section 63(1) of the Companies Act,
No. 71 of 2008, as amended (the Act), meeting participants
(including proxies) will be required to provide reasonable
satisfactory identification before being entitled to participate in
or vote at the AGM. Forms of identification that will be accepted
include original and valid identity documents, driver’s licences and
passports.

Electronic participation
Shareholders entitled to attend and vote at the AGM, or proxies of
such shareholders, shall be entitled to participate in the meeting
(but not vote) by electronic communication. Should a shareholder
wish to participate in the meeting by electronic communication,
the shareholder concerned should advise the Company thereof
by submitting via registered mail addressed to the Company
(for the attention of the Company Secretary, PO Box 78949,
Sandton, 2196) relevant contact details, as well as full details of
the shareholder’s title to relevant securities issued by the Company
accompanied with proof of identity, in the form of certified copies
of identity documents and share certificates (if in certificated form)
or written confirmation from the shareholder’s CSDP confirming
the shareholder’s title to dematerialised shares (if in dematerialised
form), to reach the Company by no later than 17:00 on Monday,
29 July 2019.
Upon receipt of the required information by the Company, the
shareholder concerned will be provided with a secure code and
instructions to access the electronic communication during the
AGM. Shareholders must note that access to the electronic
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communication will be at the expense of the shareholder who
wishes to utilise the facility. Shareholders making use of the
electronic participation facility are requested to submit their proxy
forms to the Company, as directed in this notice, as voting at the
AGM will not be enabled via electronic means.

Record dates, proxies and voting
In terms of sections 59(1)(a) and (b) of the Act, the board of the
Company has set the record date for the purpose of determining
which shareholders are entitled to:
•

receive notice of the AGM (being the date on which a
shareholder must be registered in the Company’s securities
register as a shareholder in order to receive notice of the AGM)
as at Monday, 24 June 2019.

•

participate in and vote at the AGM (being the date on which
the shareholder must be registered in the Company’s securities
register as a shareholder in order to participate in and vote at
the AGM) as at Friday, 26 July 2019.

Shareholders who have not dematerialised their shares or who
have dematerialised their shares with ‘own name’ registration, and
who are entitled to attend, participate in and vote at the AGM, are
entitled to appoint a proxy (or more than one proxy in respect of
different shares held by them) to attend, speak and vote in their
stead.
A proxy need not be a shareholder and shall be entitled to
vote on a show of hands or a poll. It is requested that proxy
forms be forwarded to the transfer secretaries in South Africa. If
shareholders who have not dematerialised their shares or who
have dematerialised their shares with ‘own name’ registration, and
who are entitled to attend, participate in and vote at the AGM, do
not forward proxy forms to the transfer secretaries in South Africa,
such shareholders will nevertheless be entitled to lodge the form
of proxy in respect of the AGM immediately prior to the exercising
of the shareholders’ rights at the AGM, in accordance with the
instructions therein, with the chairman of the AGM.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
(continued)

Shareholders who have dematerialised their shares, other than
those shareholders who have dematerialised their shares with ‘own
name’ registration, should contact their CSDP or broker in the
manner and within the time stipulated in the agreement entered
into between them and their CSDP or broker:
•

to furnish them with their voting instructions; or

•

in the event that they wish to attend the AGM, to obtain the
necessary letter of representation to do so.

Every shareholder present in person or represented by proxy and
entitled to vote shall, on a show of hands, have only one vote
irrespective of the number of shares such shareholder holds. On a
poll, every shareholder present in person or represented by proxy
and entitled to vote shall be entitled to one vote for each share
such shareholder holds.

7. To elect Constance M Mashaba as a member of the Audit
and Risk Committee, with effect from the end of this AGM, in
terms of section 94(2) of the Act, subject to her re-election as
director.
8. To elect Moses M Ngoasheng as a member of the Audit and
Risk Committee, with effect from the end of this AGM, in terms
of section 94(2) of the Act.
9. To elect Khumo L Shuenyane, as a member of the Audit and
Risk Committee, with effect from the end of this AGM, in terms
of section 94(2) of the Act.
The members of the Audit and Risk Committee have been
nominated by the board of the Company for election as
members of the company’s Audit and Risk Committee in
terms of section 94(2) of the Act. The board has reviewed
the proposed composition of the audit and risk committee
against the requirements of the Act and the Regulations under
the Act and has confirmed that if all the individuals referred to
above are elected, the committee will comply with the relevant
requirements and have the necessary knowledge, skills and
experience to enable it to perform its duties in terms of the Act.

Presentation of annual financial
statements
To present to shareholders:
•

the audited annual financial statements of the Company for the
year ended 31 March 2019, together with:
–– the reports of the directors and the auditors;
–– the report by the chairman of the Audit and Risk
Committee; and

10. To reappoint Ernst & Young Inc., 102 Rivonia Road, Sandton,
2194, South Africa (Private Bag X14, Sandton, 2146, South
Africa) as independent external auditor of the Company, until
such time as the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company.
In terms of section 90(1) of the Act, each year at its AGM,
the Company must appoint an auditor who complies with the
requirements of section 90(2) of the Act. Following a detailed
review, which included an assessment of its independence,
the current audit and risk committee of the Company has
recommended that Ernst & Young Inc. be reappointed as the
auditor of the Company.

–– the report by the chairman of the Social and Ethics
Committee.
The complete set of the audited annual financial statements,
together with the abovementioned reports, are set out on
pages 90 to 130 of the 2019 integrated annual report.
To consider and, if deemed fit, to pass, with or without
modification, the following ordinary and special resolutions of the
Company:
1. To elect Darryl J Mayers as a director of the Company in
accordance with the provisions of the Memorandum of
Incorporation of the Company.
2. To elect Jenna C Sprenger as a director of the Company
in accordance with the provisions of the Memorandum of
Incorporation of the Company.
3. To re-elect Samuel R Leon, as a director of the Company
in accordance with the provisions of the Memorandum of
Incorporation of the Company.
4. To re-elect Nicholas P Riley, as a director of the Company
in accordance with the provisions of the Memorandum of
Incorporation of the Company.
5. To re-elect Constance M Mashaba, as a director of
the Company in accordance with the provisions of the
Memorandum of Incorporation of the Company.
Messrs Leon and Riley and Ms Mashaba are due to retire by
rotation.
For brief biographical details of the directors to be elected or
re-elected refer to pages 16 and 17 of the 2019 integrated
annual report.

11. To authorise any director or the Company Secretary of the
Company to do all things and sign all documents which may
be necessary to carry into effect the resolutions contained
in this notice to the extent the same have been passed and,
where applicable, filed.
12. Directors’ authority to issue shares specifically in relation to a
Dividend Reinvestment Plan:

Resolved that:
•

To the extent required by and subject to the provisions of
the Act and the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited
(JSE Listings Requirements), the directors be and they are
hereby authorised by way of a specific standing authority to
issue ordinary shares of no par value (ordinary shares) as and
when they deem appropriate, for the exclusive purpose of
affording shareholders the opportunity from time to time to
elect to reinvest their dividends into new ordinary shares of the
Company. The directors have decided to seek annual renewal
of this authority in accordance with best practice.
The exercise of the authority will be subject to the provisions of
the Act and the JSE Listings Requirements.

13. Authorising the directors to allot and issue authorised but
unissued shares:

6. To elect Philip A Hourquebie as a member of the Audit and
Risk Committee, with effect from the end of this AGM, in terms
of section 94(2) of the Act.
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Resolved that:
•

To the extent required by and subject to the Memorandum
of Incorporation of the Company, the Act and the JSE
Listings Requirements, each as presently constituted and as
amended from time to time, the directors of the Company
are authorised, as they in their discretion think fit, to allot and
issue 73 629 099 of the authorised but unissued shares in
the Company, which equates to 10% of the shares in issue,
to such person(s) and upon such terms and conditions as
the directors may determine, such authority to not exceed
10% of the shares in issue at the date of the AGM when read
in conjunction with Resolution 14 (Special Resolution 1) and
to expire at the next AGM of the Company. In terms of the
Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, read with the JSE
Listings Requirements, the shareholders of the Company may
authorise the directors to, inter alia, issue any unissued shares
of the Company, as the directors in their discretion think fit.
The directors have decided to seek annual renewal of this
authority in accordance with best practice. The exercise of
the authority will be subject to the provisions of the Act and
the JSE Listings Requirements. The directors consider it
advantageous to attain the authority to enable the Company
to take advantage of any business opportunity that may arise
in future.

14. Special resolution No 1: Directors’ authority to allot and issue
shares for cash in respect of 36 814 550 (5%) of the shares in
issue:

Resolved that:
•

To the extent required by, and subject to the JSE Listings
Requirements, the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation
and the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended
(the Act), each as presently constituted and as amended from
time to time, the directors of the Company are authorised by
way of a general authority, which authority shall not extend
beyond the date of the next AGM of the Company to be held
in 2020 or the date of the expiry of 15 (fifteen) months from the
date of the AGM of the Company convened for 5 August 2019,
whichever period is shorter, to allot and issue 36 814 550
shares for cash (i.e. other than by way of rights offer, to the
existing shareholders in proportion to their then existing
holdings), such authority to not exceed 5% of the shares in
issue at the date of the AGM when read in conjunction with
Resolution 13 subject to the limitations as required by the JSE
Listings Requirements from time to time, it being recorded that
at 24 June 2019, the JSE Listings Requirements provide, inter
alia, that:
(i)

a press announcement giving full details, including the
impact on net asset value and earnings per share, will
be published at the time of an issue of shares for cash
representing, on a cumulative basis within 1 (one) financial
year, 5% (five percent) or more of the number of shares in
issue prior to such issue;

(ii) the issue of shares for cash in the aggregate in any 1
(one) financial year will not exceed 15% (fifteen percent) of
the number of the Company’s shares in issue, including
instruments which are compulsorily convertible;
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(iii) in determining the price at which an allotment and issue
of shares may be made in terms of this authority, the
maximum discount permitted will be 5% (five percent)
of the weighted average traded price of the shares in
question as determined over the 30 (thirty) business days
prior to the date that the price of the issue is agreed to
between the directors of the Company and the party
subscribing for the shares; and
(iv) the shares issued for cash must be issued to persons
qualifying as ‘public shareholders’, as defined in the JSE
Listings Requirements, and not to ‘related parties’.
The directors are seeking authority to allot and issue up to
36 814 550 of the number of unissued shares for cash which
represents 5% (five percent) of the number of the Company’s
issued shares as at the date of this notice of AGM, which is in
line with the 15% (fifteen percent) permitted in terms of the JSE
Listings Requirements.
The authority will be exercised subject to the provisions of the
Act, the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation and the JSE
Listings Requirements.
The directors consider it beneficial to obtain the authority to enable
the Company to take advantage of any business opportunity that
may arise in future.
15. Special resolution No 2: Directors’ authority to acquire shares:

Resolved that:
•

The Company is authorised (to the extent required), by way of
a general authority, which authority shall not extend beyond
the date of the next AGM of the Company to be held in 2020
or the date of the expiry of 15 (fifteen) months from the date
of the AGM of the Company convened for 5 August 2019,
whichever period is shorter, to acquire shares issued by the
Company, from any person, upon such terms and conditions
and in such number as the directors of the Company may
from time to time decide, but subject to the provisions of the
Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, the Companies
Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended (the Act), and the JSE
Listings Requirements, each as presently constituted and as
amended from time to time, it being recorded that at 24 June
2019, the JSE Listings Requirements provide, inter alia, that:
(i)

any such acquisition of shares shall be effected through
the order book operated by the JSE trading system and
done without any prior understanding or arrangement
between the Company and the counterparty;

(ii) an announcement containing full details of such
acquisitions will be published as soon as the Company
has acquired shares constituting, on a cumulative basis,
3% (three percent) of the number of the Company’s shares
in issue (at the time that this authority is granted) and for
each 3% (three percent) in aggregate of the initial number
of such shares acquired thereafter;
(iii) acquisitions of shares by the Company in aggregate in any
1 (one) financial year may not exceed 20% (twenty percent)
of the Company’s issued shares as at the date of passing
of this special resolution No 2;
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(iv) in determining the price at which shares issued by the
Company are acquired by it in terms of this general
authority, the maximum price at which such shares may
be acquired will be 10% (ten percent) above the weighted
average of the market value at which such shares are
traded on the JSE as determined over the 5 (five) business
days immediately preceding the date of acquisition of such
shares, by the Company;
(v) at any point in time, the Company may only appoint 1 (one)
agent to effect any acquisition on the Company’s behalf;
(vi) a resolution is passed by the board of directors that it has
authorised the acquisition, that the Company (and where
applicable, its subsidiaries) has passed the solvency and
liquidity test and that, since the test was performed, there
have been no material changes to the financial position of
the Company; and
(vii) the Company may not acquire any shares during
a prohibited period as defined by the JSE Listings
Requirements unless there is in place a repurchase
programme where dates and quantities of securities to be
traded during the prohibited period are fixed and full details
of the programme have been disclosed in writing to the
JSE prior to the commencement of the prohibited period.
Special resolution No 2 is sought to allow the Company, by way of
a general authority, to acquire its own shares in issue from time to
time, subject to the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, the
Act and the JSE Listings Requirements.
At the present time, the directors of the Company have no
specific intention of making any such acquisition, but believe that
the Company should retain the flexibility to take action if future
acquisitions are considered desirable and in the best interests of
shareholders, taking into account prevailing market conditions.
The directors of the Company are of the opinion that, after
considering the effect of such acquisition of shares, if implemented
and on the assumption that the maximum of 20% (twenty percent)
of the current issued shares of the Company will be acquired,
using the mechanism of the general authority at the maximum
price at which the acquisition may take place and having regard to
the price of the shares on the JSE at the last practical date prior
to the date of the notice of AGM of the Company convened for
5 August 2019:
•

•

•

The Company will be able, in the ordinary course of business,
to pay its debt for a period of 12 (twelve) months after the date
of the notice of AGM of the Company convened for 5 August
2019
The assets of the Company will be in excess of the liabilities of
the Company, each recognised and measured in accordance
with IFRS, for a period of 12 (twelve) months after the date of
the notice of AGM of the Company convened for 5 August
2019
The Company will have adequate capital and reserves for
ordinary business purposes for a period of 12 (twelve) months
after the date of the notice of AGM of the Company convened
for 5 August 2019

•

The working capital of the Company will be adequate for
ordinary business purposes for a period of 12 (twelve) months
after the date of the notice of AGM of the Company convened
for 5 August 2019. The Company will ensure that its sponsor
will provide the necessary letter on the adequacy of the
working capital in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements,
prior to the commencement of any acquisition of the
Company’s shares on the open market.

Directors’ responsibility statement
The directors, whose names appear on pages 16 and 17 of
the 2019 integrated annual report, collectively and individually
accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information given
pertaining to this special resolution No 2 and certify that, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, there are no facts that have
been omitted which would make any statement false or misleading
and that all reasonable enquiries to ascertain such facts have
been made and that the special resolution contains all information
required by law and the JSE Listings Requirements.

Material changes
Other than the facts and developments reported on in the 2019
integrated annual report, there have been no material changes in
the affairs or financial position of the Company since the date of
signature of the audit report and up to the date of this notice of
AGM of the Company.
The following additional information is provided in terms of the
JSE Listings Requirements for purposes of the general authority:
• Largest shareholders: page 145 of the 2019 integrated annual
report
• Directors: pages 16 and 17 of the 2019 integrated annual
report
• Issued capital of the Company: page 96 of the 2019 integrated
annual report.
16. Special resolution No 3: Non-executive directors’
remuneration:

Resolved that:
•

In terms of section 66(9) of the Companies Act, No. 71 of
2008, as amended (the Act), payment of the remuneration of
the non-executive directors of the Company for their service as
non-executive directors, be approved as follows:
(i)

for the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020: as set out
on page 83 of the 2019 integrated annual report, exclusive
of VAT;

(ii) thereafter, but only until the next AGM (or until amended
by a special resolution of shareholders prior to the expiry
of such period), on the same basis as above, escalated
as determined by the board of the Company up to a
maximum of 5% (five percent), per annum, per amount set
out as aforesaid, exclusive of VAT.
Special resolution No 3 is proposed to enable the Company
to comply with the provisions of sections 65(11)(h), 66(8) and
66(9) of the Act, which stipulate that remuneration to nonexecutive directors for their service as non-executive directors
may be paid only in accordance with a special resolution
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approved by the shareholders within the previous two years.
The remuneration proposed for approval has been determined
mindful thereof that the role of non-executive directors is under
increasing focus of late with greater accountability and risk
attached to the position.
Value-Added Tax (VAT), at the prevailing rate, where applicable,
will be added to the above fees.
For further information on the proposed directors’
remuneration, please refer to page 83 of the annual integrated
report.
17. Special resolution No 4: Financial assistance to subsidiaries
and other related and interrelated entities:

Under sections 44 and 45 of the Act, the Company will require a
special resolution to be adopted before such financial assistance
may be provided. In the circumstances and in order to, among
others, ensure that the Company’s related and interrelated
companies and entities have access to financing and/or financial
backing from the Company (as opposed to banks), it is necessary
to obtain the approval of shareholders, as set out in special
resolution number 4. It should be noted that this resolution does
not authorise financial assistance to a director or a prescribed
officer of the Company or any company or person related to such a
director or prescribed officer.
By order of the board

Resolved that:
• To the extent required by the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008,
as amended (the Act), the board of directors of the Company
may, subject to compliance with the requirements of the
Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, the Act and the
JSE Listings Requirements, each as presently constituted and
as amended from time to time, authorise the Company to
provide direct or indirect financial assistance by way of a loan,
guarantee, provision of security or otherwise, to:
–– any of its current and future subsidiaries; and/or
–– any other company or entity that is or becomes related or
interrelated to the Company; and/or
–– any company or entity created for the purpose of providing
a guarantee to noteholders under the Company’s Domestic
Medium-Term Notes Programme
for the purpose of or in connection with any matter, including,
but not limited to:
–– the subscription of any option, or any securities, issued or
to be issued by the Company or a related or interrelated
company; or
–– for the purchase of any securities of the Company or a
related or interrelated company; or
–– for the purpose of lending money, guaranteeing a loan or
other obligation and securing any debt or obligation; or
–– for the provision of a guarantee by special purpose vehicles
to noteholders under the Domestic Medium-Term Notes
Programme

N van Wyk
Investec Bank Limited
Company Secretary
24 June 2019

Registered office
100 Grayston Drive
Sandown
Sandton
2196
PO Box 78949
Sandton
2146
Transfer secretaries
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
Johannesburg 2196
PO Box 61051
Marshalltown 2107

such authority to endure until the next AGM of the Company.

Reason
The Company would like the ability to provide financial assistance
to its subsidiaries and related or interrelated entities and to any
company or entity created for the purpose of providing a guarantee
to noteholders under the Company’s Domestic Medium-Term
Notes Programme, for the purpose of or in connection with the
subscription of any option, or any securities, issued or to be
issued by the Company or a related or interrelated company, or
for the purchase of any securities of the Company or a related
or interrelated company or for the purpose of lending money,
guaranteeing a loan or other obligation and securing any debt or
obligation of any such company.
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FORM OF PROXY

Investec Property Fund Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa) | (Registration number 2008/011366/06)
Share code: IPF | ISIN: ZAE000180915
(the Fund or the Company)

Property Fund Limited

For use by certificated and ‘own name’ dematerialised shareholders only.
For use by certificated and ‘own name’ registered dematerialised shareholders of the Company, recorded in the Company’s securities
register at Friday, 26 July 2019, in the exercise of their voting rights in respect of the ordinary shares in the capital of the Company, at an
annual general meeting of the Company to be held at 09:00 on Monday, 5 August 2019 in the Auditorium, Investec Bank Limited, 100
Grayston Drive, Sandton, 2196.
I/We: (please print names in full)
of (address)
being the holder/s of

shares in the Company, appoint (see note 1):

1.

or failing him/her,

2.

or failing him/her,

3. the chairman of the annual general meeting,
as my/our proxy to act for me/us and on my/our behalf at the annual general meeting which will be held for the purpose of considering and,
if deemed fit, passing, with or without modification, the ordinary and special resolutions to be proposed thereat and at any adjournment
thereof and to vote for and/or against such resolutions and/or abstain from voting in respect of the share component of the shares registered
in my/our name/s, in accordance with the following instructions (see note 3):
Number of votes
(one vote per share)
For

Against

Abstain

Ordinary resolution number 1: To elect Darryl J Mayers as a director of the Company
Ordinary resolution number 2: To elect Jenna C Sprenger as a director of the Company
Ordinary resolution number 3: To re-elect Samuel R Leon as a director of the Company
Ordinary resolution number 4: To re-elect Nicholas P Riley as a director of the Company
Ordinary resolution number 5: To re-elect Constance M Mashaba as a director of the Company
Ordinary resolution number 6: To elect Philip A Hourquebie as a member of the Audit and Risk
Committee
Ordinary resolution number 7: To elect Constance M Mashaba as a member of the Audit and Risk
Committee
Ordinary resolution number 8: To elect Moses M Ngoasheng as a member of the Audit and Risk
Committee
Ordinary resolution number 9: To elect Khumo L Shuenyane as a member of the Audit and Risk
Committee
Ordinary resolution number 10: To reappoint Ernst & Young Inc. as designated auditor of the
Company for the year to 31 March 2020
Ordinary resolution number 11: To provide the directors or the Company Secretary with the
authority to take action in respect of the resolutions approved by shareholders
Ordinary resolution number 12: Directors’ authority to issue shares specifically in relation to a
Dividend Reinvestment Plan
Ordinary resolution number 13: Authorising the directors to allot and issue 73 629 099 of the
authorised but unissued shares (10.00% of shares in issue)
Special resolution number 1: To provide the directors with general authority to allot and issue
36 814 550 of the authorised but unissued shares (5.00% of shares in issue) for cash
Special resolution number 2: To provide the directors with general authority to acquire shares
Special resolution number 3: Non-Executive Directors’ remuneration
Special resolution number 4: Financial assistance to subsidiaries and other related and interrelated
entities
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Certificated shareholders
If you are a certificated shareholder or have dematerialised your shares with ‘own name’ registration and you are unable to attend the annual
general meeting of the Company to be held at 09:00 on Monday, 5 August 2019 in the Auditorium, Investec Bank Limited, 100 Grayston
Drive, Sandton, 2196 and wish to be represented thereat, you are requested to complete and return this form of proxy in accordance
with the instructions contained herein and to lodge it with, or post it to the Transfer Secretaries, namely Computershare Investor Services
Proprietary Limited.

Dematerialised shareholders, other than those with ‘own name’ registration
If you hold dematerialised shares in the Company through a CSDP or broker, other than with an ‘own name’ registration, you must timeously
advise your CSDP or broker of your intention to attend and vote at the annual general meeting or be represented by proxy thereat in order
for your CSDP or broker to provide you with the necessary letter of representation to do so, or should you not wish to attend the annual
general meeting in person, you must timeously provide your CSDP or broker with your voting instruction in order for the CSDP or broker to
vote in accordance with your instruction at the annual general meeting.
Signed at:

on

Signature:

Assisted by me where applicable:

Name:

Capacity:

Please read the notes that follow.
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Notes and summary of rights under
section 58 of the Companies Act 2008
1. A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the annual general
meeting is entitled to appoint any one or more individual
(who need not be a shareholder of the Company) as a proxy
to attend, speak and vote in his place at the annual general
meeting, provided that, if more than one proxy is concurrently
appointed by a shareholder, each proxy is appointed to
exercise the rights attached to different shares held by that
shareholder. Such shareholder may insert the name of a proxy
or the names of two alternative proxies of the shareholder’s
choice in the space provided, with or without deleting ‘the
chairman of the meeting’, provided that any such deletion
must be signed in full by the shareholder. The person whose
name stands first on the proxy form and who is present at the
annual general meeting will be entitled to act as proxy to the
exclusion of those whose names follow. Should a proxy not be
specified, this will be exercised by the chairman of the annual
general meeting
2. A shareholder or his proxy shall have one vote for every share
held. You are not obliged either to cast all your votes or to cast
all your votes in the same way. Please instruct your proxy how
to vote by either:
• marking the appropriate box with an ‘X’ next to the
resolution (i.e. in favour of and/or against and/or by way of
abstention), in which event the proxy will cast all your votes
in the manner so specified, or
• setting out the number of votes to be cast in the
appropriate box next to the resolution, provided that, if for
any resolution the aggregate number of votes to be cast
would exceed the total number of shares held, you will be
deemed to have given no specific instruction as to how
you wish your proxy to vote in respect of that resolution.
Your proxy will have discretion to vote in respect of your
total holding on any resolution on which you have not
(or are deemed not to have) given specific instruction as
to how to vote and, unless instructed otherwise, on any
business which may properly come before the meeting.
3. The date must be filled in on this form of proxy when it is
signed.
4. If you are signing in a representative capacity, whether for
another person or for an organisation, then, in order for this
form to be valid, you must include a power of attorney or other
written authority that authorises you to sign (or a certified copy
of such power or authority).
5. In the case of a company, the proxy form should either
be sealed by the Company or signed by a director or an
authorised signatory (and the provisions of paragraph 4 shall
apply to such authorised signatory).
6. In the case of joint shareholders, only one need sign.
If more than one joint shareholder votes, whether in
person or by proxy, only the most senior shareholder who
casts a vote, whether in person or by proxy, will be counted.
For this purpose, seniority is determined by the order in
which shareholders’ names appear in the securities register
for that share.

7. Any alteration or correction made to this form of proxy must be
signed in full and not initialed by the signatory or signatories.
8. A minor must be assisted by his/her parent/guardian and
the relevant documentary evidence establishing his/her
legal capacity must be attached to this form of proxy unless
previously recorded by the Company or waived by the
chairman of the annual general meeting.
9. The chairman of the annual general meeting may reject or
accept any form of proxy which is completed and/or received
other than in compliance with these notes.
10. The return of this form of proxy will not prevent you from
attending the meeting and voting in person.
11. A proxy may not delegate his/her authority to act on behalf of
the shareholder to another person.
12. The appointment of a proxy or proxies:
• is suspended at any time to the extent that the shareholder
chooses to act directly and in person in the exercise of any
rights as a shareholder;
• is revocable in which case the shareholder may revoke the
proxy appointment by:
–– cancelling it in writing or making a later inconsistent
appointment of a proxy; and
–– delivering a copy of the revocation instrument to the
proxy and to the Company.
13. Should the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies have
been delivered to the Company, as long as the appointment
remains in effect, any notice that is required by the Companies
Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended, (the Act) or the Company’s
Memorandum of Incorporation to be delivered by such
Company to the shareholder, must be delivered by such
Company to:
• the shareholder, or
• the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has directed the
Company to do so in writing and has paid any reasonable
fee charged by the Company for doing so.
14. The proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the
relevant meeting at which it was intended to be used (including
any adjournment thereof), unless revoked as contemplated in
section 58(5) of the Act.
15. It is requested that this form of proxy be forwarded to the
Company’s transfer secretaries:
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
Johannesburg 2196
PO Box 61051
Marshalltown 2107
proxy@computershare.co.za
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CORPORATE INFORMATION

Investec Property Fund Limited
Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
Registration number 2008/011366/06
Share code: IPF | ISIN: ZAE000180915

Secretary and registered office
c/o Company Secretarial
Investec Bank Limited
100 Grayston Drive
Sandown Sandton 2196
PO Box 78949 Sandton 2196

Internet address

For queries regarding information in this
document:
Investor Relations
Telephone (27 11) 286 7070
e-mail: investorrelations@investec.co.za
Internet address: www.investec.com/en_za/#home/
investorrelations.html

Preparer
This integrated annual report and annual financial statements have
been prepared under the supervision of the chief financial officer,
Jenna Sprenger CA(SA).

www.investecproperty.com

Auditor
Ernst & Young Inc.
102 Rivonia Road
Sandton
Johannesburg 2194

Transfer secretaries
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
Johannesburg 2196
PO Box 61051
Marshalltown 2107
Telephone (27 11) 370 5000

Sponsor
Investec Bank Limited
100 Grayston Drive
Sandown Sandton 2196
PO Box 785700
Sandton 2196

Directorate
Refer to pages 16 and 17.
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AREG L.P

AREG Hexagon Co-Invest Vehicle II, LP

Argo

Argo Real Estate Partners LLP

ASX

Australian Securities Exchange

AUD

Australian Dollar

B-BBEE

Broad-based black economic empowerment

Board

Board of directors of IPF

CCS

Cross-currency swap

CGT

Capital gains tax

CPS

Cents per share

CSI

Corporate social investment

DMTN

Domestic medium term note

Euribor

The Euro Interbank offered rate

DRIP

Dividend re-investment programme

Edcon

Edcon Acquisition Proprietary Limited

EDT

Entrepreneurship Development Trust

ERV

Expected rental value

EUR

Euro

EY

Ernst & Young Inc.

FECs

Forward exchange contracts

FVTPL

Fair value through profit or loss

GBP

Great British Pound

GLA

Gross lettable area

Hexagon

Hexagon Holdco S.a.r.l and Hexagon Holdco S.a.r.l 2

HQLA

High quality liquid assets

IAPF

Investec Australia Property Fund

IPFO

Investec Property Fund Offshore Investments Proprietary Limited

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

Ingenuity

Ingenuity Property Investments Limited

Investec

Investec Bank Limited

Investec Property or The Manager
or the Company

Investec Property Proprietary Limited

IPF or The Fund or The Group

Investec Property Fund Limited and its subsidiaries

ISAs

International Standards on Auditing

IT

Information technology

Izandla

Izandla Property Fund Proprietary Limited

JIBAR

Johannesburg Interbank Agreed Rate

JSE

Johannesburg Stock Exchange
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King IV

Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016

KPI’s

Key performance indicators

LID

Lead Independent Director

LTV

Loan to value

NAV

Net asset value

NPI

Net property income

PEL platform

Pan-European Logistics platform

PELI platform

Pan-European Light Industrial platform

POPI

Protection of Personal Information Act

PPL

Profit participating loans

REIT

Real Estate Investment Trust

ROI

Return on investment

SAICA

South African Institute of Chartered Accountants

SAPOA

South African Property Owners Association

SLAs

Service level agreements

SMMEs

Small, medium and micro-sized enterprises

U.K. investment/U.K. Fund

Nestor Investment Holdings Limited

UREP

Urban Real Estate Partners

WALE

Weighted average lease expiry

WAULT

Weighted average unexpired lease term

WHT

Withholding tax

ZAR

South African Rand
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